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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Perhaps one of the most popular and certainly one of 
the oldest love stories in the literature of the world, is 
the Tristram and Isolt legend. Although much research has been 
clone, and 1.Yhile many stories concerning it have been written, 
exactly -vrhen, and vJhere, and hovv it originated still remains 
a source of mystery,that,however, but a dds to its charm. 
The v.rila_ story of passionate 1o11e lrnmm as the Tristram 
tradition has seized upon the imagination of its readers,hold-
ing them spellbound, for centuries. Dramatists, musicians and 
poets alike have found it irresistible. It has been ~r~itten 
and re-written; it has passed through so many hands; it has 
been compounded of so many elements, as it was passed through 
the ages, that any elucidation of its origin and grmvth has 
been made far more difficult than if there had been but one 
story. Many of the versions extant today, naturally, are 
merely reconstructions of the first,more complete stories, in 
some cases having the best parts of those earlier tales collec-
ted into one story. Others 1vere written accora_ing to the 
influence of the times. Still others serve but to reflect the 
nature and philosophy of their authors. 
This study, hoHever, is concerned primarily 'tvi th the 
nev.rest, perhaps the most interesting interpretation of the 
• Tristram ana_ Isolt tale,namely: Ec11<Jin Arlington Robinson's 
• 
Tristram. In elaborating on the pu~o ose of this study, the 
author has tried to show also, that thi s poem not only is one 
of the finest 1o1ri tten on the subject but also the most contro-
versial one,perhaps, in the history of American literature. 
Robinson v.rrote it bet1.veen 1925-26, and. had it published. in 
1927 at a time when realism and naturalism represented the 
chief literary trends of the day,becoming more and more strong. 
tiaterialism ana_ pleasure v-1ere the key 1.·mrds in that ctecade. In 
order to be popular, literature had to deal lrlith some psycho-
logical problem or other; for despite the tremendous external 
action,and the p rogressive mood,of that era,people were more 
interested in kno"~,Ting "t·Jhat v-ras happening in man's minct, why 
people di o. the things they vrere doing. 
Hence, Robinson's poem, with its old romantic love story 
of Tristram and IsoJ.t, struck the Uestern ·t-Jorl c1 like a thunder-
belt, mainly because, in that materialistic decade, it l•ras a 
love story,but chiefly because it was a psychological analysis 
of the olo_ legend. Thousands of copies ~rrere sold. It at once 
became the chief topic of conversation at dinner tables, teas, 
an c3. other social gatherings. It also "'ras a subject of con-
troversy. 
In this study t1vo of the main contorversial issues of 
Robinson's p oem have been considered, the · first one being: what 
are the sources of the Robinson versi on of the legend Tristram 
and Isolt, since, it has been considered, his p oem represents 
the finest version "t,Tl ... i tten, as v.Jell as the most original and Clif-
2 
ferent among the more recent and contemp orary Tristram t ales. 
For 11hile Robinson himself has not told his readers in so 
many vJOrds the version of the story that most influenced him 
in hi s ovm \Jri ting , yet it is kno1rm that · he read avidly the 
1·rorks of several Tristram 1-'rriters. 
The first question, then, that na turally arises, is: 
v1a s Robinson f amiliar -vri th the di f ferent versions of the leg enc3. 
as they app eared in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,since 
it is pretty well established that he did not actually study 
them? In this study, the author 't'<Till try to d.etermine "l'lhich 
versions he actually did. read, what he borrmved from them, and 
ho1v much of the poem and its plot i s of his 01'm concEI:tion. Also, 
why Robinson found it necessary to change parts of the original 
story~ e.n c'l 't·Jhy he a o.ded. :to it' becomes interesting in the light 
of this stuc3_y since there are those vrho 1-.ronder - 't•rhy the poem 
was ioi.C"i tt en at all. 
The ma jority of Robinson's readers classify him as a 
pessimist, a realist, and a modern class icist, but never as a 
r omanticist despite the fact that his Tristram is so very 
romantic in character; therefore, to them, he remains an enigma 
and a par adox . To determine why those readers refuse to hand 
him the romantic accolade, therefore, also is of interest to the 
author of thi s study. Hi s Tristram i s thoroughly Robinsonian in 
character, making the at titude of those critics an enigma,also. 
In the light of such t hought-provoking i ssues, and_ it 
• may be ,p erhaps, as a ctirect consequenc e of them, this study has 
3 
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been macte vri th the .s.im of examining the existing Tristram 
stories so as to be able to d etermine, if p ossible, the 
ones that Robinson read and, from the standpoint of what 
has been learned about Robinson r s poetic per•sonali ty, 1'Jhat 
ones he used ir:. v-rrj_ting his poem , Tristram and Isol t • 
• 
CHAPTER II 
A COMPARISON OF ROBINSON 1 S TRISTRAH \'iiTH THAT OF 
SIR THOiviAS ~1ALORY 
The oldest version of the legend Tristram and Isolt 
vle are certain that Robinson read is in Sir Thomas Malory 1 s 
Morte D • Arthw."' for, as Hermann Hagec1or n, Robinson 1 s most 
reliable biographer informs us, Robinson Hould sit 11 for hours 
in St\J'anson' s p a rlor, devouring The Mort e D 1.Arthur ul 
Moreover, among Robinson's critics an c1 reviewers, 1-' aloryts 
story i s the one collinonly accepted as the source of his 
Tristram. Yvor ~vinders states that Robinson 11 follo 'Virs the old 
prose romance and Vel"'s ion of 1-falory more closely than the 
superior versions of Gottfried. of Strassburg anc1 Thomas. u2 
Mark van Doren fe els that Robinson 11 folloi,TS Halory insofar as 
Halory associated Tristram i'ITi th Camelot and retells the tale 
to make his histol"'Y of Anthur 1 s generation more complete • 11 3 
In comp a ring the two texts very closely, it would seem as if 
there were acutally very little similarity other than what 
Van Doren asserts. Robinson, more than any other of the later 
Tri s tan na rrators, brings in the Arthurian element through the 
use of Arthurian characters, such as Andrea., :Morgan, Le Fay 
1 Hermann Hagedo l~n, Ecl Hin Arlington Robinson ( Ne1iT York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1939), p .38. 
2 Yvor Hinders,Ec1t.vin Arling ton Robinson( Norfolk,Ct.: 
New Directions' Books, 1946), p. 89 • 
3 Mark van Doren 
( 5) 
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Gm-raine, Lancelot, Guinevere anc1 King Ho~rell. The name of 
Joyous Gard, anci the reason for the interlude there, undoubtedly 
are borrowed from the Malory version. 
Despite the similarity in names ,hm-rever, the characters 
themselves, as ctepicted by Robinson, are l argely his o-vm. 
In both the Malory and Robinson versions,King Mark is 
sent to prison,and, as a natural sequence, Tristram and Isolt 
are t aken by Lancelot to his castle at Joyous Garcl. But as far 
as time anc1 place are concerned, '::rhile certain parts of the 
Robinson tale may have been suggested by incidents and events 
t aking place in the Malory version, they have no parallels. 
For instance, Malory 1 s manor is not Joyous Gard, nor does the 
p lace of its occurence corresponc1 1vi th that of the Robinson 
account. Yet the kidnapping ic1ea, of I sol t by 1fark from 
J o;y-ous Gard, probably -vras inspired by Malory.Note the passage: 
Ana_ then Sir Tristram asked them \:There vJas La 
Beale Isoucl, for he 1-reanecl she hact been had m-ray of 
An c1red 1 s people. 1 Sir 1 sai o_ Gouvernail, 1 she is put in 
a l a zar-cote .... And so he took h is men and went there 
as 1·ras La Beale Is oud, ancl fetcheo_ he m1ay, ana_ 
brought her into a forest to a fair manor, and Sir 
Tristram there abode 1,Ti th her. So the good knight had 
his men go from him,'For at this time I may not help 
you~!o they a_eparted, all save Gouvernail. An c1_ so -
up on a day Sir Tristram gade into the forest for to 
Cl.isport him, and then it ha.pp ened that there he fell 
asleep; and there came a man that Sir Tristrrun afore-
hand had slain his brother, and Hhen this man had 
founa_ him he shot him through the shoulcler wi th an 
arl"m•r, and Sir Tristram leapt up ana_ killed that man. 
Ana_ in the meantime it 'li.JaS told King Hark hoiv Sir Tris-
tram anc~ La Beale Isoud 'tvere in that manor, and 
6 
as s oon as ever h e. mi gh t, thither he c arne 1·ri th many 
kni ghts to slay Sir Tri s tram . And_ 't·rhen he came there 
he found him gone, and there he took La Beale Isond 
home 1-1i th him, anri kept her s t l''ai ght that by no means 
she might 't·rit nor senc3. unto Tristram, nor he unt o her. 
An d v-,rhen Sir Tris traL1 C<?JD. e to1-vard t he old manor he 
founc1 the track of many horses , and thereby he ~rrist his 
lady 1.vas gone . And then Sir Tr•i str e..m took great s o :L"l"'OH , . 
and. eno.ured v i th gl"ea t pain i'or long time f or the 
arro'tv tha t he was htu"'t u i t h a l vras envenomed . . . ~1 
S cudder, in her story of the sources of Marte D1 Arthur, 
says of }ialory and his -vmrk: 
The v-mrld seems suddenl y lil~e a tapesti"'Y re-
garcl.ed from the ~r.rrong sic1e; colors are c1inmecL , detail 
is blurred, analysis confirms t he impression. Malory 1 s 
treatment is psycholo gical not pictorial. The rainbm·r-
flashing of the t ournB.ment i s gone; costurnes are 
11.-.rondrous ri ch 1 , but there is no f eeling for texture, 
ornament, or design . The minor arts,-ca rved ivory, 
f ine embroidery, and the others - have ceasecl to 
interest; the clecora ti ve detail on whi ch earlier ·Hri ter's 
s o lovingl y dvJel t is a l l but 11h olly absent. The siiTI]_::>le 
touches of T1<Velfth Century authors evoke vividly the 
picturesque phas e of European history;in Halory, the 
picture must be inferred from the narrative, and life 
is gray ••.• p ages after p ages can be turnea. ui thout a 
concrete l eta il to stri ke the eye .... But interest 
had shiftec.1 fr·om the aspect o f t hings t o the spirit , anct 
no one i s equal t o Malory in pre~enting the spirit o f 
the ep och that i;Jas p a s sing mvay . 
Much of Scudder 1 s des cripti on c a n a l s o be att~ibuted 
to Robins on: all of hi s poetry is psychological i s graye d ,or 
is black and ~;;hi te, vri t h the exception of his Arthurian p oems . 
These poems, hmvever , c1o l a ck the color of th e earli er l egends, 
nor do they suggest as clearly 1fha t is happening iri the 
external v-rorld. as they cl.o rih a t is going on in one 1 s mind . Thus 
1 ·s ir--Tl~~~-w.s l:Ia lory, lvlort e D1AI·thur(Lonclon : J .H .D ,::n t anc1 
C o . , n • c1 • ) , p • _; :~ ) • 
2 Vida Scuclder ,Le rlorte D1 Artlnn· ;a Study of the Book 
and Its Sources( London : J . H. Dent & Sons ,Ltd . ,1921) ,p . )5_:; . 
7 
there i s enough eviclence to concluo.e .tha t Robinson di d o.rairJ 
inspiration from i\ialory' s s tory, b ut even so , v:i th a.ll these 
simila rlties, his p oem contains a genera.l over-all feeling, 
together irJi th a tremendous amount of mat erial , that cannot be 
fo~~d in Malory ' s ve~sion of the Tristram legend. 
In the fir•st place , Robinson begins his poem l\ri th an 
account of Isolt of the \'mite Hands; and he lea ves out much of 
the background anc1 histor·y of Tris t ram ano. his f amily. \'le do 
find out certain facts about Trist r am ' s past but only what is 
essentia l and meaningful to the theme; a nd , for the most part , 
this i nformation is gleaned indirectly from the characters 
themselves. It is only through the mec.U tations of Tristram 
that the reac1er lear ns about his grea tnes s anc1 his fame, and 
of his relationship to and_ his f eelings to 'lO,THl'd Nark:. 
An d it Has he , 
Tristram, the loue_- accreclited s trong 1varrior , 
Tristram , the lover o f t.-mmen, t he harp-player, 
Tristram, the most ob edient imbecile 
And hur.able servant of King Hark h is uncle, 
i'Jho he.cl. achieved all thi s .1 
.Again, it is Tristr am himself l'Jh o tells the reader 
a bout h is n am e and hi s family: 
The s orr ow in hi s name 
Carne out, and he 1-vas Tris tram , born for sorro"ii'l 
Of an unguard ed and forgotten mo t her , 
·vn1o may have seen as t h ose uho are to die 
Are like to see. A king ' s son, he had given 
Himself in honor unto another king 
For gr atitude , not 1~no1,.:ii1g2 Hha t h e hae. given Or seeing T\rha t he ha.d clone . 
1 EL1Win Al"'ling·~ on Robi nson,Tri s t r am ( Nev-j York : The 
?-:a cmillan Company , 19L~6 ) , p . 23 . 
2 Ibid . ,p. 35 . 
He also s uppli es th e reason fo r kil l ing l.forhaus, and 
for bringing the Irish queen to Mark: 
And as for all that you have done for me, 
There are some tenuous it ems on my side . 
Dic1 I not, fi ghting l•forhaus in your name, 
Ria_ Cormmll of a tribute that for years 
Had sucked a rmy the blood and life of Cornwall, 
Like vampires feeding on it in the night? 
And have I not in my b lind gratitude 
For kindness that would never have been yours 
If I had cost you even a night's r est, 
Brought you for Queen the fairest of all 1rromen? . 
If these t wo gifts, i·Jhi ch are but t Ho, v1ere all , 
What more, in the king ' s name , 1rrould the king ask? 1 
Only about thre e or four times r;10re are these i a_entical 
facts mentioned a gain, having nothing more added . In these few 
''mrds, Robins on succeeds in giving e s sential information tha t 
is conta ined in many pag es of the history of Tristi·am by 
l·Ialol"Y. Of course, Robins on 1 s account is extremely meac;re, b ut 
h ere it should be pointed out t hat even the fe 1:-1 c1etails he 
fina_s it necessary to include all may be found in the }11alor~r 
version. On the other hand, lvialory gives in a short summary 
all the deta il Robinson employed in setting forth Tristram's 
exp l ana tion to Isolt of the ~'lhite Hands 1 father,folloi·.ring her 
discovery of the young man ' s true identity. According to 
Malory: 
Si r ,said Tristram, now I shall tell you the 
truth. Hy father ' s name is Sir Hehidas , k ing of Liones, 
and my mother bri ght Elizabe t h , that vras sister unto 
King Mark of Corm•rall; and my mother died of me in 
the forest, anc1 by cause thereof she coro.manded if she 
1 lbid. , p . 65. 
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she died that 't·Then I vJas ch ristenecl they shoulc1 chris-
ten r11e Tristr.:un; ancl because I 't·JOulct not be lmo1m in 
this country, I turnec1 my nam.e and let me be called 
Tramtrist and for the truage of Corn-v.rall I fought for 
my erne 1 s sak e, ancL for the right of Corm..Jall that ye 
had posses sea_ many years. And i.Ji t ye w·ell, said 
Tristram unto the king, I di o. the battle for the love 
of my uncle King Mark, and for the love of the cou.n.try 
of Cornvm.ll, ana_ for to increas e mine honour; for that 
same day that I fought with King Morhaus I ,,ras made 
knight, ana_ never or then did I battle ivi th no lmi ght, 
and from me h! went alive, and left his shield and his 
m-.rord behind. 
Ancl in regard to Tristram's oath to King Nark 
concerning Isolt, Malory writes: 
Then upon a day King Anguish asked Si r Tristram 
v1hy he asked not his boon, for 1orhatsoever he had 
promised him he should have it ivithout fail.Sir,said 
Sir Tristram, nou is it time; this is all that I 1-rill 
desire, that ye will give me La Beale Isoud your 
daughter, not for myself but for mine uncle King Hark, 
that shall have her to w·ife, for so I have promised him. 
Alas, saio. the king, I had lief~r than all the land 
that I have ye wed her yourself,Sir, an I did then I 
v-rere shamed forever in this woil-ld, and false of my 
promise. Therefore, said Sir Tristram, I pray you holo_ 
your promise that ye promis ec1 me, for this is my c1es ire, 
that ye ivill give me La Beal e Isoud to go with me 
into Cormtfall for to be v-rectcled to King Mark mine uncle~ 
The basic backgrounc1 material, it can be seen, is 
similar in e a ch version; but the f a ct that Robinson's account 
is just an outline, and nothing else,suggests a most imp ortant 
o.ifference between the the tvm stories: Robinson's Tristram 
revolves around the tragic love-motif, and the people them-
selves, Hhereas 11alory concentrated more on the adventures 
1 Malory (Caxton edition) ,op .cit., p.312. 
2 .l!?_g., p.332. 
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of the kni ghts than on theil"' loves; and seems to have missed 
entirely the great tragic love-motif in the legend: his tale 
of Tristram is one of adventure and external action. 
Eugene Vinaver, in his comprehensive study of Malory's 
Tristram concludes that the story 11 combined tradi tionP..l theme 
vii th fashionable set·t ing, •.. lmight-errantry is the insp ira-
tion and its raison d 1 etre ..• 11 1 He i ndicates that the great 
tragic conception o f the legend was abandoned by the French 
prose-v-rri ter, and lv!alory hac1 no mean s of knowing it} 11 ••• 
Tristram's first duty is to ~~ighthood, ••• ' s ervice of love 
is yet another form of his self-assertion as a ch ampion of 
the high order. 111 3 The same conclusion is reached by S cudder, 
1iho, in attempting a comparison bet,._.reen the versions of 
Ivialox·y anc1 of Gottfl"'ied of Stras sburg , finds that a lmost all 
of Hhat she 1.vou~c1 say might also be applied to a similar 
comparison bet't..;een the versions of Na lory and of Robinson. 
She says : 
To begin with, Malory almost drowns the fine 
old tale in irrelevent matter . He throws nearly all 
he cares to tell about the lover·s i nto the eighth 
bool~, and proceeds in the ninth anl interminable 
tenth to uander off into Arthurland at large, forever 
dodging us i.~hen vle 11vant to hear about Iseul t, to learn 
h o1:.r Tristram j ousted 1'ri th Br euse Sans P etite or sought 
a fter Lmmcelot. ltioreover, h e omits the best part of 
the story altogether a nd slurrs wha t he chooses to 
tell • . . He has kept the h e.rshness but not the charm 
I .., l Eug ene v:-naver, The Vforks ?f "' Si~~ ~homas - lJI_alory~Hort e 
D arthur( Oxford . The Clardenclon Preas, - l • ·.~ ) V. 3 ,p .143 . 
2 I lJi d ., p .14-34. 
3 I , 1 4--'6 oid ., p . -). 
11 
of the old flavor; he has given a mere 
tapestry of the lovely tale. Conventionality has 
settlec1 over the whole story lil\:e a blight .. Tristram 
and Iseult love '~rmnd.erly much , 11 sHoon vJhen separe.ted, 
grol,T mad 1vhen suspecting one a nother ••• Nalory 1 s 
tone is that of a mere synopsis ••.• In Malory, the 
development of the passion i s almost entirely mis s ed.l 
It is not to be denied that he has all but 
spoilt the old design in consequence, but he has gained 
his encL. Throughout the tal e of those t "JO 1;,roeful 
lovers and the rest ·Hho gather arouna_ them, he has kept 
afresh before the mind the onvrard progress of his main 
thema ••• The chief effect o f the books is to show 
the splendor of the Table Round by contrast 1dth that 
disordered out er w·orld ,,rhere its bright chivalries are 
l\:no-vm only b~l report . • •• As for Tristram, the 
l onging to achieve fellowship lvi th the Table Round is 
a passion second only to his l~ve of Iseult, and 
sometimes, apparently, stronger. 
But , as has already been said, Robinson seems not to 
have been interested in the adventures in 111rhich Tristram 1 s 
f amily took part ,or in the battles 1·:hich they fought. His 
thought is c entered on the lov:r-motif and the people them-
selves, an d he shows a definite desire to examine and use 
this love- motif as his c entral theme ,-as if to indicate h ow 
two flesh-and-blood people can and do love,even today , even as 
oJ.d Tristram and I sol t. This desire a nd point of vievr he 
s ubstantiates in a l etter sent to a fx•iend ·Hhile he ·was 
engagec1 upon his Tristram: 
You kno1>-r thi s sort of thing happ ens every clay. 
I mean, ,p:opl e lo~: ~he ~,,;c:_y Tristran~ ~nd Isol~ uere 
supposea ~o • ••• r~ ls no~ rare .. ,I t nappens. 
1 Scudder, OD . cit. ,pp . 229- 30. 
2 Ibid., p . 2so. 
3 Es 'cher Nillara_ Bates, Eo.v-rin 
I•'Ian usc rip t s ( '\'J ate rvi 11 e , fii e . : L i-=-b-x-·a_r_y---=.-:::--.;;.;;..::.;'---"'~;;..,.....,---~,.;;;o:..:l,.;.:l:=-e.;..s:...::._r_e..;;_,~l;;.,;;;.,.4,.,.;. ;::;..;;;.. 
p. 19. 
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Robinson probes the minds of his Tristram and Isolt, 
permit ting his readers to Slimpse their innermost thoughts 
and sense their reactions t o situations ; thus he mak es the 
t110 live for us. Therefore it ma.y be said that his is an 
analytical and psychological study of the Tristram leg end, 
having the emphasis placed upon the love- moti f. The position 
of this emphasis is extremely i mpo l"tant because it ~:roul o_ 
appear to b e the motivating factor underlying many of the 
va.riances existing bet-vmen the l'1alory anc1 the Robinson version 
of the legend . 
Perhaps the change made by Robinson illustrates best 
this variance, exerting a most significant and s omeHh a t 
obvious influence , n c..mel y , his rej ection of the love-potion 
i dea in the leg end. It may be that he felt the use of a love 
p otion 1•:ras far too artificial, crea ting in the story an unreal, 
out-of-thi s - lmrl d atmosphei'e. That he di cl give considerable 
thought to the subj ect , ho,·Jever , an c1 t hat a clistur bed que.li ty 
of thought,-sinc e he seemed L~set ov er the idea, has been 
evidenced in letters he vn"'ot e t o fri ends : He says: 
For that matter , this thing that I am cloing 
nolv shoulo_ be enough to carry me off . The fool p _o:t ion 
or p h iltre in the TristrP.Jn stol"'Y has always Q?eenj~ 
i ncurable source of annoyance to me , and after fighting 
it ai:lay f or four or five yea :r:•s I have finally succumbed 
to feeling the story of !.vhat mi ght h a ve happened to 
hu.man beings in these ci rcmnstances , l'ii thout their vJi ts ! 
anc1 1'17'i lls having b e en t cJcen a1:1ay by s ome imp ossible 
and 1·:rholly s1..merficial concoction. Hen and ~:·wmen ca n 
make trouble enough f or themselves vii thout being 
denaturec'l and turned i nt o robot s . The story will remain 
p re t ty much unchanged in its main outlines, but still 
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i:vi th a difference. I Ghal l get myself disliked for C:.o ing 
it, but I
1
am rather used to-that after Halir]; and 
Lancelot. 
Again, on July 29th, he "t·rriteo: 
My chief reason for the letter is that I have 
been pegging c;nvay so haro. at Tri s tl"'am that m:;r 
correspondence has been reduced, for the most part, to 
a feu-; comp"Lllsory not es. £-1y only object in vJri ting this 
poem is t o get out of my system a long-imprisoned 
curiosity to find out vJhat sort of story might be made 
of Tristraril and Isolde on the assUIQ.ption that they ·Here 
not necessarily a pair of impossible and irresp onsible 
morons. Even ui th W'agner 1 s music , the love potion makes 
the vihole story silly for me •.•• That c1amned dose has 
al1orays spoiled one of the iiJOrlc1 1 s greates t stories and 
probabl y vJill continue to cLo so. I c1on 1 t ex-p ec'P to 
produce any cha nge of opinion here any more than I d id 
in Hriting about prohibition--though I hope here as I 
cl.id there to write a p oem that can be read. But God 
only kno~s--perhaps I have \rJri tten more than enough 
al:reac1y .. -
Hobins on, in fact, appears to have missed entirely the 
signification of the love potion; nm,;-hel''e does he ino.icate 
that he realizes it 1:vas merely a s;>rr.lbol. Here again, perhaps ,· 
may been seen the effect of the Halory version, namely: it 
1:vould almost seem as though the love potion hac1 been added onl ;>r 
in order to preserve the framework of the old legend rather 
than to use it as a s.ymbol; Tristram and. Isolt fall in love 
first, and then they drink the philtre . It is easy to see,then, 
vihy Robinson may have felt the love potion 'tvas 1.1.rmecessary to 
the story, and that the dep th of the lovers 1 passion hao. not 
been governed by their partal~ing of it to any extent. In his 
1 
acco~~t the p a ssion felt by Tristram and Isolt for one a nother 
i s a grac1ual one, building up fr·om the very beginning of their 
rela tionship, and_ grolving un t il it hao_ reached the point i'lThere 
it could not be concealed a ny longer. 
Herein lies another major Cl.ifference betw·een the two 
stories. According to the 1-ialory version, the love of Tristrarn 
and Isolt is consummated in passion on board ship, ea ch of the 
tvvo thereafter proving both impetuous and c1is loyal. In 
Robinson's story the two do not go so far as to confess their 
love for one another until the night of Isolt 1 s marriage to 
King Hark; a l though it would seem apparent , from the \·lOrding 
of the poem, that they had both seen and felt their l ove prior 
to that night but had not dared to mention it even in the 
privacy of their mm conversat ions until that fatal night. The 
reason a ss i gned for s twh silenc e Has the arl"'angement a lr•eady 
mao.e f or I s olt 1 s Heo.cling 'V'Jith Tristram's uncle, Marl~, the king. 
Hence the f ear the t 1:m experienced in t he matter of their l ove 
vJ"as not so much caused by the cLanger of being found out as it 
vJ"as induced by that s ense of loyalty and_ h onor that each 
possesseo. as a n i ntrinsic part of h i s nature . Malory, for 
ins t anc e , mentions Trist ram 1 s promise to King Mark t o v·rin 
I s olt fo r the king 1 s bride . But onc e Tristram and Isolt had 
conf es sed their love for each other, there i s no more t a lk of 
honor anct loyalty t o1r1ard. Hark until the. marriage had taken 
place. In the Robinson version, hm'lever, Tristre..m 1 s oath to 
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Har·k seems to be all-important so that Tristram and I sol t dis-
cuss it at great length. Furthermore, their concern over the 
preservation of their honor determines much of the future 
action of the story. Tristram laments and rages: 
IVhen I 1-mo yo ung as not to be a friend, 
An 1 . mcle, and an easy counsellor. 
Later, vrhen love was yet no more for me 
Than a gay folly glancing ever;:.l1'rh ere 
For trilliup2easier sometimes than defeat , 
Having made sure that I was blind enough, 
He sealed me Hith an oath to make you his 
Before I had my eyes, or my heart 1mke 
From nleasure in a dream of other faces 
That novr are nothing else than silly skulls 
Covered Hith skin and hair . The right 't•ras his 
To mt!ke of me a shining knight at arms, 
Bv fortune may not be the least ade;Jt 
And emulous. But GodL for seizing y~u , 
~1d having you here tonight, and all his life 
Having you here, by the blind means of me, 
I could tear all the cords out of hi s neck 
To make a rope, and hang the rest of him .l 
Isolt even wonders: 
Ar'e you sure t hat a 1vord given 
Is al1-vays il'Jorth more than a 'l.'.!Orld forsaken? 
V.Iho kn01vs there may not be a lonely p lace 
In heaven for souls that are ashamec1 ancl sorr3r 
For fearin g hell?2 
Bl.lt Tristram feels sure that nothing could be accompli~ 
ed if he wel"e to take I sol t from Nark by force since ,after 
all: 
. I could be strong, 
But to be over-strong now at this hour 
I'Voul d. only be c1estruction. The King 's 't-rays 
Are not those of one man against another, 
Anct you must live, a.no_ I must live--for you. 
If thel"e vJere not an army of guaro_s below us 
l Robinson,op.cit., p . 4o . 
'"' -b; - 11 3 c.::: .L__s . ,p .,. • 
To bring you back to f r uitless ignominy, 
There would soon be a n end of this offense 
To God and the long insult of this marriage. 
But to be t iifice a fool is not the least 
Insane of ways to ct~e a first affliction.l 
Tristram h a d s uch a sense of de spair a nd f rustration 
over the vJhole situation that he had even thought of suicide: 
Before you came I had been staring down 
On those eternal rocks and the 'tr-Jhi te foam 
Around them; and I thought how sound ancl long 
A sleep would soon begin for us clov-m there · 2 If "';ve 1·rere there together--before you came. 
But, on f urther consideration, he had concluded t hat 
Houlc1 not help matters, since: 
the death of one would only give 
The other a t1vofolcl weight of l·ll"etchedness 
To bear, .. . . . ............... 3 
Fina lly, their p o s i tlon anct th.e p reserva tion of t h eir 
h onor become a majo r i s sue so that, be ca use of it, Tristram 
never actually tries to see Isolt a gain excep t under honorable 
circumsta nces, or by accident. 
The difference between the Malory and the Robinson 
versions vri th regaro. to this p oint is obvious: t h roughout all 
of Malory•s story the point is made that Tristram and Isolt do 
arrange for stolen trysts to take pla ce, as often as possible; 
But Robins on simpl;ifies Tr i s tr81Tl 1 s ~1eetings t-Ji th I sol t s o t h at, 
actually, t he only me eting tha t could p os s ibly be ca lleo. pre-
arranged vras on the night of the mar ria.ge, i'Jhen Br a ngii·Jaine 
1 Ibid. 
2 Ibi d ., p. 44. 
3 I bi cl ., p . 1.~5 . 
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brings Isolt c1o1rm to Tri s tram, on the parapet of Tintagel . I t 
is then tha t the t v-ro confes s their love to each other, a love 
t hat is becoming so s trong it ca n s carcely longer be restraine~ 
After their dis covery by Andred and Ma rk , accor ding to 
the Robin s on ve r s ion of the legend , Trist ram never again 
a ttempts to se e I s olt by mean s of s tol en trysts - f or the 
meeting a t J oyous Garct is h el d t o b e an lli'1ex:p ected encounter 
vJholly a rl'·anged by o thers . It i s there, hm;rever , tha t t h e l ove 
of Tristram and I s ol t is cons ummated , f olloNing ~,.;hich no 
p robl ems of loyalty or h onour are consid ered . The ki ng and 
Tr•i s tram qu a rrel, and Tri stram is exiled by Mark, but l a ter, 
vlhen Hark is s ent t o prison f or fo rgery , l eaving Isol t a l on e , 
Guinevere brings her t o J oyous Garcl , a nd Lanc el ot invites 
Tr i s tra.m, -vJho h as jus t b een made a Kni ght of the Round Tabl e , 
t o s top Hi t h them on his Hay back t o Brittany. Naturally , 
t h erefore , b y a n act of fat e a nd. c i rc umstanc e, Tri st r am anct 
I solt meet. 
Thi s s o j our n of a -v:h ol e s ummer tog et h er a t Jo yous Gard 
compris es ove r f our h undr ed_ l ines of Robins on ' s p oem, in vrh ich 
is found one of the mos t outstanding scenes i n the entil"e s t ory . 
Robinson cl epict s thi s int erlude a s not only very p:Iea.s a nt b t'lt 
b eaut i ftll , even i dyllic ; t he onl y thing t h a t keeps i t from b eing 
C!Ui t e p erfe ct i s the l.r.J.10'Hl ec1ge e.n cl rea lizat ion t hat it coul c1 
no t p os s ibly l a st . 
But in the Malory s t ory , af te r Ma rk h a s b een t h roHn j_ nto 
prison, for different reasons than that given by Robinson, 
TPi e. ti's.rn and Isolt leave together , and are eventually invited 
bJr Lancelot to visit him at Joyous Gardt 
And so Sir Lancelot brought Sir Tristram and lLa Bee.le 
Isotic1 lnto Joyous Gard, that "~<laS his o-vm cradle , that 
he had 1<Von W"i th his Oi'm hands. Anc1 there Sir Lanc elot 
charged all his people to honour them and loYe them 
as they 1-voulcl himself . . .• Novv turne vve tmt o Sir 
Tristram and La Beale I souct , hm:·:r they mac1e great joy 
cta.i ly togethel" vvith all manner of rnil"ths that they 
coulc1 clevis e; and every day Sir Tristram ·Hou.lcl go 
ride on h unting , ..• 1 
Othei' than this, Malory no more than just mentions 
Joyous Gard from tha t p oint on. In Robinson r s Tristl"am,Joyous 
Gard is depi cted as a kino. of paradise on earth 11here the 
l overs could be togethei' a"t·iay from everyone ; but to Malory' s 
lovers it -vms just anothei' stolen tryst , ana_ not an escape from 
people, Jo yous Gard being _depic t eel as filled 1'71 t h gay court 
life vJi th Tristram anc1 I sol t moving in the midst of it. 
Another major aspec t in v.rhich Robinson 1 s poem differs 
from that of Malory is in the ne.ture of its encling. 11 J.vialory 1 s 
Tristram is timely and inciclenti allJ slain vlhile he i s :hs.rping 
before his lady ,-slain in a parenthesis , a fter att ention has 
' 112 long been diverted to other things . It is Nark Hh o kills nlm •.. 
So ends the Tristr a m legencl in the lv!o1te D1Arthur . In the 
Robinson ver sion Tri s tram i s killed by Andred vihile he is 
comforting the c1.ying I sol t. Unlike the Ivie.rk of Malory , Robin-
1 Malory , op . cit ., ed.by Caxton , pp . 556- 57. 
2 Rob ins on , on . cit ., p . 210 
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son t s Mark app ears to be truly sadd ened by the 1-vhole situat ion, 
a nd only ·rishes he hact lmovm the truth s ooner so that he might 
have done something to avert the tragec1y. Robinson ,ho"reve r , vms 
not cont ent to stop there; his s tory concludes v-rith the quiet 
musing of Isolt of Brittany as she sits ".vatching t he t-Jhi te sea: 
And there 'tvas nothing alive but v.rhi te birds flying, 
Flying , and a lways flying, and still flying1 Ana· the ,.-;rh i te sunlight flashi ng on t he sea. 
The t wo versions of the Tristram story differ also in 
charact erizations since both the minor charactel"S ancl_ the 
f our chief prota gonis t s a re given clistincti ve personalities. 
Oth erwis e , for the most part, the hlinor characters r etain the 
basic, tmclerlying traits usually identified vri th those 
characters in lvlalory 1 s Morte D 1J~.rthur although Robinson en-
l arges upon those traits. Andred, fo r instance, is still the 
s neaky , sp ying, jealous cousin of Tristram, Mox·gan is the 
scheming, beautiful v-mman lea ding men t o their clo1mf a ll, and 
Gawaine is the hands ome, ca refree ,lover of life and. of love, 
knightly fi e;ure. Ub.at makes these chare.cters Robinsonian in 
fact, ho11ever, is t h e \•ray tha t he anal~rzes them in trying to 
underst a nd them and to dis cover ·Nhat they act as they do ,and 
makes of them real human bei ngs, as it -vrere. He builds up their 
identifyi ng trai ts as founo_ in lv!alory 1 s people, and shows how 
given people really a ct. Thus it is possible to glimpse many 
1 Robinson,op . cit.,p . 210. 
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sicles of these persons instead of seeing only their outstand-
ing qualities. Andred ma y be looked up on as an exception in 
this case, since he is shovm to be thoroughly evil.One must 
concede, ho itrevex·, that his actions are motivated anc1 that, 
today, many people kill for far less reason than he did. 
Although Andred is sho~~ as being l a rgely responsible 
for the banisl1ment of Tristram, and as being the direct cause 
of his death, yet , as a character in the poem, he actually is 
one of the minor fi gures. This causes \nJincLers to i'Wnder "lrJhy 
Robinson introc1uces him at all. He vn:-i tes: 
·uho is of no importance in the poem ana_ co1..:t1c1 
easily be dropp ed, and made of him a tool of Morgan, 
1vho could just as easily be dropped. Horgan, in her 
jealousy and anger , has aroused Andred's love for 
her in order to make Andred jealous of Tristram; this 
minor action causes the catastrophe, and Isolde of 
Brittany and J:4ark, the 'l.'ll'ronged 'l.vife and the 'tv.conged 
husband , remain as pas sive bystanders.l · 
It is evident, as will be seen more clearly later on, 
that Robinson, unlike Malory, apparently did not vnmt to de-
grade Mark; and therefore, Andred is the most logical 
character to use for the killing of Tristram, albeit Robinson 
himself has said that.he had a difficult time finding the 
appropriate means of killing the lovers: 
I am glac1 you liked Horgan ' s letter, for I have 
sunk so far as t o 1"Tish I could write a goo d one 
myself. Lancelot v:as goo o_ enough to give Tristram hls 
country home for the summer and ;;;vent there 1-ri th h im 
from Comelot, all of which may be made a little clearer 
Foi' some reason or other I am havi ng more trouble 
1 Hinders, OJ2..!..Ci t. ,p.94. 
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1dth the catastrophic part than anyt h ing else - chiefly , 
I f e.ncy, on ac count of a p ol:fsi b l y to o great fear of 
letting j_t rlm over into sentim:enali ty--Hhich is far 
worse than death. I have already killed them three time~ 
but they are like ca t s v-;i th nine l ives ancl I may hav e 
to kill them nine times.l 
Rob inson has supplied Ano.red 1 i th much reason f or '~Hish-
ing t o kill Tristrrun by making him jealous of his popularity 
and fame ; by making him j ealous of Isolt 1 s love f or Tristram; 
and by caus ing h i m to be emotionally disturbed by Horgan 1 s love 
for Tristram . Andred is no t much of a p erson: he is just a 
Hhining , sniveling, co1vardly , and completely loathsome, villain 
11vho i s UJ."1able to overcome h i s i.Jeakne s s ancl l1.is hatrec1. I t vwulc1 
seem as if he never could have hoped t o 1 see the Light. 1 In 
fac t, Robi nson makes of him a much more vill ainous charactel", 
anc1 far more clisgust ing and hateful , than does Ma+ory. Robinson 
h i ms elf suggests that, in the dee.th scene, Andrea. is almost 
more the personifi cat ion of evil than he is a man , vhen he 
says : 
They did not see 
The silent shore below, or the black rocks , 
Or the black stndo"l!·T of fate t hat c<:une unf elt, 
Or , follolving it , like evil dre s sed as a man, 
A shape that crept a nd cra'i·Tlecl. along t o Tristram, 
And leap t u.9on h im 'tvi~h a shining k...11ife 
That ceased to shine.L 
Perhaps "Qe cause Andr ed behaves so unlike a rational and 
feeling human being Robins o,n has used aniaal imag ery in his 
descriptions of him ,and of Morgan, too ; both of' 1r.1hom are a l 1·mys 
1 Selected Letters .• t o l·Irs . Le1·1is V. LeDe ux , on . cit ., p . ll.!-7 
2 Robinson,op . cit ., p .l94 . 
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are constantly referred to as being s erpent-like:~ although 
Horgan is much more huma nizec1 that is Anc1recL i"rho, Robinson can-
not per1-:1 i t h i s reae.ers to f orget , i s sly , sneaky , treacherous 
and evil. Tris tr·am ce.lls h i m 11 vermin, 111and his 11 lize.r d-1Uce 112 
cousin , a nd ,in disgust, says of him: 
1 I am glad of t hat sin . 
So long as there is less of that bad blood 
In him , there 1orill be so much l es s of Andrea . • 
f;iJ'ash h i u; , and he l,vill be as goo d a s ever: 
And that 11ill be about as goo d as 1va rts. 
If I had been abrupt 1·7i th him and c1rov-med h im, 
I'd pity the sick fishes . . ..... .. . 
I ca nnot ltill a 1vorm lilce that, 1 he said . 3 
Even Isolt sens es his snakiness, as may be s een by 
the 1-.ro rcls: 
••. Had you been someone else, 
You mi ght hcwe been one like your cous in Anc1red , 
lfuo looks at me as if he ~ere a snake 
That has heard something . 
AncLr ed i s caused to make only t vro speeches, ana. , in 
the first one , the reader ca n almost hear his 1vhiny a nd insipi d, 
b ut s inister, voi ce,~>vhich is, at the same time, like that of a 
snoiled chilo_ tattling on another child~ 
1 I heard that Tristram, ' 
Groaned a lovr voice. 1 I she.ll remember that 
I heard the Queen say, Tristram, I'm all yours--
All yours. AnC. then she kissed vou till her mouth 
Might have b een part of yours . ~All yours t All you:r•s! I 
Let the Ki ng say if I 1 m a lizard now, 
Or if I serve him "\·iell. 1 He snarled an(l spat 
At Tristram, •.• 5 
1 Ibi cL ,p . o3. 
2 -I, . ~ r::- .-;< Ol U., P · J Ll • 
~ Ibid., p .6lL 
. Ibi a. . , p • %~ . 5 Io1d., p . c) . 
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Rooinson p re s ents a :Je r f ect picture o f the sickenirgt.y 
loathsome and evil na ture of Andred in the second speech h e 
he.s him make: 
i:Tb.il e Max·k 
vJas una1-rare of Anc1rec1 at hi s knees, 
Until he seized them and starec1 up at him , 
1tJi th unclean gleaming eye s , r Te2.1 me , my lord 
Ano_ Naster, 1 _Je croonecl v'ri th fmm ing confidence, . 
1 Tel l me, and say if I have no t done wellt 
See h im and say if I 1 m a lizard now t 
See him, my Master! Have I not done well? l1 
Because Robins on 1 s poem is not clutterecL l1p \vi th num-
erous a dv entures and unnecessary details as is Malory 1 s v er s ion 
his characters are more intensified a nd stand out clearly. Thus 
Andrea. appears to be even more h a teful than he is in his mode 
o f' craHling and sli ther•ine; through the story like a snak e, 
d esp ite t he fact that he has a p itiful s ic1e. P..obinson h a s 
c1rav-.m a brief b ut extremely vi vic1 picture of h im. 
Queen Norgan, in some vrays, does not play so l a r g e a 
part as Andred i n the poem , yet she is equally necessary to · it , 
as Andrecl. s e ems to be , and is an infinitely more interesting 
character. Nothvri thstanding this, •.::T:_n ders l"eact s to\varcl. :her 
as he does to-vrard Andred: He 1vonders 1:-rhy she has been used; 
he feels that she is unnecess-a ry to the p lot in t he p oem , a d cUng 
nothing t o it. He says: 
P erhap s Robinson ' s Iviorgan Hould trouble no one 
unacoue.inted vli th this ba ckground , and shoulc1 not 
t r ouble the reacter l.:vho i s · a cquai nted 'tvi th it, but 
Robinson has c1ropp ecl so much a n c1 s upplied so little 
tha t his p ortrait is disappointing . Further, the evil 
l r oi , 
- ~·  p . l9 5 · 
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of his Morgan , frail and attenuated as it is, is 
curiously merciless and inhuman, as 1-vell as inctecent, 
and it remains une :x:plainec1 by anything that he offers . 1 
Hinders does not seem to realize, ho1-vever, that the 
characters dra1m by Robinson are all his o~rm: although he may 
have used the ne.mes of the lv!alory characters anc1 the plot, h is 
!characters are strictly Robinsonian. Robinso n himself has 
1
sor.o.ething to say about this ~rrhen he says: 11 In v;rri ting Tristram 
I was merely telling a story, using the merest outline of the 
old legend, perhaps,I should say, adopting rather than using . 112 
IHe has characterized l'lorgan until she is very much of' a living, 
I ·- · h t1 t · ., - · k , 1 I human being. He gJ. ves _ er .1e sugg es J.on 01. some 1 L e.o e 
qualities that, uncter other circumsta nces , might have been 
brought out to their best act vantage. That may be because she is 
nore htunan and therefore more capable of rea l feeling than is 
1-nclred. Or 1 t may have been that because the poet thinks there 
is too much of Morgan's l\:ind of love in the 11or1c1, he Hi shes 
to contrast the love of Morgan 1>Ji th the love of Tristram anc_ 
I sol t, o f i.Jhich kine!. he feels there is not enough . He evi 1ently 
believes in the love of Tristra~ and Isolt,that is tender and 
passionate, yet intelligent anc1 spiritual; and he may have 
felt that by contrasting it strongly v-.rith the scheming,physical, 
selfish and earthly quali ty of love sho-vm by Morgan, h e could 
nake his readers see the ,,JOrth of such a love as that of Tris-
~r~ and Isolt. For example , in on e o f the letters already 
~ V11nq.el"S ., . op. cit . , p .ss. 
2 Robinson. : ~. __ c1.1U..; ., p . 1L:-7 . 
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quoted, he remarks that the poem "~ay be welcomed as a sort of 
mint julep after too many yeal"'S of dirty Hater 1<Vhich is the 
fashion. 111 11oreover, a love such as that of Tristram ancl Isolt 
l·ras unusual in the literature of Robinson's day; inst eac1, 
stories v-;ere filled i:ri th 1-vomen like llox·gc-'.n , anc1 u i th schemes 
such as she concocted , the 11 c1irty Hater 11 1.-rhich Has the fe.shion 
of the day. 
Bence, Robinson may have vranted. to show that even today 
there ma.y be other pairs lil{e Tristi'am and I sol t , loving each 
other despite the prying and. meddlesome people about them, 
such as Mo r gan and Andrecl. In using Horgan as he did Robinson 
rna~{ have desired to shovv that Tri str·am really vms very much 
1 
of a human being, a normal man, not just a perfect prince from 
a fairy tale, vrho could. be , ana_ Has , seduqed by Horgan . Or 
a gain, he may have been trying to in~icate tha t perfectly 
normal, heal thy h uman beings, -Hi th normal drives and i.'ITe aknesses 
can attain to a romantic love, if they have faith in its 
attainability and have the drive for it. This idea of striving 
after the great moments of life represents the first principle 
of romanticism. It is at such moments that Robinson seems the 
most romantic. 
Yet evil and hateful though Morgan may be,Robinson has 
succeeded in making of her , even more than he did of Andred, 
a colorful and interesting person . To show her ctmning and 
1 Op.cit ., p . l~-7-
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ctecei t, h e is constantlw comp e,ring her to a cat, except ~rrhen 
she in extrsnely angry ancl bitter, then she is 11 like a snake, 11 
just as he made out Anclrec1 to be. She is beautiful a nd has 
ensnared many men Hith her beauty~ but because she is a 
sinister and cat-like person she also has been the reason for 
the do~:mfall of a ll of those men . On e might co m1Jare her to the 
Circe in the Odys sey, or the Lamia of Keats, or with other 
similar characters or legendary figures --a romantic 
enchantress modernized , and another indication of Robinson 's 
leaning tmvarct romantici::m . One can a lmost · see her slinking up 
to Tristram and purring and brushing a gainst h im, then spi t ting 
and clmoTing at him '\·rhen he spurns her~ 
Queen Horgan coming closer, put a small 
And c a t-like hand on Tristram. 
She l e.ughed, shoHing her teeth ancl &1h1ning eyes, 
And shrugged herself a rittl e nearer to him, 
Having not far t o come. 
Anc1 a galn, 
Tristram sa-tv 
Before him a 1rrhit e neck a.no. a \•Jh j_te bosom 
Beneath a fair and. feline f a ce 1rrhereon 
Demure determina tion 1·ras engrav eo. 
As on a piec e of moonlit living mar ble, 
And could at once h a ve smil ed an d sighec1 to see 
So much premeditated danger wasted 
On his despair and ~rrath.2 
At other times she i s like a sna ke : 
His cap tor , 't-vhen she s aH them, ce.me to him 
Ana_ "i.•Ji th a mocking cro on of mother-comfort 
Fondled him lik e ~ sna l-ce, 'tvi th tTIITO ~:varm arms 
.An.Gl a 'tvarm mouth; 
lOp. cit., pp . ) l-32 . 
2 I b icl, p . 33. 
3 Ibi d . , p. 77 . 
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ano., 
. . • so on for a fortnight, -vrhen at last, 
\H th anger in her eyes nncl injuries 
Of his indifference envenoming 
The venom in her pas~ion and her pride ~ 
She let him go-- ... ~ 
Her ce.tness was noticeable even to 1-'Iar·k: 
1 Ano.rect, 1 lviark sai c1 , s col'rling , 
AncL -v.rent on "'ri th a hoarse 1.mhappy laugh , 
1 Horgan, 'tvhen she Has her•e, was playing "lt·ri th hir-1 
So much like a damned cat that I believed 
Hi s love, if you sa;/ love, 1·ras all for her . 
I i·.rondereo. that she 't·msted so mucll guil e 
Upon so little grace. 1 2 
Horgan looked upon love as a game ano. she delighted to 
play it;she considered all of her lovers as conquests. There-
fore, Tristram is a cha llenge to her, and she, being a1,mre of 
her mvr1 b eauty and charm, cannot understancl how ever he can 
resist her : 
Days after, vexed 1rJi th doubt and inclecision 
Queen l1organ, 1tJith her l{night a captive now-, 
Sat gazing at him in a coming t 't'Tiligh t, 
Partly in ru1ger , partly in weary triumph 
And more than all in a o.a.rk ,,rondermen t 
Of v-ihat enchantment there 'V'JaS Hanting in her 
To keep this man so long out of her toll 
Of Hilling remnants and of eager cinders , 
Nmv s catterecl ano_ forgotten save as names 
To make her smile. If she sat SEliling novr , 
It was not yet fo r cont emplated harm 
Of this man ' s loyalty to a lost dream 
\'lhere ~ she 1-vas nothing . She hacl made other men 
Dream themselves dead for her , but not this man.3 
Robinson , it is interesting to note, has given her some 
l Ibi d. . , p • 79· 
2 IEl£., p.l97 · 
3 _ , . d ~- , . 71' p . o . 
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of the best lines in the poem, for she is extremely clever 
ana_ also knows uhat life i s about, even 1·rhile she is c:ynical 
e.no. her sense of values is some1vhat l.varped. There is much 
truth in 1'-Jhat she says about king.s in general , and about the 
position of Tristra~: 
' But kings are kings, and by contriving find 
Ways over many ualls . This being their fate, 
It ,,ras a clever f orethought of the Lord 
That there shoulo_ be a woman or t wo left 
With even Isolt no longer possible. 
A s chool of prudence would establi sh you 
iunong the many -v.;hose hearts have blec1 and healec1 . 1 
In moralizing about ;., romen, she states: 
1 Not you . Not even 1vhen \·ve are most in p ovJel" 
Are 1·mmen else than slaves to men they honor. 
Men uorthy of their reverence lmoH this vrell, 
An c3_ honor "'uhem sometimes to humour them. 
\'V e a re their slaves and their impec1iments., 
And there is much in U E> to be forgiven .. 1 c:. 
She t.-rell realizes the love that Tristrc: ..m has for I sol t 
e .. nc1 warns him against it, pm·tly out of jealousy, e.nd p artly, 
no doubt, because she cannot understand their kind of love: 
Forget I solt, 
And care a little for your' roy2 .. 1 self ; 
For you may be a king one of these days 
Anc1 make some other young men as miserable 
As Hark makes you . The v.rorl cl appears to be 
lfhough Go d. knovJs 1-rhy , just such a p lace as that . 
Remember you are safe, ancl. say your prayers . 
For al l you knm,r of" thi s ·t-rorlc1 or the next 
You may be safer here than in youl" shrouc1. 3 Goodnight, Sir Tristram ,Prince of L~ronese. 1 
Again,somevJhat bitterly e .. n c. sarce.stically, she tells him 
a s t h ough 1nmrning him: 
1 Ibid. ,p. 31. 
2 Ibio_., p . 76. 
3 Ibid., p.53. 
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1You leave me no1-r ,' she saicl , ' But Fate has eyes 
You are the only blind one 'tvho is here , 
As you are still to see . I said before 
Britain i s less than a liJhol e firme.ment , 
And we may meet again. Until we meet , 
Fe.r e1-rell ; and find somevrher·e a good physician 
To draw the poison of a lost Isolt 
Out of your si ck yo w1g heart . Till he do so; 
You me.y as uell be rearing you a tomb 
That else uill hol d. you - presently. Farev.rell , 
Farev-rell , Sir Tristram , Prince of Lyonese, 
The onc e redoubtable and i..mdecei ved 
\\ij1o nolrl in cl.ef eat Nould put Fate 1 s eyes out. 
Not yet , Sir Prince , and vJe may meet again. 11 
. .!\net in her letter to him she Hri t es , even more sar-
castically: 
. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . ......... . 
1 But yo u, being orgulous and. full as m egg 
Of f ate , may find a way ~hrough f ire ana steel 
To see that face again. • ~ 
It vJoul c1 seem evident to the author, contro.ry to the 
e:x-press e c1 opinion of \'Tinters , that Mor•gan •,v-as meant to p l e..y 
a n extrer.aely important role in the p o em ; else irJhy does Robinson 
characterize her so vividl y ? Fu~ther~ore , and aside from all 
other reasons given , as yet , t o the need of her in the story , 
she is the means employed uhereby Tristram is t aken care of 
a fter his banishment fr om Corntvall; she is the one Hho lets 
him knoi·T of · Isol t 1 s illness ; ana. she is the indirect cause of 
Tri s tram r s death . \fi thout her, it 1·mulcl seem obvio us , there 
1>-!0uld be no plot . Robinson , consciously or unc onsciously, has 
a reason for every bit of action, and Morgan provides the 
1 Ibid .. , p .76 . 
2 Ibi d . 
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reason for much that happens. Hi s use of Morgan gives more 
unity to the t ale tha n is seen in the Maloi'Y v ersion ; a n d , i n 
attempting to st1m up his p urpose in having 1'-iorge.n in the p oem, 
it 1· oulct s eem to the a uthor that h e uas p rovi c1i ng h i mself u i th 
another opportm1ity to explore a mind--a pecUDarly interesting 
mind. Th us, not only does Horgan app ear necessa ry to the p lot 
of the Robinson poem b ut,because she is the cause and mea ns 
whereby much goes on, sh e becomes an important character--
affording , as she does , a vivid contrast bet\veen the q_uali ty 
of a strictly earthly,physical love and the passionate yet 
spiritual quali ty of the love 1.vhi ch exists betl1een Tristram and 
Isolt. 
As Tristram leaves Mor gan ' s cas tle he voices son ething 
of the evil ancl treachery he felt had been sho1,m D.i m by both 
Horgan and Andred: 
1 Awe:;;- f r om the snake 1 s nest 
Beh ind me, it Houl d. b e enough to 1mou 
It is b ehinc1 me , Here it not for kno v-.rl edge 
That in a serpent t hat is un sub dued 
And sp urned , a special venom l1ill be l-vai t ing 
Its t ime . Ancl vrhen the sel->pent i s a "t-mman 
Or .. a thin-bra ined a n c1 thinner-blooded AnC\.red , 
Infirm from birth 1:-ri t h a mali gnant envy, 
One may not 1:ri th one thrust annihilate 
The slow disea s e of evil eating in them 
For one that never willed them any evil.'l 
~:ehe grotes queness of the t 1.10 a s sh01-m in these lines 
causes the reader to sense a much stronger feeling of hate and 
evil in lvlorgan anc1 Andred than i s gained f r om the account by 
Ivialory; i t al so p:i....,es ent s a nother ins tance of Robinson 1 s roman-
1 Ibi d ., D • 57 • 
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ticism, it would seem . 
GavJaine is another .Ar·thurian character taken clirectly 
from the Marte D1Arthur of Malory. He also represents a 
Robinson creation in the poem , for although,in the t"t·JO accounts 
he is the same carefree and adventure-loving character, in 
Halory' s tale he 11i ll do anything for the sake of ac1venture; 
but Robinson, ·Hhile perm:Ltting him to exhibit the basic philo s -
ophy sho~:m in ivlalory, makes of him a fc:u~ mol"'e likable fie;ure , 
As Vina explains , rvia.lory 1 s Gavraine loves adventure most : 
Next t o this victim of romantic psychology , 
there ar e in Chr a m.unber of knights I'Jhose 
ambition is merely to undertake adventures . Tl1ey have 
little to do with romantic sentiment, but provide a 
s ui t able bacl~ground to the lover-knights. First in 
i r11portance among the 1 acl.venturous 1 knights is Ga: ... min 
As distinct from the sentimental, he embodies the 
e.dventurous a spect of life, and his combats anct quests 
have no other than ep isodic interest. He is a figure 
o f tapestry, not a hero of love romance: here is a 
p leasant landscape, full of running ~:..ra t ers , moat eel 
castles and green l cn,ms, amongst i:vhich move bright 
figures in blue and ":Jhi te and red armour, and among 
them, the bravest of all , Gmvain . Every no1nr and. then, 
they stop to lay l ance in rest an c1 overthrow· one 
another , ancl then s1rree.r et ernul friendship and ride 
ar.1ay. Gmmin embodies all the narrative tracli tion 
1.-vhich, varied though it is, has but one underlying 
motive: the interest in adventure and episode for its 
ovm sake. His i·JOrld is clifferent in origin and charac-
ter from the Provencal courts of love. 
vioreover, 11alory 1 s Gmvaine, in his endless quest f or 
ac1venture is sometimes actually Cl"'uel e.nd sadistic anc.!. at other 
times even mad. Scudder, esp ecic:tlly , cl.raivs attention to this 
side of Galmine: 
1 Vin • J. ' ) <) , op • Cl L • , p • c_c_ . 
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if regarded \-Ji thout convention, he is rather 
dreadful person. A Berserker r·age oversi-•Jeeps him at any 
moment . He is not only hot-t empered but unendurably 
vj_n·iicti ve. In a peaceful tournament, undertaken for 
pleasure, he is capable of dropping cl.ignified and 
decent 'tveap ons, and killing forty frienclly lmights 
\.,ri th a club of apple~>moc1: as for legs and shoulders , 
_he chops them off ~>vi th a cold zest v1hich even in that 
bloody age excites amaze in the beholders . The truthis 
that romance, ·hrhil e giving Ga1-rain all official honors , 
is compelled by obscure but not undiscoverab±e reas ons 
to preB'ent him in this half-savage disguis e. 
But as for Robin s on 1 s Ga 1.vaine, scarcely any of the 
critics mention him, even though he has much to so.y in the 
story and , the author· feels, performs important ftmctions . As 
far as the e.ctual plot is concerne c1 , ho~>vever , he do es not 
play too large a part. He fetches Tristram from Brittany to 
Carnelot to be knightec1, and he i s the one vJho informs Tristram 
of the ltidnapping of Isolt. But it is through him that there 
may be seen many other things : In the first place, his 
philosophy of love and life, like that of Morgan , may be in-
tended as a contrast to that of Tristram and Isolt;indeed, 
perhaps, he presents a greater contrast than cloe s Morgan. 
Morga n is almost too evil a character to be considered with 
TristrB.m and Iso~t, although she i3 truly a contrast because 
she represents the extreme opposite of the lovers. Ga-v,raine, on 
the other hand, is basically good , according to Robinson, but 
he has a more CTDical, earthy, carefree attitude toward love. 
Thus he cannot understand hmv Tristram and I sol t can remain so 
1 Sc udder, op.cit., pp . 115-16. 
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passionately in love for so long a time under the conditions 
they have had. t o, and still c1o , endure . Possibly,"coo , he 
iiJOnders h oH I sol t of Brittany ca n love Tristram t he iimy she 
ctoe s even though she knovvs that her love is not returnee. Hi th 
the scw.11e depth of f eeling . 
Like the GaHaine in the He.lory tale ,hm·:ever , Robinson 1 s 
Gm~raine prefers aclventure at the same time th2.t he provi des , to 
a certain cLegree, 11 a sui ta1Jle backgrounc1 to the love- kni ghts . 111 
Hobinson _depi ct s in him the true spirit of the romantic love 
of adventure , ho ·rever. 1-<1alory 1 s Gavvain is cruel and vicious , 
and is too much of a 11 backgrotmcl . "He represents the extreme 
of the romantic characteristics. Robinson, on the oth er hand , 
lets h is Ga 1aine paint his ov-m picture . In this, the p oet has 
indicatecl his undoubted anal:rtical ability to represent such 
a ·oerson in the right light. Gmmine is handsome anc1 dashing , 
-vrho feels that life is too short to be se.d for long, oP to b e 
spent in lJorrying about any one vJOman over t oo long a perio d . 
He cannot stand being near to grief or misery ; it depress es 
h im too easily. In this one cnn sense the lightness of his 
nature, e.nd his love of a gay and happy life, ancl Y©t; 11 gaily, 
as al1,rays, 11 Sir Gavmine is capable of having a tPue affection 
for some people, an(. it is these fev-:r that he worries about : 
' You may be lighte r than even your enemies 
Woul d see you in their scales of envy , 
Yet in your lightness , if I 1m not a fool, 
1 Cf. Supra , p . 
There 11 ves a troubled 1vonder for a fell 
You care for ..•....•• 1 
It confused him vJhen the people he loves are unhappy 
and w'hen trouble is not his o1m: 
t Brang-vmine , GaHaine, 
A deal of music in this uorlcl is ~-..rastecl, 1 
He thought, ' because a 1-.roman cries and kill s it . 
Th ey ' ve -~aken aHay I sol t , Tri stl"'<:·un is mao., 
Or c1ead , or God knolJS what ie- the name of it, 
Anc3. all because a 1.-roman had eyes and. ears, 
And. beEt~ty enough t o strike him c1rw.1.k Hi th it .. 
1vhy must a man , 1·!here there are loaves and fishes , 
See only as far as one cr1..m1b on his table? 
1:fuy must he r!lake one mor'sel of a lifetime? 
Here is no p l ace f or me . If this be love, 
May I live alone out on a rock , 
And starve out there I'Tith only the sea to clr:lnk , 
And only myself to eat. I f this be love, 
May I lJeal"' blinkers alwaye , o r beJcter• ye t, 
Go blindfold through the perils of this Horld , 
11.n1ich I have a l 1vays liked , and so God help me, 
Be led to safety like a ho oded horse 
Through sparks and_ unseen fir·e. If this be love, 
May I groi'J" merry and ol o. and amiable 
On hate . I 111 fix on someone lvho acl.mires me., 
Anc1 sting him , anc1 then hate him all my days. 
Ga~r!aine , Brangwaine, - 1-vhat else is a song? 
If I were a musici an , and had leiSUl"'e, 
If d really some day make a ttme of it. 
Brang1·mine , Gal'raine ~ 1 He fro1med upon event s , 
And sighed again that men 1.-rere not a like. 
' Ga1-.raine, Brang~rraine ,' Brangvmine 1·ras fair to see , 
AncJ. life while he could sing~ 1vas not very long, 
And Hoe not his annoye d. him . 
G·a1\raine , it may be seen, is definj_tely a contrast to 
Tristram . Their philosophy of life is different . Tristram is 
more intense and tends to take life muc~ more seriously than 
does Gawaine. Ga1-.raine succeeds in making the reader feel sorry 
1 I b i cL , P· ~ l05 . 
2 I bic1. , :p . 71 . 
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for Iuolt of Britta ny after Tri s trru~ lea ves her , 11h ereas I sol t 11 
I 
of Irela nd 
-vvould. seem not to ha ve impressed h im v eiy much: 
Ga'tJaine, in Cornvra ll once , having seen I s ol t 
Of Irela nd Hi t h her pallicl mask of p rio.e, 
Vihich may have been as easy a ma sk as any , 
He thought, for poisoned love anc1 scorn to v;ea:i.."', 
Had foun c1 in her o.ark 'tvay .of stat eliness 
Perfection providentially not his 
To die for . He recalled a wish to dil ' 
But only as men healed remember pain. 
But h e i s ti•emend.ous l y a tvec1 and over'tvhel med by the 't-Jhi te beauty 
of I sol t of Br:L ttany. Although he flirts ha rmlessly with her , 
Gm-vaine f eels that he m ulcL really f all in love u i th her , if 
s h e vJOuld let him; i n his description of her there exists one 
of the lovelies t bits of l yric poetry in the Tristram. Robins on 
l ets himself go in this scene, e nd a c e r tain s weetne s s and 
t encLerness gives it a color v'rhich so ma n y of h is other p oems 
l a ck, i t \.!oul c1 seem-- and he proves h oH l yrical anc1 romantic 
h e can be 1vhen truly insp irec1. In f a ct, in his poJ.:>trayal of 
Ga-vraine , Robinson 1 s g enius for analysis of character i s out-
standing; for ·v.rithout actua lly s aying so , he suggests that 
Ga1ve.ine, in his time, uno.oulJted~y has d elivered many a 11 p i•e '· tyu 
speech to mEmy a bea utiful maiclen i n true chivalric f a s h ion . 
Despite this, in Gm-vaine 1 s eulogy to I sol t of Brittany, live feel 
that he is ext i·emely sincere, proba bly more so than he has 
ever been before in his life . There is glimpsed a depth of per-
ception ana_ a quality of tr·ue devotion perhaps never before 
1 I bi a_. , p • 100 • 
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experienced by him; and he seems to truly over the fact that 
Isolt of Brittany can never be his: 
••• You are st~reme 
In a deceit that says fragility 
1Afher e there is nothing frae;ile. You have eyes 
That almost 1--.reep for grief, seeing from heaven 
Ho 1-1 trivial and hov; tragic a small p lace 
This ea rth i s , and so make a sort of heaven 
\{here they are seen. Your hair , if shorn and 't'JOVen , 
The r.·ray \'lhich Goc1 forbid, 1<Voul cl then become 
A ne.meless cloth of gold '!iJhi ter than 80l c1 , 
I mpris oning light capt ured from paradise. 
Your small ears a re t wo necessary leaves 
5f living alabaster never of earth, 
~Jhereof the fl01.vel" that is your face is made , 
And is a paradisal triumph also--
Along Hith your grey eyes anc1 your gold hair 
That is not gold - only Go d knovrs ·Hho made it, 
i·i.hat color it is exactly. I don 1 t knmv. 
The rest of you I dare not estimate, 
Saving your hffi cts and feet, 'ttrhich authorize 
A period of some leisure for the Lord 
On high for their ineffable execution. 
Your lovr vpice tells hovJ bells of singing gold 
Would sounc1 thx·ough t1.vilight over silent vmter. 
Yourself is a celestial emanation 
ComoolL'1ded of a uhit eness ano. a vrarmth 
Not-yet so near to heaven, or far from it, 
As not to leave men Hiser fol" their dreams 
And distances in apprehendlng you. 11 
Through Gmvaine it is possible to re&lize ho1:r lovely 
ano_ S't-.reet Isolt of Brittany is; and h ou sad it is, and sommvhat 
pitiful , that her extraordinary beauty is being 11 'tvastecl 11 on 
Tristram. It i s one of the mysteries of .life to Gawaine that 
ui th I sol t of Brittany for his ~>rife, Tristram c a nnot forget 
Isolt of Ireland. Thus it may be seen that Robinson has a 
d.efini te purpose in using Gm,raine anc':. in characterizing him the 
1-ray he does. For Gav;raine is an excellent contrast to Tristre...m; 
1 Ibi cL , p .132 . 
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ana_ by means of h i m Eo bins on 1 s readers can appreciate e.nc1 have 
more pity for Isolt of Brittany . The a uthor does feel , though , 
that I solt of Brit tany 'tvas a1·rare of the situation , ana_ kne1;v 
of the relationship and feeling that existect bet't1een Tristrc:un 
and the other Isolt yet was willing to have the little time 
she did "Hi th Tr•istram, regardless of the consequences . In 
contrast to Malory 1 s Gmmine , Sir Gc:n,Jaine is macLe out to be 
a thoroughly c1elightful character by Robinson, and the per-
sonification of the t~~ ical,heroic knight of the Round Table. 
The other minor characters, "'rith the exception,perhaps , 
of King Howell, are little more than mentioned in the p oem. 
But ue are abl e to see King Hov1ell, part iCl..:Qarly through his 
treB.tment of h i s daughter , as a l:;:indly , tma_erst r:.ncling and 
1,-rise old man . Through him , too, is glimps ed a more complete 
p icture of the character of I s olt of Brittany . 
An even more U.e ci cleG. gro"~:.rth and development of charac -
ter is seen in the four major protagonists; f or Robinson has 
been extraordinarily s1..1.c cessful, i t "tvould seem, in b ringing 
those leg endary fi gures to life so that they actually do seem 
like living people. He has made this possible not s o much by 
rela ting tales of their deea.s and aclventures as by their "t·mrds, 
thoughts and ideas. He has I'ITo r l<:.ed. out ps ychologi cal rea ctions 
in connection 1:-ri th the human mlnd , uhich , after all, is 1.-vhat 
has mad_e it possible to rea lly come t o knovJ Tr•istram, the t"t·lo 
Isolts, and Mark . 
Malory , on the other hand, does very little probing of 
a psychological natul"'e. We learn of his charactel"'S through 
their out1:mrc1 deeds anc1 actions; for the most part , they 
remain ror,mntic fi gure s out of the Arthul"ian vmrlcL. It is to 
Scuc1der 1ve turn for a portrait of l·Ialol .... y 1 s Tri st i•am, a irrriter 
,,.rho, in comparing the Malory version Hi th that of Gottfriect 
of Strassburg,found the differences bet"t,reen the tH·o to be 
very much the same as those f auna. b et~rre en the Malory and the 
Robinson stories. She says: 
Tristram 1 s Celtic lvlagic has not icJholly c1e s ertec1 
him . All throu:;h medieval lit erature, he is par 
excellence the tempera.menta l knight, full of emotional 
im:9ulses ancL artisti c ac complishments. He i s a s;yl van 
p ersonag e, at home in the vro ods, as exp ert in hunting 
as he is j_n har p ing . Alth ough h i s fi gure, in Ivialory, 
is coars ened and conventiona lized, these suggestions 
a re reta ined. • .. His Yery faults im;:Jart s avor and 
vitality to his fi gure. These fm.uts- are many, for 
in Malory, Tristram, splendio. ana_ f aDous knight 
though he is, is purposely and. s ystematically degrao_ed 
in order fhat the high ligh•G may fall decidedly on 
Lan celot. His inferiority to the protagonist comes 
out even in hi s amours, f or he is by no means the lover 
of Iseult only . He can har dly be blamed f or the love 
bestm·md on h i s by the daughter of the King of France 
and. one could ill spare her gift, the li ttle clog . • .. 
But it is sh ocking to find the origin of Mark ' s enmi ty 
to T:Pi s tram in their ri vall"Y for the favors of the 
disreputable though entertaining vrife of Sir SegHar-
ic1es ; and Lancelot "tvas ri ght in feeling that it 1vas 
ill done to \oJ" ed Iseu.lt of the ~'T'ilite Hanc1s , nor ctoes 
Tristr·era 1 s n eglect of h i e. bri de atone for the deed . 
1 
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Tr•istre..m is fiercer also than Arthl.n" ' s J.m i ghts. No 
gentle Companion of the Table Ro~~d would have de capi-
tated the l a dy of Sir Brenner , lJere it ten times the 
custom of the castle. ffi1et orical bragging is a f avorite 
trait of old Germani c and Celtic l1eroes, and Tristram 
coul d he.ve helC!. his ov-m a gainst any of them a t the game; 
b ut at Arthur's court, 1-.rhere men are fair, languagec1 
ancl modesty of speech is admired , he 1ii01..1~cl he.ve been 
listened to in pained surprise. Trist:L"am is a very 
primitive Pfrson , after all the centuries of his 
experience. 
\·mat Robinson preserves of the Gel tic tradition is also 
merely a suggestion, but, as v-re shall see , his Tristram is not 
all 11 coarsen ed and conventi.one.lized . 11 Fii•s t, of course, he is 
not primitive and crude as 1Ylalory 1 s Tristr·am is; he is basic-
all y a genteel,noble, kindly person, and he becomes not only a 
man of action,but al s o is a man of thought . At the beginning 
of the Robins on poem, when he has Tristram, the warlike, 
impetuo t:.s knight threaten anyone i.'!ho s1:1ears against h im or his 
lady, or his relati vee, and he is made to lcill I sol t t s ·.ki nsi:nan,. ·. 
Tristram. mol"alizes in a ver~r human ;,,ray on that subject, ;,1hen 
he says: 
'When a man sues 
The fairest o f a ll woman for he r lo~e, 
He does not cleave the skull first of h er kinsm<:m . 2 
As the story pl"ogresses Tri s tram becomes less impetuous 
ano. more t h oughtful, although Nhen Andred is di scoverecl spy-
ing upon him , he obeys his imp1..use t o bea t h im, 
causes him to sign his 01·m death ~orarrant.3 But 
1 Scudder,op.cit ., p.24o . 
2 Robinson , op .cit. , p . 3S . 
3 Frederi ck Ives Carpenter, ~' .Tristram the 
The New Engl ancL Qua rterly, 11: 501; 513 , Sept ember , 
i:lhich, e..las! 
itJhen Mark, in 
Trsns c endant 11 
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turn, comes to spy up on him, he s1·rears he lvill not dra-v1 his 
s11ord, saying: 
Isolt and honor are the swords he 1ll use, 
Leaving me mine that I 1 v e sv-rorn not t o use, 
Honor--from him? If he found_ Honor 't·lalking 
Here in Corm,rall, he vmulc1 s end men to name it, 
And -vwul d arrest it as a tresnas ser . 
How does one take a thrust that pierces t vm 1 And still defend the other from destruction? 
Yet, despite his moderate speech, Hhen Andrea. speaks 
once more to the king , in his presence , he does Q.rmv- his 
I 
m-mrd: 
He snarled a nd spat 
At Tristl"a.m, -uho , forgetting, dr eH his ST·mro. , 
Anc_ e.fter staring at it in the moon2ight 
Replaced it slo't-rly and l''el uctantly. 
But even 1·1hile Tristram refuses to obey his natural in-
stinct, he realizes that he sholli d have killed Andred . He says : 
'I cannot kill e. Horm l Ute that, 1 he saicl , 
1Yet a voice tells me I had better do so . 1 3 
Not trust i ng himself, Tristram thinks to give his S't·JOrd 
' to Mark to keep : 
He Clre1'r his S'I.<Vord as if each gleaming inch 
Had come in anguish out of hi e ovm flesh , 
And_ Houlc1 .have given it for the King to keep--
Fearing himself in his malevolence , 
Long er to b e its keeper ... 4 
But the king, 
Seizing his mom ent, gave Tr istram no time 
1,fore than to shovi the trembline steel, and hear 
The doom that he had felt and partly seen 
1 Robinson, op .cit ., p.62. 
2 IE.l£., p .64. 
3 ~-' p .67. 
4 Ibid . 
With Isolt 1 s hope to cheer him • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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1I 111 have your life, 
Instead--since you are sure your life means only 
One woman--ana will keep it far from you: 
So far that you shall hunger for it always. 1 
and thus Tristram is exiled,under p ain of deatp, fro m Cornwall. 
But Tristram's reluctance to draw his sword sprang , no 
cloubt, also, from need of 1vai ting for the right moment to act. 
The love of the t V>JO is so deeply rooted, so p ure and so sp iri t -
ual in quality, that they can afford to wait their time for it 
to be culminated; and to find a prop er p lace for expression. 
Tristram has been p ictui•ea_ in this connection, by some of 
his critics and readers, as a sort of doddering idiot,incapable 
of actio~; but Robinson establishes his reputa tion 
as a man of 
action in several instances, such as in the killing of 
King Morhause, and in his helping King HoV>Jell of Bri t tany to 
set up a great and s t rong kingdom, as is seen in his poem. 
Tristram is exiled in the Robinson vers ion; but he never, 
in any way,thereafter, makes an a ttempt to see Isolt of Ireland 
again, nor does he try to keep her at Joyous Gard, when h e could 
have done so: he desires to put no blemish on his love. 
In the trea t ment of Tristram's marriage to Isolt of the 
vfuite Hands, the Malor y and Robinson versions do not corre spond 
at all. As Vinaver explains the Malory tex: 
Halory completely alters t he story.Tristr~ 
easily forgets his beloved, 'for by cause Sir Tristram 
1 Il:llid. 
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had cuche chere and riche sne and. alle other ·oleasaunce 
that b.e haclc1e forsaken La, Beale Isouc1 . 1 Anct 1,ri th no 
comment uhe.tsoever J•1alory goes on to say that 1 so o 
upon a tyme si r Tr~rs trm.o agreed to -v-e dd.e I sol t la 
blanche Mayns . 1 Then,of course , he finds h i mself in 
diffictll ty , since he is unabl e to explain why 1 ullenn e 
they 1r.rer•e abeo_de bothe , sir Tristram rememberyd h;yrn of 
his old lady l a beale Isoud , and thenne he toke suche 
a thought s oc1enly that he itms alle Qismayec_ and other 
chere maade he none . 11 
Halol"'Y' s Tristra1n not only accepts 1 rychess e and 
other pleasatmce 1 in exchange for hi s 1 stability , I but 
throughout his careel" regarc1s it as an i mportant 
consic1eration. Vfuen he reproe.ches I seul t of Co rn-v:e.ll 
'-'ii th infidelity, he makes l t pleJ_n that f o2 her sal~e 
he has given up 1 me.ny l andes anc1 rychess e. He in 
this 1-1ay justifies his cle.im fox· h er love . Hmv-ever fe.r· 
meciieval an d. no·l e:cn p oets have vr2.no.ered from the 
origj_nal t heme of the Tristram story , they have cer-
t a inly never stooped to treat it in t he light of 
Tristram 1 s financia l sacrifi ces. But lv1alory 1 s mind. is 
e ss ent i ally reali s tic. He is al'tvays qonscious of the 
practical side of h is heroes ' lives .J 
There is absol utel y no trace to be found of such 
tho ughts being harbol"'ecl by Robinson ' s Tri s tram . Even though 
they do not represent true romant ic love , the reasons for 
Tri s tram's marriage t o I s olt o:' Brittany are not unlike those 
Hhich motivate people considering rnarriage toclay . The;>r are: 
( 1) he 11as si ck a t heart , ( 2 ) he ~,,ras avm y from home and lorlely, 
(3) I s olt of Brittany i s beauti ful , and (4) h er name is I solt. 
Tri stram l!.ot only knevl and felt the l ove that I sol t of 
t he ~·J11ite Hands -had f or him , but also he sensed , anc1 -vras 
frightened by , hel'"' intense neecl of him--he i s at the same time 
awed and held by it , s o that he never intentionally leaves her . 
l ,.. ._,_ ''3 
_ Jlnaver , on . ClG . P · > 
2 Ibid . 
3 T, · - alL -.Q.1Q·' p • 7 ' . 
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Tristrfull never c an completely forget his I solt of Ire-
l anc1 , so that he oft en finds himsel f in a quanCl.ary;, no.t lmo"<'Iing 
quite wha t to do : 
There 1·1as a need of him 
That mac1e him cold, as if a ghost hacl risen 
Before him v.ri th a 1-·rordles s apnoni tion 
That he must go or s tay .. .• 
• , ...... . .. ~ . . .. .. .......... . . . ....... p .. .. . 
Seeing only 
A last loolt in tuo dark e.nd fr·i ghtened eyes 
That aluays in the moonlight uoulc.l. be shining , 
Alone above the souncl of Cornish 1:vaves, 
That a l v-rays in the moonlight Houlcl be breaking 
Col c1 uoon Cornish roc~s:s. 2 
... 
By his constant reiteration on the theme that Isolt of 
Brit t any !motvs just ho~rr much Tr•istram car es for her , anc1, 
paracLo::x:ically, ho1 ... r littl e, and that she is perfectly Hilling 
to accept his love on thes e terms, Robinson makes it impossible 
for his readers to think of Tri stram as being cruel or as 
I s ol t of BJ.:"i ttany being unfair: 
Bhe se.t there 'ltratchlng Tri stram , 1·rho in turn, 
Still mystified at having in his care 
To keep or crush , even as h er· father had said, 
So b rave an r.'L frail a flol,rer , sat vJatching her 
Hi th eyes that always had at leas t been kincl , 
If they had not said ah·mys everyth ing 
She 1vould have had them say . . • • 3 
And I sol t said: 
'I am not one l'lfho must have everything , 
I Has not fatec1 to have everyt h ing . 
One may be 1vise enough , not having all , 1 Still to be founCL among the fortunate.a+ 
l Ibic1. 
2 I ,........-d a l.• ~· ,p • ,I :·. 
"':) Ibid. , 9 • 96 . 
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Robinson ' s philosophy of life may be senseo. in thes e 
Nords of Isolt, suggesting that , perhaps , people in the u orld 
sh oulo. be more cont ent -v·;i th what they have. 
Tristram, as the autho l~ sees it , behaves just as any 
other man 1rould have done .1.mder the same circumstances : al-
though he senses not only that he s h ould not,but that he does 
not "iant t o marry I solt of Brittany , he seems to be caught in 
a vieb of fate that will not le"G h im go ; but , thereafter , he 
never ·Hillingly sees Isolt of Ireland . Also, the conten tion 
that Tristram is a so1"t of cl.octdering icUot because h e is 
forever talking abo ut hi s love, seems to the author to be far-
fet ched i nasmuch as it i s natu~"'al for a man in love not onl y 
to tell his lacty eo but to publish it to the ·Horla ... Tristram 
is picturec. as one -vri th emotional feelings so cleep and so 
intense that he can scarcely p u t them into words,other than by 
hi s repetition of the beloved name, 11 I solt--Isoltt 11 
It can be seen ,too, that Robinson 1 s Tristram i s by no 
meanS" the violent,battling warri or described by Halory .Instead , 
I he is thoughtft1l and i·iise, acquiring more ;,v-isdom as life 
continues to unfold. 
I n the Robinson version, a similar development t akes 
place in l-1ark ' s character, to a more evid.ent c1e gree. The diffe:r· 
ence b et-vre en the Me.rlc of Malory and Robinson 1 s l~Iark is sharply 
outlined. According to Malory,Mark is an extremely villainous 
character having no redeeming qualities whatsoever; he is 11 a 
g:rete enemy to 2~lle goo d knyght es ... f or h e has chaGed oute 
of that Count ry syr Tristram that is the vrorel- :i:·.L:~ .L'.}.lef1 t 
1 ~·might tl:at no1v is l yvynge. 11 Accorc1ing t o ~l'cuG.der; 
It is Mar k \-Tho kills h im ( Tristram) ano_ the 
degeneration of the story is sha rply illustrat ed by 
the change in the treatment of the Cornish king. 
I n the old version, he is entirely and pathetically 
noble : by Malory' s time , h e has becocie the meanes t 
of comedy villa ins . He is the hated butt of Arthur 's 
l\:night s , s o poor a sneak anc1 co v.rard that the lovers 
harclly nee cl_ an apology . The stol"'Y is imp overished 
a nd embi ttered by the change ; the sweet spring a irs 
that ble1.v through it are repl aced by sultry gus ts in 
v'Thi ch life cEmnot thrive. Sympathy goes 1r1i th the 
lovers to be sure and no moral reprobati on is erpre s -
sed . But Tennyson had full justification in 1-:!alory , 
from lll)'hom he c1r ev.r f~r t h e most cli sagreeabl e of the 
I dyll s of the King 
The :Hark of Robinson 1 s ·poem at first appears as though 
h e mi ght be just anoth er legendary villian; b ut, in k eeping 
with the Robinson tradition, he i s far from being that: h e is 
a h uman being , a man Nhose main faul t is that h e has a nature 
that is 
.. . not so bas e as it vms co lilll1on. 
An c.l. not s o cruel a s it vms ruinous 
To its elf ancl.. e.ll \,rho thtva x· t ec1 it . 3 
I Notic e t he e;oo dness in him , his His c1om, the p otentialities f or 
development of charactei', a lthough , since he is just a 11 common 11 
man, he has difficulty in· rising above his nature . Robinson, as 
his p oem nears 1 ts end , shov-rs that lt...l'lrough suffering a nd tragec1:>' 
Me.rk 1 s submerge d capabilities to glimpse the 11 Light, 11 come to 
the surface, although not aeon enough t o prevent the death of 
1 Vinaver, on . cit. , p. 6o. 
2 Scudder , op.cit., p . 233 . 
3 Robinson , on • cit • , p • 6 8 • 
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Tristram and Isolt; nevertheless, it can be seen that he is 
not merely an evil, hateful villain, as Nalory pictures him .. 
It \:TOtli cl seem to the author t hat Robinson consciously tries to 
I 
point out, that despite the tendencies of Mark , or perhaps 
I 
because of them , such a nature, no matter hovT common , has an 
inherent capacity for goodness and knowledge ;even though this 
may never be realized, it is still there. Thi'ough the bPilliant 
and skillful analysis of Robinson, Nark seems literally to 
:9rogress from being a hasty, selfish, vJilful old man to a man 
11']'hO suddenly realizes the true values of life. 
As has already been noted, at the beginning of the poem, 
Tristram indicates N:aJ.-.k 1 s laclc:. of a sense of honor: 
1 Honor--from him'? If he founcl Honor 't-Je.lking 
Here in Cornwall, he vJoul cl. s encl men to name it , 
And vvoulcL arrest it as a tl-.espasser.l 
and , in the foll01·rlng passage, he continues on to paint a 
horribly-vivid picture of Mark and his repulsiveness , and h is 
great lustiness. Tristram sees before him: 
tuo red and rhe1).my eyes , 
Po uch ed in a face that nat'Llre had made comely 
And in appearance was indulgently 
Ordained to wait on lust and wine and riot 
For more years yet than leeches might foresee .. 
Meeting the crafty saclness allvays in them, 
He :t' ouncl it mor•e than sad and vwrs e than crafty , 
And saw· that no commingl ed sharae and re.ge 
Like that v'rhich he coulrl see in them tonight 
Hould go out soon. 'Damn such a man ,' he thought , 
I I could alii1ost beli eve that he believed 
Himself, if I h ad never kno1.m him better . a2 
l I bid ., p.62. 
2 Ibi d ., p.61. 
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It is 1oJhen he is f1-1rious1y l ashing out a t Tristram that 
1'-l:arlc c1i splays the v.rea k and cor'lrnon element s in his na ture: 
1 T.ristram, I cannot trust myself much larger 
Wi th you b efore me, t o be more than man. ' 
ancl. , r a t her gloatingly, he a ccuses Tristx'am of jealousy: 
1 I f it be not honor 
Th at a:ll s you no 1.·r anc1 makes a maclrnan o:f you , 
It me.y be there r s a reptile ·bri tl1 gi'een eyes 
Arrived for a long feeding?on your heart--
Biting a bit , vliho kno1;.1s ~ ' -
Tri s tram t hen sa·N in the king ' s · eyes 
the l lght of a le1.·rd smile 
Tha t angrily d eformed. his a gi ng face 
Hith an avenging triv.mph.3 
The nature of the king is further depicted by F.obinson 
in Mark ' s speech to Tristrrun as h e ba nishes him from Corntvall : 
1 I 1ll have your lif e 
Instead--since you are sure your life means only 
One J.mman--an c1 Hill keep it f r om you; 2.L 
So far t hat you sh e.l l h 1..m e;er for it alua~rs .' · 
But the cold-hearted , revenge f ul c ruelt y , the normal r eaction 
of e.n enrag ed., j ealous a n d unth ink i ng inc1i vidual , c'ci splays 
itself in t he speech: 
'Go 1 a n rl may all the inf ernal fi r es attend you--
You ane_ your ni ghts and ctays , and. all your c1reams 
Of her that you have not, and shall have neverl 5 
After Tristram has gone , a t times when Isolt grant s 
"amiable if u.nillusioned 11 favors t o the king , she sensed 
Mark 's true nature as hel"' silent love consumed her: 
1 Ibi Cl .. , p .6l~ . 
2 ~ ~""t:. .L U J. G_ ., p . oo. 
3 Ibio_. 
4- I b id ., p .67. 
5 Ibi d ., p .68. 
A silent hat e inhihiting in :Hark 
A nature not so base as it v:as common. 
And. not so cruel as it He.s rt'-inous 
To itself ano. P.ll 1·rho tht·rarted it. ivherefore 
Tristram it · ua~ , Tri s tram alone , she lcne1':1' 
That he w_ould see alive in useless fire , 
Hereafter to be halm~ed all £-is c1ays 
By vengeance unaveng1ng • • .• 
~·ihen Mark finally learns the truth about Tristram on d 
Isolt , for the first time he realizes how very little a 
queen ' s croun ce.n mean ; he c1iscovers that material possessions 
s i gnify nothing , if thel~e be not true love anc1 spiritual 
understanc1ing bet1·reen t1-m human beings to go along with them . 
He laments over the fac t that he had not been aHare sooner 
of how Isolt felt : 
\ ' God lmo-vrs 1erhat else I shoulcl have seen ~ 
'-., Had I b een made 1vi th eyes to read in the ctark 
· All that -vras 1-'rri tten there , I might have seen 
By straining them , s ome such effect as this . 
Ho1·! could I see vlhere there uas nothing shmm 
Or· tol d for me to see ? There 1vas yourself , 
\ But I believed that h ome v-ms in your eyes; 
Ra.ther than hate , and that a cro1-m to -vrear 
1-Tould outsh ine all your tears. HaCl I knovm early 
All the.t I lmevJ t oo late • . . I do not knoi·J. 
I am not sure . 1 2 
Because 11arli.: is a hurnan bej_ng , 1-1i th all of man • s faults 
and failings , he does not become a new person overnight ; he 
hacl.. a gPeat <lea l of di fficulty in overcoming his former nature 
as may be seen 'V'Then Tristram arrives to be vdth the dying 
Isolt : 
I 1iihy shoulc1 he uai t'? 1 
liay.lc ans~·~ered ;-Ji th a snllen glance at her: 
And then , after one long unhappy look 
l I b i d . , p . 1 23 . 
2 I~ p._l r.::o. -, v 
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At 1-1Th ere I sol t vvas lying--or no11 half -lying--
\1Tent through the door1-vay and leo_ Brangvraine vrith him. 1 
Furthermore, because he does not have much depth of character, 
and since he lacks understanding, even though he does have an 
inherent capacity for goodness and t~owledge,Mark may glimpse 
the light, but never really see 1 t. "~iii th his keen insight 
into human nature, Robinson realizes that is all that Mark 
is capable of,namely catching reflections only, of the Light; 
he never really will know it: 
_ 'Nothing in this 
Is love that I have found, nor is it love 
That shall find me. I shall kno't·J day~i from night 
Until I die, but there are darknesses 
That I am never to know, by day or night; 
All which is one more weary thing to learn, 
Al't·rays too late. There are some ills and evils 
A1vai ting us that God coulc1 not invent; 
There are mistakes too montrous for remorse 
To fonc.le or to dally 1vi th, and failures 
That only fate's "t·mrst fumbling in the dark 
Could have arranged so 't·rell. Ana_ here once more 
The scroll of my authority presents 
Deficiency and dearth ............ . 
.•.. There is too much in this 
That intimates an even more than random issue; 
And this is peace - 'tvhatever it is for me. 
NoN it is done, it may be 1..rell for them, 
And vJell for me v-rhen I have follmJ"ed them. 
I c1o not knov-r .1 
The v-rhole picture is an infinitely sad one .1'·Te pity Mark, 
feeling sorry that he could not have perceived sooner the 
situation so that he might have prevented the tragedy. But we 
also rejoice that he is not so despicable a character as he 
'tnloula_ appear to be at the beginning of the poem. 
1 Ibid., p.H~~. 
2. I~., p.199. 
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Of the four chi ef prot a gonists, :I solt of Brittany 
changes most in character. There i s scarcely any likene ss 
apparent b etueen l~falory 1 s I sol t of the Hhi t e Hands and Robin-
son's. All we know about M&lory 1 s I solt is t hat she is King 
Ho -vrell 1 s daugh t er , that she is very s u e_e t and lovely , nnd that 
she is e~rtremely Heal thy . Tri stram appears to have marriec3_ · 
he r for her mon ey , and he so on leaves her. We h ea r no more 
of her from then on, oth er than that Lanc elot does not aplJrove 
of Tri s tram ' s treatment of her . In Robinson 1 s vers ion I s olt 
of Brittany p l a:;s a most iElpOl'tant part , one so i Elportant t hat 
Robinson us es her to introduc e and to c l ose his p o em . As 
Carpenter has observed: 
Hob ins on h as l avished 1..1.p on her his greatest 
giftg of psych ological a nalys is, ..• and ... she seems 
more ne&rly like the h eroines of hi s oth er narratives , 
and therefore , perha~s, least l i ke the traditional 
1 I s olt of Brittany. ' 
The love of Isolt o f the 1.'.ihi te Hancts fo r TPistram is 
p ure a nc1 unselfish , inasmuch as she is Hilling to give all and 
to t ake nothing much in retur n, other than affection and 
kinclnes s . She has a <Ust i ncti ve anc1 very rea l f a ith in h er-
s elf and her people "t'Jhich she neve r gives up. According to 
Robinson, she neither tricks Tri stram into marryi ng her, nor 
do es s he ever de ceive h~ a s s ome of the old l egends sta te . 
Hers is a mos t sanguine natui'e that dares to fG.c e life as it 
1 Carpent er , o-o . c i t., p . 51 l-~ . 
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comes, fearlessly, p robably because of the nature of her 
f a ith. For exaraple, she alvmys bears i n minc1 t hat t h ere \:-Jill 
b e 11 a nother day • 11 It i s s ens ed ·Hhen sh e is first mentioned 
in the p o em, even b efore Tri s tram had come on the scene, she 
yet b elieves that such a kni ght 1--ri ll come to her; and after 
he has come and then goes av·ray a gain, sh e has implicit faith 
that he 1vill return to her; ana. Tri s tram,as has been seen, 
realizes her po1ver to hold him: 
1 · I have b een told that Tristr•arn ·vrill come back, 1 
She said,' .. i\..D. c1 it ·uas he Hho told me so. 
Als o I have this a gate tha t he gave me; 
And I b elieve hi s eyes.' 1 
...................... 0 
'He 1-:ill come back ... and I sh a l l v-rai t. 1 c:: 
I f h er f aith really dio. uc:wer, i t i s sho"Hn mv-rh ere 
except in the folloHin g passage: 
1If h e should not come back, 
I shall hav e been but one p o or -vw man more 
\•Ihos e p uni ohment fo r b eing: b or n a ~rmman 
'Ha s to- b elieve and v-rait. 1 J 
Even at the time she i s h eld a pri s oner in Gr i ffin's 
castle, h er faith never s eems to fail h er: 
Ancl there King Hol!vell 1 s chi~o., 
I s olt of the '\·ib.ite Hands, l i ving on hope, 
~n1ich in a l l sHening had it s elf a lone 
To live on ... · 
As d escrib ed by Robinson in h i s poem, she i s i nde ed 
b r a ve and. r~rail flO T;Jer, 11 a s Tri s t r am c alls her, much too 
vlise for her yea rs, expecting little from Tristram, and 
grateful for ''That he <'1oes give h er. 
1 Robinson , op . cit., p .l4 . 
2 I b i d ., p .lb~ 
a !BHl· ·· h ' - ., p. 8J . 
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1I f I lost you, 
For a long time ,' she said, with her insist enc e , 
'I shou~c1 not cry for 1-rha t has come bet·Heen, 
F~r I sh o1..1l o. have you here 'tvi t h me a gain • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . 
One r.1ay be 1-vise enough, not h a ving all, 
Still to be found_ among the fortunate. •l 
She is very h tunan, h oi,rever, and she realizes her in-
nocence, as may be se en in the follo i.ving: 
1\That ri e;ht name sh otlld such e.n innocence as mine 
Deserve, if I beli evec1 h e v:ould come back ? 1 2 
At last , f or a brief moment,fa ith uavers , and in her 
gx•ief she bursts into tears, anc1 speaks a louc1, to Gai·taine 
'trJ'ho h a s come to ca rry Tristrara to CEmelot for inve s titure as 
as a lmight of the Rouno_ Table, t he f ea r that is in her 
heart : 
1 You knovl t ruth 
As well as I do. He will not come back. 
King l ark v'l:i.ll kill him . 1 For so long unsy oken, 
She had believed those words were tamed in her 
Enough to be released ancl. to return 
To the same cag e t h ere in h er a ching h eart 
\Vhere. they had lived ancl fought since yesterday . 
Bu'u when she felt them flying a'ltJay from her, 
.Ana. h eard them crying irretrievably •.• 3 
.......................... ·l:t- .... ... . . ......... . 
Tee.rs follmved them . • . . . 
Then, as if comforted , uith faith restored to her, 
she says to Gauaine : 
' Lea ve me here ~ 
11 1 ,_ .... , · nl t-o t.L'n ~n1_.r --.c1.nc, "'co bel~ eve . 1 J 
.n one , 1.10 ul1:L ~; .., .J.. ,_ ~ - .L -'-
1 I b id., 
, . I~ j)J._C,. ' 
3 I b i d ., 
)I I 'h i ('! 
I ;_; - · . ' 5 I 1) :i. d ., P- 10 7 p . 109. 
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Despite all of t his , since Hobinson has d ep icted Isolt 
of Britta ny as a being \·.ri th very J.1maan qualities anc1 t h oughts , 
she says to Tr•i s tre.r:1 , I'e.ther c:tespe.i ringly! 
1 So long a~Zo , 
Tri s tram, that you h~ve li ve c1 for noth ing else 
Than fo r a long time tha t follows you 
To s leep , an d has a life a s long as yours . 
Soaeti nes I wish that heaven had let •J•ou hp•rA ' 
A 
~· - ner , 
nd given me .back all that \·laS l eft of ~rou 
T . ' 9 ' - ~ ' o teacn anc 1'1eal . 1 night be s1...1re o f tha t . 
Or t o be sure of no t h ing, :if .obly sure , · 
1Joul c1 be a bc>cter i V'aJ for ~)o th of us 
Than to be here together as we have been 
Sinc e Gmvaine carne from Cornuall in that shi p . t 1 
One can s e e by this pas sage that I sol t of Brittany is 
acq_uaintec'l ui th Tristram ' s past , an cl. , vhile not exactly jealous 
she considers that they could have realized more their love 
f or one another Here Tris t ram to belong to her more l!l".!.ole-
heartea,ly than he (}oes . Pl ainly,, vie can Gee at thi s moment , 
I solt i s not re.s.lly content ·~rrith a love founctea. on nothing 
more t 2.ngi ble than a u e and. p ity: she 1rrants E1ore thEm that . Bu.t 
since it i s i o9ossible fo r her to remain a ngry f or very long , 
once again ~ :ei s tram is all the •,mrl c1 to her. 
Tristram leaves f or Col .... m,rall; anc1 l at er , vJhen Gouver-
/ 
nail arrive s , I solt of Bri ttany senses at onc e that he has 
come 1dth ne'tr-JS of Tristram ' s death , and she begs her father 
t o tell her the c a use : 
1 Tri st ren i s dead . 
So - tell me a l l there is . I shall not di e. 
I ho..ve c1iec1 too r;mny t i mes a lrec:tcly fo r that. 
l r · n ~·, 118 . 
I shall not ever die. ~vhere uas he , father? 1 
Her face vvas vrhiter anc_ hel'"' 1 2.:;:-ge grey e yes 
-: Glim _ered ui th tears that "'rvaited.l 
An~ her father answers h er with words into 'tiliich his loving 
h eart put a ll that he co ul d see of love, comfort and inspira-
tion , in his e f forts to a rouse her from a melancholy t'rhich 
might eventually tal>;:c her into it s toils . 
V'.Jll.il e Tristl'"'am is alive, I solt of Brittany i s forever 
i , . ·Forry ng over llHll, and fearing for h i m; but now that he is 
d ead , she succeeds in eliciting comfort from the thought 
that she ·Hill al1:rays knou v-rhere he is: 
I And t:here ~..,re.s al1,mys 
Att ending him an almost visible doom 
That I see novr; an c1 i>Jhile he movecl . anci. looked 
As one too mighty and to s e cure to die, 
He l·ras not mingled and equipped to live 
Very long. It i·vas not earth in hirtl that burned 
Itself to death ; and she. that died for him 
Must have been more than earth . If he had lived , 
He uou~ d have pi tied me ancl smilec1 at me, 
Ana he uould al1,rays have been kind to me--
If he had lived; and I shot.uo_ not have kno-vm , 
Not even -vrhile in his arms, h ov,r far a11ay 
He 't"iaS from me. Noli , 1vhen I cannot sleep , 
Thinking of him, I sha_ll knou ivhel'"'e he is. 1 2 
In an exquis ite and most inspired passage , Robinson 
seeks to shoiv t hrough one of t he most profound anc1 most 
beautift.u aimiles he used in the poem , the "1/JaY by 11hich Isolt 
I'eB-lizes the fact that true 'Hisdom is only to be gleaned 
through eA~erience : 
1Wis dom i s not one word and then another , 
Till words are like dry leaves under a tree; 
1 -I, . ~ "'"" 2 Ol O_. , p .t:u . 
2 Ibid ., p . 207. 
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!1·Ji sc1om ·Has never learned e.t any knees , 
No t even a f a ther ' s , and t hat father a king .'l 
An d , 
1Wis dom is not one word and t h en another , 
Till vmrd.s are like clry leaves under a tree ; 
\Hsctom is like a davm that comes uu sloi.Jly 
') 4 Out of an unkno1m ocean . 1 c.. 
'JJ1.en , as if in an effort to recover h er p oise e.gain , 
Isolt says : 
1 The davm haG come , 1 s he said , 
And wi sdom will come with i t . If it sink s 
A1-1ay from me , and into t he night a r;ain--
Then I shall be alone, and I shall c1i e . 
But I shall never be all alone--not now; 
And I shall know there i s a f a te more s wift 
Than yo urs or 1.1 ine that hurried h im farth er on 
Than 1're ar·e yet . I Houl c1 have been the Norl d 
Ancl. heaven to Tristram , a nd 1'ras nothinG to him; 
An d. tha t is t·rhy the nigh t came fl.o1-m so dark 
On me \·Then Tristram c1ied . . . •3 . 
Despite the htunan quali ty i:ii t h 'i.V~lich I solt of Brittany 
is inves t ed b;y Robinson , more parti cul a rly in compai·ison ~ri th 
I sol t of Irelanc1, i t l·To uld seem to t h e author that t his 
che.racte~e is somel,rhat unreal, having an ethereal casD . The same 
thought a:pp earo t o have been voice c1 by her father, in the lines : 
' A chane;ling o.o1m from one o f those i·Thit e starP. 
.\\Jere more like her than lik e a ch ild of' mine . 1 LJ. 
. Rob ins on permits her to dv,rell a111Thile in her 01•-m l ittle 
rlream v-mr ld , as she quel~i e s of her father : 
' Am I do ing s o ill 
To dr- earJ a little , if cl.:eearns vfl ll heJ:o me no:·r? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I am n ot OE ':: 
1 
2 
~L 
' l . ,:;) 
.L .2.2:.;;; • ' 
Ibid ., 
I b i d_ . 
1 iJid. 
p . 202 . 
p . 20 7. 
ill1o mus t have ever y t h i ng , Yet I mus t have 
Hy cl reams if I mus t live , fo p they are min e . •1 
s unl j_gh t, on the lip s of Isolt o f Britta ny: Th ex·e a re me.n y 
r ea"" ons 'Hhy he i nt en cte cl to make s o much of I s olt of the \~hite 
Hanc1s , and to have cha r a cter ized. her t h e lfa '!/ he has done, 
as s urnecny. 
It i s appar ent f l"Om the evi c1ence so far p re s ent ed the.t 
Robins on 1vas tryi ng to a ne.l yze the charact er s in the Tri s tram 
l egend. No doubt, in t he first lJl a ce, the tragic lov e story 
in the l egend a t tra cted h i m; an d t h en, because it revol v es 
a r oun d a t y:-pe o f si "cue. tion vJhich happens in life, to c1ay , h e 
p robably 1vanted to uri te a Tri s tram t ale 1·ri th h uman beings 
in it rather than f a izy t al e , legendary characters . Th us, 
since he knelJ that , in rea l life , I sol t of Er i ttany 1;T01.:tl d be 
considered just as impox•tant a fi gure in the 1,rhole affair 
as Tristram and I solt of Ireland and Mark , he felt tha t she 
2 
cleserved much attention ; also here 1Jilas e.nother mind to probe , 
and a p art icularly inter esting and attractive one . In otl1er 
i:Tri t el'S • v er Bions o f t h e old leg end she usually uas shL.mtecl 
into t h e backgr ound. , l.Ji th little t h ou gh t given to h o 1 she 
felt about an~rthing--esp e cially i n t he 1\ alor y version , in 
1iliich she does not even h a ve the chance to de ceive Tri s tram, 
a s she does in t he ol e l egends . Yet it s t a nds to reason that 
l I b i :L, p. 206 . 
2 3 e e ··J . 
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tha t is I sol t of B:r·ittany 1-vho 110ulcl. suffel'' mos t; in l~eal life 
given the same s et of circ1..U11St r.:.1 ces . She i s the one uho loves 
but does not hav e love retUl"fi~C-11: anc1 sl1e is the one vrho is 
left a live and must alu-ays remember -vrhat d.i d happen , 1-Jith 
dreams only of 1vhat might have happ ened , and the remembrance 
of vrha t little love she diG receive from Tristr~n . 
Yet a s ide from these reasons for the presence of I s olt 
of Brittany in the p oem, as to uhy Hobins on made h er the 
sweet , lovel y and charming p erson he di d , is another ques-
tion. Dauni er, in hei' study of Robins on ' s vmmen , may help 
to answer it. She says : 
Feu p o e t s have VIritten of the most complex of 
htunan emotions 1-ri t h more restrainecl. rac1i anc e , r:10re 
chaste re.p t1..n~ e , more t enc1ernes s , or more shreHcl. , 
ironi c penetration •... For Robinson the pi'obl em of 
\i'Joman i s also the problem o f Man ; as both a:ce 
mat erie.lly entangled in an irres istibl e emotione.l vreb 
with woman becoming either more or less effective 
i c1eally , according to her fulfill eo. or th·t·rartec1 
relat ionshi p to man, or to her eJ~erience of Love • 
.. . And since Love , more perhaps than any oth er emotio~ 
im:~)els per.sonal fate or dest iny t ov-.rarc1 definite 
i ncl.i viccue.lized form, Robinson 1 s atti tucte toi'\l"ard Love 
suggests it s elf as a significant aspect o f his attit ude 
tmJarc1 Fate . . . . That Fate i s essentially tragi c •.• 
characters 1 limited unc1erstanc1ing of the mee.ning of 
theil" emotions a nd s itua tions in -vrhich they are there-
by enta ngl ed , and by their ea~ly failure t o perceiv e ... 
the sheer dark essence of exi st ence ..• for Robi n s on , 
like Ha r dy , tragedy in life is intrins ic in the 
s tructure of lif e itself; that tragedy lies in an 
inherentdua.li sm in exi s t ence, uhich crea tes men ancl 
women to be s ensitive, i dealistic , asp iring to love 
anc. bea uty , and goodness , but "t,rhich s o often e,lso 
thtvarts or dar.ms them b y contriving obj ectively to 
o.eny what they mus t conceive to be the es sence of v!Ol."'t:b..: 
God slays Hims elf with every leaf that flies 
An c1 Hell i s more t h an half of paraccis e .1 
So exi s tenc e i s hea rd as an eternal antip hony bet'l.,reen a 
basic negative principl e anc1 ma n 1 8 in c1omi table , hei•oi d 
effort , nevePtlleles s , to realize positive value ..• Any 
effort to clarify Robins on ' s conc ep t of the Feminine is 
a n attempt to -vrorl<:.: out hi s conc ~m ·; ~- - of t h e p as sion of Love 
ana_ its ultimate darkened impli:c.ati ons for hwua n destiny . 
For the f eminine element in Robinson ' s p oetry , as in life , 
moves subtl y , o ut as a basic fo1 ... ce , to"tfard the accom:qlish-
ment of an inevi t abl e tragic P ur-p os e , and in ansv-Ter to 
lmcleni a'ol e , t h ough not a l :rmys cle2.rly definec1, urg encies ... 
to o often "tvoman does 1rnake havoc 1 of man , aue.l<: cning or 
s till e.u e.kenec1 ... f ails to se e in s uch p ass ion only 
ecstacy , and rather sees in it th e evunes c ent , the s h a dow, 
l·fel tschmerz s o trans cendently personifi ed by Tristr·am , 
and in lesser ae8ree La nc elot. But Tristan and Isolt 
are , after all , h eroi c fi gure s .... 
Isolt of Brittany ... 1:':.o omecl. by nature to the kind 
of living c1eath that sl~ e·Hs h op eless endurance, or c1UJnb 
ac c ep tunce of tmva rnished duty may inflict on a vi t a l 
personality . • • 1 innocent 1 "teJOman . . . l ess e.n all-p ervac'J.ing 
f eminine quality t han a k ind of asexu~l innoc ence ( but 
not ignorance) t encUng toHard mysticism , a tolercmce , anc3. 
a pure inability to c onceive to s.nother - even a 
·Homan . • ......................... .. . . ... . .......... . 
. . . Robinson conceives 1.ooan as b!>sica l ly an amor.e.l being ..• as a belng lJ".hose acts originate in inp ulse or 
pas s ion rather than in reason ; or in indifference o r 
-coldness or e{) Cl thy t o1<rarcl fate rather than in p a s s ion ..• 
b ut no escc:m e from the penalti e s of reason - mental 
conflict o; sel f - cas tigation - s ee themselves make to ys 
of men and they malte to;yrs o f tioe . • .. knou s Robinson 
endoHect Arth uria n uomen i.vi th tremendous p assion and keen 
i ntellect. • .•... . ......... .. .. .... .... .. . . .. ......... 
p erhap s loveliest and mos t moving of Robinson ' s feminine 
crea tions is I solt of Brittany ..• a cas e ~mere h er very 
beauty o f character Horks mischief f or both of them ••• 
for Robin s on , she i s the tragic instru.1·nent f or manls 
:fall, his deflection from an incl.i vidual p ur-p osing , Hhich 
i s thus des tine d t o be assi mil ated into the personal 
urgen c y . . . . . a lthough Robinson fr·e quently turns to the 
romantic c oncep t s of chivalry for h is imagery and 
characters, there i s nothing ch ivalri c in h i s creation 
1 Lul·e Ha ver ga l, as quoted b y De,tmier , i n 11 The Pe:-::-nicious 
P.i.b : Ec1uin Arlington Robins on ' s Conc ep t of Feminine Charact er, 11 
Arnerican_ Liter•ature,l15:139- 5S , Hay , 191~3 . 
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of f emLnine character - . . His very expertness in f elJinine 
ps~rchology reliev es him hel"e of any quality of mysticism 
or suggestion of woman worship • • . .. Love , as one asp ect 
of the Life Trag edy , iG itself tre.gic, although, in his 
insistence t~on love,Robinson suggests it as also of 
uaramount value - even a value which must be r ealized 
only through an obscm"ing veil of sorroi'J .l 
l-1oreover , Robinson may have employed I sol t of Brittany 
as a contras t to I sol t of Irelano_~ Dau.'1i er suggests the.t there 
e,re t 'tvp typ es of -vmmen found in Robinson ' s p oetry , and per-
haps Robinson unconsciously put the t 1,ro into one poem , · or even 
purposel~r Cl.id so in order t o show the difference bet~:..reen them 
anc1 their love . Or else he may have vJ'ished to indicate the 
tragic results of love and , at the same time , its ftmdamental 
necessity in life . Or , it may be, he \"Jantea_ to sho'\.v ho't1 
easy it i s to become involv ed in a si tuation of romantic 
nature to the point that the persons concernect , although they 
I'ealize the possible consequenc es , seem not to be able t o 
extricate themselves; for , as Da.uni e:i."' has suggested, it Hould 
look as tho ugh man may be master of his fate only to a certain 
d egree: then fate steps in. 
There is no shac1o1'1 of c1oubt that in his t:cee. tment of 
I sol t of Brittany , Robinson has proved to l1is l'ee.o_ers h is 
possession of a goocl knouledge of huma n psychology ana_ a ke en 
analytical ability. Fo~ in h i s del ineat ion of her character , 
he sho1vs not only a deep l{not--Ileclge of people e.nc1 their mocLe 
of reacting under a given set of clrcumstances;, but also h e 
lets his reac1ers see ho v-r av,rare he is of the various aspects of 
6o 
love , to ge ther uith all of the emotions , and thoughts , that go 
e..long i"Ji th each cl..ifferent l-~:incl of l ove. 
I n certain raJcher superficie.l aspects , Robinson ' s Isolt 
of Ireland r esembles the heroine of Malory 1 s version , that is: 
she is passionately j_n love v!i t h Tris tram and gave herself 
ancL her Hhole life to him . Bnt , although. t hey are supposedly 
S'I<Iorn to each oth er for life , in the Halory version , I sol t of 
Ix·eland cloe s not keep herself entirely for Tri s tram. Scudder 
describes l·1alory 1 s I sol t o f I reland as follo lJS : 
In t he early vel"'Bions she is a cleli ghtftll girl,-
quick-Hi tt ecl ,passionate , vinc1ic ti ve , 1·ri th soEiething 
vehement and rnmgent about her ; al1mys impetuous , 
occasionally cruel--as t~~en she orders the death of her 
f a ithful 1-roman Brang-vmi ne , 'tvi th a hateful sort of -)olicy 
that r-ecalls f airy-tale moral s . But she i s true as 
steel to her lover , ·Har:nlheartecL, clever , and brave; a real 
Iri sh p rincess . By the time Malory gets a hold of her , 
she has 11andered t hrough so many centuries that h er 
vi tali t;y has depart eo.. She no longe r plays her enemies 
of the court wi th clever ruse against ruse . She can smile 
on other sui t ors , as on Kehya_i us, - t hough to do her 
j ustice the letter 1,-rhich drove Tristre..m ma d . v-ri th 
jealousy 't"Jas "'rritten in mere compas s ion . Sh e 1- vho had 
a s k ed no better thc:m to vrander through the forest in 
taters i?Ji t h her lover , nou thrives on comp liments and 
court - life , anc1 lil~es best of e.nything to at tend , richly 
bese en,inmJ.merB.ble and encLle s s tournaments . Probably she 
is attencLinc them to this clay .l 
Hobinson ' s I solt of I1•elanc1 , ho1.:ever , is n character of 
h i s ov-m c r eation , the ch ild of his fe.n cy uho makes h i s p o em 
1.mi que . 1'Jhile , lilce 1'1al ory- 1 s I sol t, she is passiona te, she 
has none of the desire f or party life,for flirtati ousne s s , nor 
does s l1e exhibit the c~uelty d es c ribed in the Malory version. 
She is all pas s ion: 11 Nowhere else c1id Robinson so complet ely 
1 ~cudder, op . cit. , p . 242 . 
realize a character so passionate encl direct . 111 It may be that 
it is I s ol t , in h er head.long abandonment , he refers to 't·Ihen he 
said that the p oem 11 me.y ca use some readers to suspect that I 
am getting a little tirecL of hearing "'coo much alJout my Nei!v 
En~lanc reticence, 1r:Thich may be pretty true . 11 2 The passion 
clepicted by Robinson goez far beyoncl. the type of the :passion 
des cribed in the Malory story . Moreover , it is much more 
spiritual : 
• It uas not earth in him that burned. 
Itself to death ; and she tha t cl..ieg for him 
Hust have been more than earth. 1 5 
Uhereas , tl1e love that Nalory has clencribec:_ is a pagan love , 
sensual and earthl y in ~uality , in Robins on ' s I solt of Irel and 
is found a t rue tJ7l0e of rome..ntic love that yet t ranscends such 
t endencies . For her ,love is the world , is life ; s o that t he 
reader feels the..t it is only through love .ahe coulC. live , or 
breat he , or reason , or feel emotion , and t hat her love is 
completely cJ.sas sociat ed frm1 senSl.le..li ty. For- Robinson rec.lize 
that Nhen t1vo peop l e are deeply in love 1-.ri th each o t h er , of 
necesaity , everything mus t be rationalized in terms of that 
yet , at the s a.11e time that Tristram and I sol t are s o madly 
~in love with one another , they find themselves able to 
reconcile , on a very h i gh :plane , the physi ca l and the s ensual, 
\·ri t h reason . and spiri tue.li ty \ 
1 Carpenter,on.cit ., p . 515 . , 
2 Selected Letters ,op . cit . ,p . l 46 . 
3 Robinson , op . cit. , p . 20~. 
Each Has a mirror f or the other there 
Till tears of vision and. of tmdePsJc e.nding 
Were like a miet of wisdom i n t h eir e yes.l 
Thi s .Jrings up Jche t h ought tha t Robinson , by p urposely 
denying the incident of the love p o tion in the l egend , may 
have intended to make it p ossible f o r Tristram and I solt t o 
lmo~,r an int ens ely passionate l ove of tr·ue romantic qua lity 
and , at the same time , remain clear-sight eel and pruc1ent .. He 
seems to a c cept the fat a l i ty of t h eir love ' s ending , a fatal -
i t y of passi on that is yet not blind as in the ol der versions 
of the legend . For this spil"'i tual qual ity of utsc1om is made 
t o gl"O't·r 1-'Ji th the strength of thei r lov e, despite the fact that 
I s ol t , as Houle. any vroman in l ike circLUnstance s ; at first 
vehemently questions Tri stram: 
1 fuat have I done t o you, Tristram t 1 she said , 
li:Jh at have you done to me ! VTl1a t have 'tve done 
To fate , that she should hate us , and c1estroy us, 
Uai ting for us to speak . 1:That have He <lone 
So false or foul as to be burne (l alive. 
And then be buri~d a l ive--as we shal l be-~ 
As I shall be ~ 1 ~ 
But 1·rhen Tristra.m becomes dou.btful e.boi..1t their· fut ure , 
Isolt , in trying to c omfort and console h im , because her love 
is so d eep , she , beginning to realize that there may be more 
f o :c them ii' t hey ~Jut "'re.i t p atiently , h opef ully anc1 vii th 
fai t h that· al l v.rill ye·t be ·uell , tells him: 
' Tri str·am , f a ir t h ings yet 
VI ill have a shaclo't•J 1Jlacl>: as night before them , 
Ancl_ s oon ,, ill l1.ave a shao.o1v black as night 
Beh ind them . . . • 1 3 
and she a ssures her lover that: 
' A love larger than all t i mes and all plac es , 
And stronger beyond. lm oN"l ec1ge than all members 
Around us that can only make us dead 
i:T'.a.en they are done 1.,ri th us .. . .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . " ... 
It will not di e . What ever you do to it, 
It Hill no t die. lie ca~1not make it c.Ue 
He are not might y enough to sentence love 
Stronger than c3.eath to di e , though ·He may di e . 11 
l"fox•eover , Robinson succeeds in making his readers fe el 
that be cause Isolt has to live 'tii th Hark ivhilst loving Tris-
tram so paesionat ely, l1as hac1 to suff' er intensely ; and that , 
through her sufferings , she not only has l earne d to apprecia te 
to the utmost any b eautiful moments she exp eriences, no 
matter ho~:J fell in nu1n'b er, but a lso she has come to see the 
11 Light • 11 Note that 1·1hile at Joyous Gard, she finc3.s herself 
able to reason a s 1vell as to love 1vi th imagination . I n fact 
she gloHs x·c:.cl.iantl;'l now· , under the influence of her lov e , f o r 
it has b ecome b eautiful, comple te ,a na. truly r·omant ic in 
quality : 
She smiled at him as only joy made wi se 
By sorrow smil es at fear , as if a smile 
\Vould teach him all there 1·Jas f or life to knou , 
Or not to kno1'r . . . . ......................... . 
\Vi t h a pale fire of love Hhere s h one together 
Pas s ion an a_ compr ehension i) eyond being 
For a?y long time; ... ..... 2 
e.nd. she realizes that she does not care at c:.ll about Tristl"am 1 s 
p ast , any more. 
1 I bic1. , p . 49 . 
2 Ibid ., pp. 129- JO . 
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Isolt of Irelana. 1 s sense of pruc1ence , cottpled ~:rith her· ne'hT-
found ,:-.risclom, comes to her aiel so that she never· forgets the 
realities of life: she realizeN that if if she were not be2uti-
ful, for instance, Tristram probably "L·roulcl ceas e to love her ; 
or that he could forget her since , "L·Ji th time, men sometimes 
for·get : 
1 Dear chilrl of thought, 
'i:Tho forgets nothing if v're g ive him time, ' 
She said. 1 If you sal'T me CLeformeJ. and t-vris ted, 
You might sail back to Brittany so fas t 
That all the little fishes iim ulo. be frightened. 
Never p ersuade yourself that you believe 
Or need b elieve, so boundlessl y as that. tl 
She also for esees that, 
1We are not fo r the fireside, or for old a g e 
In any retreat of ancient s tateliness . 1 2 
I solt realizes , too, that Tristram Hill have his 0 1.-fl1 life 
to lead in case of her clying first, and she considers that 
she should not have disrupte d his life: 
1 There is your itvorlrl outsicle , all fame ancl banners, 
And. it Has never mine to tal::.e fx·om you . 
You must not let me t ake your 1...rorld aHay -z 
From you, after all this. Love is not that .t 7 
Since she is N·ise and 1m oHs the 1.vays of i•Jomen, she urges 
Tristram , in case she should die, to return to Brittany: 
1 Homen a:-ee not so bitt er if onc4 they 1).:1101-v, 
Anc. i f the other is dead . .... 1 • 
In her unselfishness and her k indness,born of her love 
that brought "t.Vis dom , I sol t even forgives Ma1 ... k , she realizing 
l Ibid . . , 
')~ 
L .L Ol CI . • ' 
I) l b id., 
r~ Ibid. 
pp .l58-59 -
p .l59· 
p.liJO . 
clearly at last that each has h is sideJfor such is life& 
1 There 1vas a time vJhen I shoul d have t old Go d 
Hims elf tha~ He h a d made you without merc y . 
Forgive me that. For there iiJaS your side, alv:ays ; 
There "'rere ~~our c,vays , 1-'Jhich are the Hays of kings ; 
An c.1 there 1vas blindne ss evei·;;,rHhere at first--
'Hhen ther e i.vas all that time ! You are kind no1.v, 
And I thank God that you are mercifultr 1 
\fnen Tristram arrives and hoJ_ds her dying boc1y in h is 
arms , her love reaches its peak , 
'I shall hear all you do not say to me , 
Tri s t rar.1. 1 2 
f or, to her , uords are no longer' ne ce ssary . Ivforeover, she ex -
presses no regret for the love that she had been privileg ed 
to experiei.1c e ; insteaa., s h e is utterly grateful f or it all: 
1May we be sorry to be ourselves , I Hon~er? 
I am not so, Tr i s t ram . You are not so. 1 :J 
An c1 she tells him g entl y , in an ef'fopt to comfort him: 
'I aw not afrai d to <He ................. 
Ny cup 't·ras running over ; anc1 having hact all 
That one life holds of joy , and in one sumn:ex• , 
·~Thy s houJ.cl. I be a mis er cr;;;ring to God 
For more ? There uas a vay f o r t h is to be , 
-~~a. . i ·,:,~cl_ci. h~~~ . ~~. ~th~l~~~~~t . f~~ . ~y~~if: •4 
There 1·Jas · n o more; 
And 1·!hen I lm e1-v that I v-ias here again, 
I kn eH there rJas no mol"e .... It -vras enough , 
Anc1 it uas all there ·Has • 1 5 
I solt 1 s love, s o passionate in quality, i'iaS yet a l most 
divine in all of' its aspects ; and. because h er spirit had 
1 Ibicl ., 
2 Ibic1., 
) I b i d ., 
l!. roi d ., 
5 ~ ..LOl CL ., 
J 7(31 p . - 0 . 
p . l8~ . 
(;! ' D . 1.~ L 
p . l 85 . 
p . l92 • 
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reachec1 so high a pinne.cle of happiness and harmony that she 
vranted no more of love or life , ana_ c1i cl not fee.l"' death . Here 
the p oet Robinson has caused his I solt of Ireland to knm,T 
the pure perfection of a true romantic love-- of a quality 
that is . far raore roman tic than Halory shovlS in h i s I sol t of 
I reland and , as far as Tr·istram is concerned , much more 
ch i ve.lric. 
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CHAPTER III 
OTHER TRISTRAM 1'JRITERS irffiO HAY P.AVE INFLUENCED ROBINSON 
I N HI S 'l"TRI TING OF TRISTRAM 
~J'hi i e L1Uch of Eo bins on 1 s Tristl"am a c1rni t teclly is a 
chil d. of h i s oi'm creation , as already has been p ointed ou~t , 
yet there are a gl"ea t many i deas brought out that are 
unaccounte o. f or in 11Ialory 1 s £,!orte D 1 A:rthUl" although , he has 
been grGatly influence cL by lvialory 1 s 'n"'i tings, s o that the 
author f eel s p re t ty certain that he had read the works o~ 
For exampl e , anothel"' Tri stram sto ry 
that the author , as well as others , feels convinced he had 
familiarized 11imself 1vi th is that contained in the opera 
Tristan a n d I s olde by Richa rd \•Jagne r• . He has constantly re-
ferl"'ed to this op era in his letters, ancl apparentl y , attencle cl 
ever~' p erfoPmanc e of it that he coulc1 . In April , 1900 , he 
says in part: 
Speaking of delec tabl e i slanc1s makes me think 
that I have been t1tlce thi s spring to hear Tri e tan 
ant" I solde, lJhich I maintain to be the only opera 
as such, ever written . All t h e res t o f them are 
abortions end mons t ~C'osi ties in one ·Hay and another- -
v'li th the exception , perhaps , of Di e 1•1eistersinger ; 
i·jh ich I shall not h ear until I apply to President 
Eliot f or a larger pension on tl~ ground of permanent 
inability in the college of f ice . 
Evi dently it was not the bee.utiftll mus ic alone , in 
the opera , that made such a strong c.pp eal t o Robins on; the 
story a lso hao. taken a fi rm hold upon h i s imaginati on . Ee 
1 Selected L etters,o~o . cit . Le ttei' to Daniel Gregory 
?!Iason , 71 Irving Place( n . s .) ,Apl"i l l Ei , 1900 ,p . 29 . 
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leaves no cloubt of his love for Jche.t opera and j_t s story . For 
ins t c:.nc e , in Jtme, 1901 , he writes : 
i-'.Ti t es : 
It is thi s sort of t hing ( ana. I g et a gl~eat deal 
of it) t~at makes me ldsh s ometimes that I lived in 
1-iadagascar . But I shot.1l.dn 1 t like that either ; f o r 
then I shoulc1 have no apples or Trl s tram ancl I sol t. 
I can ' t get along ·Hithout Tri s tpam ana. Isolt ancl a!Toles -
i.Jh ich goes to shovr, no doubt , that sor..1ething is not-
right 111i t h me .1 
And. a gain , thi s time on the sub ject of the opera , he 
Speaking about Ch ina , I heard Tristram ·~he ­
other evening , for the first time in six years . They 
sang it in English , but about all the English I got 
ivas, 1 \lr.Jj.at t l'linkest t .1ou of yon ninion? 1 anc. ' Behold 
oux' flo{~ i s f lying , 1 I'Jhich hel p ed some. I ncici..ent i ally, 
someone has been 'i,vhi spering to Boclansky , for h e put 
mo re ginger into the orchestra than he did at first. 
m1.., el·~e l "' ~ nei·r an l·p · r-lbO''lt ·:· 'n~ r~ ? P ·{' t'tle 'UB.UJ:"a.t n~' 
.L_J. ~ c .. ·v oJ.. _ , c:.. v U-. ·~ h • • .. ...J • .,~ • • ~ -~ · · • .L".l. a ·U,;;;Et , 
ancl a ne1'>I tree-- in fact a net"! arj.:angement altogether 
for· the last act , by vJhich . the fi ght ( the vJO:est a t best 
on any stag e) is p r·acticci.lly cl.one avJay -v.ri th . · Only one 
st one is used for a h omicide and that isn ' t a very . 
big one. Kt'.l"nevral ctoes not even 'look on , but stands 
vrith his back t o the 1,;,rhole rmv , such as it is, 
e.pparentl:r ao.miring the ne1·r 14etl'opoli tan ocean , anc1 
finally turns arotmo. to g e t his mortal v:ound . • Isold e 
(Florence Easton) has another innovation. I nstead of 
falling a.oi·Jtl on Tristram 'ltThei'e she belongs , she lay-s 
her self carefully about thl'' e e feet a;,vay from him u i th 
h er head at h is feet . I cl.on 1 t a-oiJ rove o f that and I 
don 1 t believe that 'fagner Ho uld-.- On the -vrhole the thing 
Hent ver:/ Nell anf.' there -vvasn 1 t room in the house fox• 
an extra sardine. For a. fe1v hours I fanc ied that our 
so-called civilization mi ght no t be going on aft er all-
although , of course , it i s . The Hhol e 1:Jestern vrorld 
is going to be blovm to p ieces , asphixiateo., and 
starvec1, an d. then f or a feinT centuries 1ve poor artists 
are going to h a ve a hard time. There may not be any , in 
fact , f or they Hill either have to c1ie or to di g ; and 
if they dig they can ' t compose anyTristrams , or paint 
any p ictures, or write any poetry. I f they did , no one 
would pay any attention , fo r all the res t Ho ulo. be 
too much occ t:g;>iecl 't·.ri th stayi ng a live . •l 
I n t h i s lette r it i s possible to se e h ow sens itive t o 
antl ho~,  appreciative of music Robinson \Ias , an d_ h o ·l keenl y 
observant and critical he Has of the lJay in 1ivhich the sto r:;.r 
and the musi c Here inter11retecl ano_ acted out; i t i s also 
obvious h o1..r wuch ·~hinking he had_ t:'Lone about the story, ancl.. 
that , already , he had his mm i c.eas as to h O"tu it should be 
treat eeL . 
The differences to be found bet,i:een t he 1fagne rian s tory 
of Tristram and I s olt and that of Robins on may b e said to 
be the sa111e as those e .::dsting betvre en t he Halol''Y vers:j_on ana_ 
the poet 1 s . Perhaps one outstancUng c1ifference b et•,J"een the 
1/le.gner an c1 the Fl.obinso n stol .... ies is i1agner 1 s comp lete omis s ion 
of the character, I s olt of the 1-•Thi te Hands . Nevertheles s , there 
could be said to b e several incidents d11el t up on by 'Vh.tgner 
that may have infl uenced Robins on : first , the Melot of the 
\'Tagner story corresponds somei:Vhe.t t o the Anc1red of the poem 
by Robins on , so that Robinson may have recogni zed the p oint 
in the Hagnerian interpretation e.nd , b e i ng i nfllilenced by i ts 
suggestion, decidecl to have And.red kill Tristram; and s econd , 
i•la gner 1 s Hark , unlike that of Malory , is not a villain but is 
a character not 1.mlike the Ne.rk of RobinGon. For instance , 
as i n the Rooin s on poem , Hagner ' s Mark i•Tish es that he could 
have f orese en the love bet1rreen Tristram and I sol t so that 
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he coulo. have Dreventeo_ the tragecly from taking p lace : 
1 0 !·Jhy , Isolda , 
1JhY this to me? 
\Th en clearly 1.vas c1isclosed 
llhEt b efore I coulcl f a thorn not, 
wha t joy Has mine to finc1 
my fri enct ·Has free fro E1 fault l 
In haste to 1<Tec1 
thee to my hero 
with flying sails 
I follo\·iecl t~lV track: 
But ho1.·.re 1 e1 ... cEm 
happiness 
0 1 ertake the SHift c ourse of 1·me? 
More food for Death did I make : 
more 1.-vrong greu in mistake . •1 
Probably ,houever , be cRuse Hagner 1 s story ancl r,msi c so 
comp l etely revolved around the passionate love- motif - it h ac1 
s trongly attracted Robinson . Perhaps-, indeed , it ·Has the 
l ovel y , yet sac_ an::1 melanchol y, refrains forever hau..'l"lting the 
musi c of ilagner in this opera that enablec1 Robins on to sense 
so fu~ly the tremenc1ous strength of the passionate love 
existing between Tristram ana_ I sol t; and. through the heavy , 
deep-sounding vJagnerian notes const e.ntly l ... ecurl"'ing, he may 
have glimpsed the fatality attendant ~Don their love. i? ef' f' 
... -- ' 
one of the nore r ecent of Robinson ' s biographers,even makes 
suggestion tha t : 
J ealousy, self-reproach , t ln.rarted sexuality , and 
the i deal longing of Isolt of Brittany , Robins on 
i magined p owerfully, but requited passion lay outside 
his eA"fJ erience . So for the iclyll of Tristram 1 s lmion 
\-.Ji th I solt of Irelanc1 he chose as guide 1'Tagner 1 s 
music, 11hich mingles Hi th the t ossing of the sea , ·ui th 
1 Richa:rc_ •·Jagner, Tristan and Isolde ; Lj_brett o (Phila .: 
Oliver Ditson e.ncl Company,n.y . ) ,p . 39 . 
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dan~e~ , an~ the swooning7de~icious thought of death . 
oveF ~00 l1nes ... lovers dlscours e on love ... No 
c1oU:J~c i -c 1va~ good for the p oet to release lon~~·-:Jent 
emotion; bu-c he f9rgot that 1;Torc1s cannot do all .. music 
can. 
. Hi t h in this frame o f peace at the rn·ice of 
reslgn: .. tion , lies temp estuous Wagnerian lyricism Hi th 
recurr~n~ motifs : the sea in many moods and the s t a rs 
as symbo..Ls of passion time insecurity fec>.r anc'l 
d th .L. ' ' 2 ' ' . -ea as Ghe gate t o peace. 
It \,·Ioul cl appear t o be rather 1.mfai1" thus to say that 
requi tecl. passi on ~:vas c1eniec1 Robinson f or , as yet , his c:ci tics 
do not kno-vr v·rhe ther or not that 'tfas actuall~r the case . I t i s 
true that many of the fa c ts of his life remain obscure, in 
especial Hi t h regard. to his love- li fe . Yet , just as the l ove 
theme , or t he heavy notes of fate , are foun d cont inually 
vJeaving in a.no. out of Vlagn er 1 s music i n the oper•a Tristram and 
I solde s o that the two be come commingled in the minds of h is 
listeners as one tragic love- motif , s o Robinson ' s constant 
repetition of -v:ords cone er ning t he sea ana. its changeability 
-vroul c1 seem to suggest fate and ete:Pni t y a nd their indifference 
to man , anc1 his use of the stars to suggest love and passion , 
i ndicate e.Kper•iences of his , it i:·JOEld. seem , not given to the 
·Hor l d to cLis cuss, as yet . Certainly wol"c1s cannot do vihat 
musi c can , as Neff' has saic-1 , but it 1-rotllcl seem to the author 
of thj_s study , that Robj_nson either recognized by first-hand 
experience , or else irras most s k j_llful in capturing , the feel-
ings and mooa.s expressed in VJagner 1 s musj_c, s o ths,t he has been 
l • T +' n "T" , • 'I '"' 2 Lt 1 I-~ eJ.I, J. tJ l CL ., p.c: r. 
1 I bid . 
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able to inter-.::1l"et the Qep th and int ens it y of the p a ssion of 
the lovers , their mooc1s, GJ1 o_ atmospheres t hat s urrour1cl them, 
Nith t he tra3i c, althougll not al18.ys b lind , fatalit ~r t hat lurks 
in the baclcgrotmc1 1,Jh ich, Nhile corJ.ing anc. going , l i l:e the sea , 
is a ctue.lly Ecb.ray s p r es ent' in the s e.me itay that v•Tagner cao_ 
in h i s mus ic; for Robinson , like Wagner , constantly uses the 
see. as a form .p .J , • • .... .. • o .J. rae ::apllO :c· -c; o lncu ce:c e ~oo ds and atmospheres : 
... a blank ocean and the lvhite birds fl.ying 1 Flying , and always flying , and still flying . 
,.ll .. gain , v.rhen the p oet ·Hishes to create an atmosphere o f 
fear and apprehension , he uses the 11 still c old ocean 11 2 1r.rit1 
a 11 cold glimmer of a i!loon 11 3 ovel" it; and the ocea n t:l c1es , 
heedle s sly anc~ forever ~-mnhin0 up u~:Jon the rocl:.s , ax·e us eo. , 
metaph orica lly sp e<.<..l\.ing , to s ugge s t the i;Jay in \:..rhich time and 
fate con s tantl y , and 1·ri th a S'lZorer:le inc1iff'erenc e , toss peop le 
about : 
Do,"m through t he s loom 
He ga zed at nothing , save a @O Vin3 blur 
1.'Jhere fo anecL et erna lly on Cornl sh l"ocko 
The moan of Cornish Hatel" ; a ncl he asked 
Hi th a mallgnu.nt im·rar c._ voice of env;y• , 
Hoi.J E1any scarrec1 cold thi ng s t hat once h ao_ lauc;hed 
And loved and. i·Tept anc1 sung , ancl h a d been men 
~1ight have b e en k11ockec1 and u ashe cl in.clj _fferently 
On t h e.t hard shore , an c1 eat en grad uo.lly 
By coL':l)etent qulcls.: fi shes a ncl_ large; crab s 
Anc l a rger birds , ... 2 
Ancl a gain: 
~ristram groane~ an 0. wep t 
1 rlobinson , ou . cit ., p .9. 
2 I~ i d ., p . l S . 
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AncJ. heard once more the changelecs moan belov-r 
Of an insen sat e ocean on these rocks . l 
Tri str·m , alone , 
Moved heavily along the lonely shore , 
To sea t him8 elf alone u:oon a l"'ocl-c 
\'lhere long 1,raves had been rol lii1g .:..n for ages , 
An c1 ·uou~d be rolling v.Jhen no man or 1-mman 
ShmJlc:.. :mo't-r or care to knotJ" ·uhether on not 
T1m 1ieelts of life , in time fW far forgotten 
As in reBembrance never to have been , 
Alone , he sa1v the slanting 1raves roll in , 
Each to its imp otent an~1ihila tion 
In e. long uash of foam , until t he sound 
Became for him a warning and a torture , 
Like a malign l"epr·oof reiterating 
I n vain its col cl.. anc1 only sotmd of c1oom.3 
Isolt herself , apparently mmr·e of the fatal ity of their 
love , compares fate t o an incoruing tic1e : 
1 He are not so blind that ·we are not t o kno-tv 
The dar kne-s s 1-rhen i t comes , if it nust come . 
i'le are not chilc1ren teazing little Haves 
To f ollow us along a s olid shore . 
I see a larger and a ct~_rkel" ticte 
Somel·ihere , than one litfe the.t . But 1.vhere ancl.. 1·:r!:~ en 
I do not vish to see .' ~ 
In the folloir,ring , t hey feel that the sea forecasts 
their doom: 
.. . .. and their forgotten ears 
Knev.r only as a murmur not remembei'ed 
A measured sea that al1tiays on the sand 
Unseen !)elovr them , uhere time 1 s only· i"Jorc1 
i:fas told in foam along a lonely shore 
Poured s l owly its w1ceasing sound of doom- -
Unceasing and w1heard , and still uill1eard , 
As Hi th an i mp erceptible sux·render 
They moved ancl.. fow1 cl. each other 1 s eyes againr-; 
Burning a"'u1ay the ni ght betueen t heir faces . J 
1 .,.., .... , l..!_r. ..L!Jl \..l o ) P • • O o 
2 I b i d. . , p . 89 . 
'Z ~- • 'l 1 26 B *. p:J.. c, . • '· P "77 · 
.- J. ,)lCL . , 0 . 1 ~ . 5 ..~..1Jlu. , - p . c.:.OO . 
And. again , like the tragic qual i t~r of the \'Jagneria n 
music in tlle opera , so constantl ~' r epeatec1 in connec t ion u ith 
the pas sionate love of Tristram an o_ I s olGe , anct more esl;ecia.l -
l y VJhen j;hey a Pe s eparatec1 from on e hearc1 t h e 
CJ.irge in the , 
. . . moaning 1·rash of Cornish 1:Jater , 
Cold upon Corni sh rocks . -
.... 1vhil e on Cornish :L"ockfJ 
The moan of Oorni~h waters foamed and ceased 
and f oamed a gain . ) 
But als o there is the ca lm that comes after a storm , 
as Mark suggests to I solt : 
1The sea Has never so still as this b efore , 11 
She said, 11 It i s l i ke something after life, 
And it i s not death 1 
'P erh aps the s ee~ is like ourselves, 1 Harlr. saic1 , 
' And has so nn.wh to say of storms and calms 
That shak e or me.l;:e it stiif.l , as 1...re have po-vrer 
To shake or to be still. 1 •· 
And after Tri ~tram a n c Isolt di ed , the sea again co mes 
into the picture: 
The sil ent 1oJater 
trlas like. another sky uher e sj_l ent stars r::: 
lf i ght sleep for ever , a ncL every1,Ihere Vias peace . ) 
Rob inson also closes his p o em with mention of t he sea: 
Anc1 there lvas nothing 2.live but white birds flying , 
Fl ir· ·-1~· anc~ al·rairs ""'l v i n r.· a·•o" st -ill ·"'l v 4 ·1 o· '!,l~ g , .. :~ .. A V!J '! •.L .. ..L.. J--_ -. 6 , ,~! ...... · ~ :- - ..L . . L J .l.. 1 b (3 
Ana Lhe wn1te s unl1 ght l l asn1ng on Lhe sea . 
1 ~bid ~ , p .1~8 . 
0 c-I Q 
t..... ~·, p . o:; . 
~ Ibid . , p. 126 . 
l!. Ib i d. . , p . 1 77 . 
5 Ibid ., p . 200 . 
b I bid ., p . 210 . 
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It might b e said here that ~ii th Hobi nson 1 s emphas is 
p laced as it is , particula rly 'kJi th r·egarc1. to the enci of Tris -
t r am anct I s ol t c ompared , it Hould seem , or rather caused by , 
the relentlessness of time and f a te, gives h is readers a 
centain feeling of frustration . Isolt r eiterates , in her l as t 
sad conversation 'lr!i t h Tri s trarn , that there i s nothing mor e for 
h er, anc.'l her prototYl) e ,I s olt of Brit te.ny , like1vise , feels tb.a t 
she has nothing lef t but he r dreams al1c1 mer:rlol"i es . Al 1.rays there 
is the sea t he. t , like time and f a t e , never s t op s , b ut i s 
ceas el ess ly coming and goi n g , and etern~lly , indifferently , 
S't,rc..lloHing up hurnan sot~l s ; so also j_s the l mp ression lef t b y 
~'!agner . Moreover , the tragic s orrow of it all seems to be 
too great . 
But, in the stai•s , Robinson finds more bri ghtness , more 
happiness for Tristl~am ancl Isol t of IPela n c1 , such as may b e 
seen also in t h e const a ntly- recurri ng Wagnerian refrains . Th is 
is usu_ally prese11t 1vhen Tri st ram ancl Isolt are t ogether: 
itself : 
Love that has e yes to see 
Sees only Isolt , I solt1alone . I solt , and a few e ye s . 
Sonetises , indeec:t , the stars uo uld seem to typify l ove 
1Leave me the star s 
A l ittl e lon;ser, 1 t3 C.i cl. I sol t . 1 In Corn't'ral l 
rJ o f!lUCh 8.lone there ui th them as I uas ' 
On e s ees i nto their lunguage an~ their story . 
Ti1e:: mus ~c be nore than f ire ; anc1 i:f:' the stars 
Are more than fire , Hhat else i s there f or them 
To be than love? .... 1 
NotHithstanding these thought s I soJ..t has abou"c the stars 
ancl t he bri gh tn es s they mc.y hold. f oi' the lover·s , not only do 
they sometimes seem to sugges t an i r:1p enc1ing c1oom , but TristJ:>am 
thinks tha t the love of the loversi s sre2ter than a nyt h ing the 
stars can hol cl , ai.1c1 ·uill altrays exist , even 1:Jhen the stars have 
c eas ed to s h ine : 
1Life and dea t h ? 
Do no t b elieve your stars i f the y '"'.re saying 
r.rha t any such 1-.rorcl.s are in their language no VI . 
1:.fhen ever they t ell you t he y a:ce macte o f l ove , 
Bel ieve it; and forg e t them '\-!hen they tell you 
6f this or that man 1 s living a thou.san ·~1. years . 
:vhy should v.ie ri sh to live a t h ousanc1 years '? 
'~1ether your stars are ma~e o f love or fire 
There is a love that will outsh ine the stars . 
Thel'' e v 2..11 be love i.·Jhen thePe a re no more s tars . 2 
Alth ough it is only con jec ture ·~hat Robinson ' s u s e of 
the sea ancl the s tar's as s ;yml)ols , 2.nc,_ h i s cons tant I'epetition 
of them a s such , vrere inspired by Ha.gnex·.l s Em.s ic , yet it cou:td 
i)e largel~r - oss ible sinc e vre :kno1: r hotr treL1enc1o ur;ly imyressed 
.smcl. enthr~lled he tms by Ue.gn er 1 s r:oristraEl and Isolde . To the 
aut~or of this study , it certainl y ~oes not seem very ~ifiic tQt 
to i maGine , uhen Peac.1i ng Ho·:J inson 1 s Tristram , that he could 
fee l t he strains o: Da~ner ' s music s oftly recurring in t h e 
lJ8.ckgrounc.1, anc1. the \·mrcJ.s o f the opera, alr.cton t echo:i_ng in his 
minL, must certainly heve influen c ed h i m. 
, T l)i a -.~ ,l.!_-r· 
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It may be , hov-rever , s1.1pposing that Robinson di d tlSe the 
sea as a symbol uncl.er the inspir;::~tion of 'VJagrieP , th~.t he Lo l'"'e 
consciously received the idea from S-vrinburne 1 s Tristralll. of 
Lyonesse . 
S1.1inburne i s the next poet to be considered amongst 
I those Fhose 't'l]orks on Tri s tram ·~hat Robinson has mentioneo_ as 
havi ng read . Hage cLorn stateo tha-~ 11 Robinson read voluminously , 
t' , • • ·,.-, "...,,.,-~·1e nl a-1 c" ""'--.onu ~.I.'Tef'f' ~  ... \; J_ 1• u v ... l. -! • • • • 1 :_ J. 1. .. ,~ - - , ue lee.rn the.. t he had. r'eac1. 
3uinburne 1 s Tri s tl..,am of L~ronese : 
Di p)ing into Morris ' Life ana Death of Jason 
and fin c1ing it intolerably ill ong- i-Jinc1e c1 , 11 he Has s tPuck 
to fe e.r tha 'c ~li s ov-m long poems Hou.l :l not encl..ure , since 
Tennys on 1 s Idylls ar'e strangely t hin no;,;aci.ays ano_ 
Sl:.rinburne 1 s 'l1:eiGti'Hm o f Lyonesse is strikingl y prolix I 
ancl sacche.l"'ine . c 
_:et , other than i'iinters anc1 Neff , none of Robinson 1 s 
critics or reviei're:rs ever compc>.red h i s po er.1 u i th that of 
81:inburn e ; neverthel ess , thel..,e are jus t as many s i mile.ri t:l.es 
betlieen the t\vo 1-- arks as there are be'cueen Hagner 1 s Tristram 
and Isol de and the p oem of Robinson t and there is , moreover , 
l ess gu essuork envolved .• For v-re can only s urmise that becaus e 
of h is admi ttec.1 love for ·vh1gner 1 s c usic an0_ the opera Tristram 
and Is ol::le , Robinson hacl been influenced in uri ting his poem 
"tThereas , in the ce:;_s e of 31o;inburne 1 s Tri s tr'am of Lyonesse ,actual 
lines in the "iOl'"'l{ of each ce.n be pointed out for their similar-
ity. 
1 Al gernon Charles S\Ji::lburne , Th e Po en:o o f 3i:Ji nburne; 
Tr'is tram of Lyoness e ( Phi1a .: Dc:;vi cl l'IcKe.~r Publish ing Co . , 19 23) , 
:) . 3 7 2 . 
The follo't·ring passages from Svrinburne 1 s p oem shovJ a 
few· instances vihere Rohinson 1 s passages ; as q_uot ed on pages 
of this study , Fould seem to be echoes , farmvay , but 
neverthel ess , echoes of S"t·Jinburne : 
They 1f.rat ching till the day should "IJholly clie , 
Sav.r the long se.nds m·J"eep to the long gre y sea . 
And. night made on e s"tveet mist of moor ano. lea, 
And. only far off shore the moon gave light , 
And l ife in them sEmk sil ent as the night. 1 
Or this , 
Anct like the sea 1 s h eart ·ue.xect he:c h eart that heard , 
Strong , dark , and bitter ti~l the keen wind 1 s word 
Seemecl o? her o"tm s ou1 spo~en , ancl the brea;h 
All round hel" not o f c1arkne s s but of clea th . ~ 
SHinburne als o enc1s his p o em "li:Ti th t he s ea, as cl.oes 
Robinson, although "Hith an entirely different rp.e aning: 
On these things too Has c.loorn as c.1arJr,_n.es s cast : 
For the strong sea hath sv..ralloued v-rall ancl. 
And "tvhere thei r• limbs uere laid in "~<-roeful hOl} . r 
For many a fathom gl eams and moves ana_ moans 
The tide that sueeps above their coffi nec1 bones 
In the "t·Tre clcec1 chanc el by the sl:.i vered moon or 
sunlight shine 
Nor man look c1o1m ever: none shall say , 
Here once , or here , Tri s tram and I~t lay: 
But peace they haYe t hat none may ga in 1-,rho 
live , 
.And. rest above them, uhi1 e death and life shall 
be 
The light and. souno_ ana_ c1arlmes s of the sea . 3 
Other likenesses are fotma_ in t h e c1es criptions of the 
interlude a t Joyous Garo.. Both Robinson and S-v inburne d epict 
it as being extremely i dyllic; and both have passag e s refer-
l I b i d . 
2 I b i d . , p .376 . 
-~ Ibi c1 . , p.392 / 
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ring to Tristram ' s delight and happiness Hhile bathing in the 
ocean , cl.UI'ing this interlude. Furthe rmore , in this pcn"t of +' une 
story Suinbtn'ne , like Robinson , devotes nany p2.s sag es to 
c"liscourses on love ; some of the icLeas are very much e.lik e in 
each version , fo:e ins tance , as I sol t 1 s need of reas sur.:u'l. c e that 
Tri stram has n o t regretted their love : 
I n the Svin:J1.1rn e version, T1·istX"e .. m i s made to say: 
1 0 very woman , go d at once and child , 
i'~Tl1.at ail s thee to desire of rne onc e more 
The a ssurance that thou hadst in heart befor•e? 
For 2~11 thi s •Jil 0. s',reet 1mste of s·11reet vain 
1n·ea th , 
1rhou knm,Test I lmo1·J t!:1ou has t given ne 
life , not death . l 
0 thou my s oul ancl. s-oiri t anc1 brea th to me, 
0 light , life , love C yea , let this only be 
That ayi ng I may praise God l ilio gave me 
thee , 
Let hap 1:·1ha t ·Hi l l t hereafter . 1 
I n Robins on ' s Tristram, Isolt is told by Tristram: 
I VJhy CLO thoSe t v-TO 
Vainglorious and abysEw .. l little uorc'ls 
Pursue and torment your soul ? 
Ue have lived and we hav di ed , and are a lone 
V•ihere tl1e 1•lOI'ld he .. S no n10I'8 a p l ace for US , 
Or time a fear for us , or death • . .. Isolt l' 
i;!hatever it is that br>ings us here tonight , 
Neve r believe - never b elieve again -
Your fear for me was more than l ove . 
There \Till be tiE1e enough fop 'r'ne to c1ie . 2 Never mlnd. c!_ea th tonight . . . .. I sol t ~ I s olt ~ 1 
1It "t·jas enoLtgh, 1 
He sai d , 1 An~ I may tel l you more than tha t , 
l i b i c1 . , :o . 372 . 
2 Robinson, on . cit. , p . 1 51. 
. -. 
!·lacle -o i ty out o:' s orrm·r anc3. of 1:; i ty 
Hac3.e the i)ale i.vine of love tlie.t ~ 1·re.D not love , 
Yet steals from love a name. · -._:>. 
. • . Thi s "ne1.-r I u.ol t, 
This ne1·1 anci 'tvhi te I sol t, 1vas no t hing ree..l 
To him until he found her in his E'~rms 
And , scarcely kno~·:ing h ow he folmd her there , 
Kiss:d her_ anc1 felt. the stinf or~ happy tears 
On h J. e be'i'illaered lJ.ps. . ..• 
Both p oets , also , in p ortraying intense passion , frequent -
ly use the :rmrds 11 flame , 11 ancl 11 f ire, 11 as symbols . In the SvJin-
burne poem l:Je reacl: 
A yearning a rclor i<ii thout scope or name 
Fell on them , anc1 the bright ni r;ht 1 s bre r" th 
of f l ame 
Sho t fire into their kisses; and like fire 
The li t c3.e-vrs lightened on the l eaves as 
h i gher 
Ni ght 1 s heart beat on to1>rara. mi clnight. 2 
Robin s on 1 s lines o.escri bing uhat apparentljr is the same inciclent 
reac1: 
I sol t, a lmost ES JH:i th a fri ghtene c1 lea:_p 
Hufflec1 h i s mouth <·ii th hers in a long lr.iss , 
Blending in t hei r c~tastrope t v-m fires 
That made one fire . ) 
F.ob:lnson ano_ S1--rinburne cLiffer mos t in theix• characterize.-
tion of I s olt of Brittany • .As has already been shov:n,F.obinson's 
I solt of the V:lhite Hanc1s is an extremely lovely , s1rreet, noble , 
and understanding person, an alBost ethereal creature; and all 
that she asks of l ife i s to share a part of it uith Tri stram . 
Sv.:inburne 1 s I sol t , on the other hand. , vJhile at first shovring 
some resemblance to Robinson ' s rleroine, in the end becomes 
1 Robins on,on . cit ., p . 88 . 
2 ~1v~~buPne, _op_. c~ ~. , ? . 350 . 
3 "'""o 01nson, op , CJ. w. , p . L1 1. 
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jealous and vindict ive, indeed almo s t cruel and vicious . Never-
thele s s , it is poes i ble that Robi_nson may have received so::ne 
insp iration from S\i!inburne 1 s lines for h is al-v-rays pictur ing 
I solt as 1>Tatching out over the sea from her 'Hindo11: 
Sa1.v loneliness by the na Pro-vler opening1 s ea, Sit fixed at vre.t ch Iseult of Brittany . 
Although the author of t h i s s tudy does not fully agree 
1vi th uha t Hinters has to say about Robinson yet , in his com-
pari son of the t't-.ro t exts , she does feel that he sums up quite 
well the defects of the Suinburne poem and is right in the 1·ray 
in 11hich he malces it inferior to the Tristram anc1 I sol t of 
Robinson . Winter says : 
S1rJinburne 1 s Tri s tra m o f Lvonesse i s more conros. r -
e.bl e to RoiJins on 1 s poem than 2.re the others , though l t 
diff ers from i t 1·.ridely . SI'Jinburne follous the vex's ion of 
Th omas , Hhi.ch i s su-perior to -'che ve x• s ion uhic.h Robinson 
uses a nt alters ; Su inburne is a 1v-are of the uncLerlying 
the.llle of the p oem, the pm·.rer of physi cal passion, anc1 he 
tries to make the most of it , and he does a goo d deal 
iJith the jealousy of I sol t of Brittany to-vrarc1 the close . 
But l'le i s no more successful than Robinson in dep icting 
character , in fact may be less successful , for he i s not 
even interest ed in the problem; and physi cal passion 
in f3't-rinburne de generates line by line by •day of me ta-
:phor a n cl.. s imile into the des cription of the l a ndsce.pe. 
The physical bee.uty of I sol t and Tristl'am is com:parec.1_ 
item by item an d_ at extraorc1-~ nHry length to landscape 
material in moElent s of emotion ( lJhich ax·e intei'rupted 
by little se.ve c1es c:."iption) • The emotions of the chai~~ .::-
ters flov.r out over the 1 E..nc1s cape, and the c1escription 1 
of the l a n c1scape is su~)pos eel. to convey the emotiQjj . Much 
of thi s des cript i~B mat eri a l i s lovel y in deta il, but 
it is all of a lci nc1 , e..nc1 never s top s ant it buries t h e 
p oem. S1·rinb urne 1 s s tyle is the lush an cJ. heavy st~rle of 
his s chool anc1 pe:;:--io c-l , anc.1 the har c1 olc1 romance is lost 
ami d. p oetical formulae; anc1 S\,;inburne 1 s grar.1matice.l 
1 Swinburne , op .cit ., p .373 . 
stopping abruptly after the overflow, introduces an 
element of recurrent and eventually exasperating 
clumsiness into his versification. Sldnburne's style, 
like Robinson's, is diffuse and decadent; but whereas 
Robinson's decadence is that of a moral tradition, 
Swinburne's decadence is the decadence of a literary 
tradition which has all but forgotten that there ever 
was such a thing as a moral tradition, and all experience 
is submerged in a uniform chaos of the senses. Robinson, 
like Henry James at his most tenuous, is decadent 
because he talks tirelessly and in too great detail 
about little matters which seem to him serious ,-o.etails 
which 1vould be serious if they tvere parts of a serious 
whole but which have been deprived of their source of 
seriousness in ways which Robinson does not _understand; 
the st~e continuew to operate or to try to operate 
in the absence of a subject. In small sections 
Swinburne's style may appear more impressive than 
Robinson 1 s but, in the long run it is easier to p ut up 
vti th Robinson 1 s style, and his good passages are better 
than 81:-rinburne 1 s best .1 
Thre~ other writers on the subject of the Arth~ian 
legend. Tristram and Isol! Hlioseaccounts of the romance his 
critics and reviewers are almost sure that Robinson read,are: 
Lord Alfred Tennyson, Thomas Hardy and I-!atthe11v Arnold. 
In discussing these writers, the author. of this study 
2 finds that Robinson mentions Tennyson's I dylls at least once ; 
but seems not to be able to ascertain tihether or not he had 
read the Tristram stories as written by Hardy or by Arnold. 
,, 
Moreover, there is little similarity between the characters 
depicted by Tennyson and Robinson's characters, even though it 
has been pretty well established that each had read Malory's 
1 Winters,op.cit., p.95 .. 
2 Hagedorn, op.cit., p.6o. 
version of the old legend. In the Tennyson version, not only 
have the individual characters degenerated, but the story as 
41t a ~mole became degenerate, and it reads much more like the 
Malory tale than does the Robinson version. Furthermore, the 
symbolism used in the Robinson poem seems to be an inherent 
part of his "1-Yri ting wh.ereas, in the Tennyson account it 1vould 
appear as though engrafted, seemingly as an afterthought. The 
characters drav.m by Tennyson might be such as are found in 
a rare tapestry, but, unlike those of Robinson, are neither 
realistic nor likeable. 
1 
Robinson, hoi'll"ever, 11 fell avidly upon Thomas Hardy," his 
2 discovery of him being a 11 revelation. 11 He even paid tribute 
to him in a sonnet. 3 Yet not·Hi thstanding, the author can find 
no actual proof of his ever having read Hardy 1s The Famous 
Tragedy of the Queen of Cornwall, although it would seem highly 
probable that he did. Like Robinson, Hardy apparently had used 
:Malory as the source of his tale, more especially in connection 
"1-vi th the death of Tristram. Hardy'·s I sol t of Ireland , :though:·.' , 
is a very fiery and temperamental character: for instance, she 
furiously stabs Mark after he has killed Tristram; and them 
she leaps over a cliff to her o'tm death. In his characterization 
of I solt of Brittany, on the other hand, there does seem to be 
some resemblance between the two versions, more resemblance, 
1 Hagedorn, Ibid. 
2 Neff, on.cit., p.17. 
3 IE.!5l. , p ·59 • 
indeed, than in any other of the versions that Robinson is 
believed to have read. Hardy 1 s Isolt of the \1hite Hands, like 
Robinson's character never does ,~or does she ever desire to 
do, any real harm to Tristram. She does deceive him once, but 
she repents, and tries to make amends for any wrong she may 
have done. She is a very human- character and thoroughly like-
able. But, according to Hardy, she seems not to be able to see 
1-1hy Tristram should so deeply love Isolt of Ireland, that he 
should love her so much more than he does herself \~en she 
has proved to be so deserving of his love, and has given him 
all the strength of her affection. Unlike Robinson's Isolt of 
Brittany, she asks him directly about the whole situation, 
although, even then, she seems not to b~ enlightened as to why 
he should love Isolt of Ireland so pas sionately when he had her 
to love. Nevertheless, it "{o10ulct seem to the author of this 
study that Hardy 1s Isolt of Brittany may have inspired, in part, 
Robinson's portrayal of his Isolt of the \Vhite Hands. 
Matthe1v Arnold 1s interpretation of Isolt of the wbite 
Hands, hovrever, provicted he dia_ read the Arnold version of the 
old legend, undoubtedly influenced Robinson most, as may be 
supposed by reacting the tvm versions at one sitting. To begin 
uith, Arnold devotes almost half of his poem to Isolt of 
Brittany; and, like Robinson's Isolt, she is beautiful in a 
11 white-golden 11 manner; is sweet anct kind; loves Tristram more 
~han anything or anyone in t~e whole world; and,too, she is 
extremely understanding about Tristram's love for Isolt of 
Ireland, the other Isolt: 
She raised her eyes upon his face, 
Not v.ri th a look of 1.-rounded pride, 
A look as if the heart complained. 
Her look was like a sad embrace,-
The gaze of one IN"ho can divine 
A grief, and sympathize. 
Sweet flowert Thy children's eyes1 Are not more innocent than thine. 
Arnold's Isolt of Brittany even makes it pos sible for 
Isolt of Ireland to come to Tristram on hi s deathbed. But the 
death scene in the Arnold version is in direct contrast with 
that of Robinson. Arnold's Tristram dies quietly in his room 
in Brittany, vii th I sol t of Ireland lmeeling beside his bed; 
and she,too, dies Y.fuen she realizes that Tristram has gone. It 
is, on the whole, a much more peaceful portrayal of the death 
of the lovers than Robinson ~~s dravm. Arnold then goes on 
to describe Isolt of Brittany and her life viith her children, 
I . 
giving much les s time to telling in detail about her later · J 
life. Nevertheless, a note is struck ,and a feeling engendered, J 
.I 
as one reads the closing lines of the t1.-vo vers ion!:!, cree.ting · 
the sensation that the two poets had shared an experience in 
some "f.'!ay. This feeling may be clarified by comparing the 
ending of the Robinson poem, and some of Isolt's previously-
2 
quoted conversations, 't'Vith Arnold's lines: 
1 Matthe't'V Arnol cl 11 Thristram and Iseult, 11 The Poetical 
"lorks of Matthew· Arnold (New York: Thomas Y. Crm•rell, 1g97), 
p .lt!-3. 
2 Suora , PP• 
~I 
She moves slow; her voice alone 
Hath yet an infantine and silver tone, 
But even that comes languidly; in truth, 1 She seems like one dying in a mask of youth. 
Dear saints, it is not sorrow, as I hear, 
Nor suffering, which shuts up eye and ear 
To all that had delighted them before, 
And lets us be what we were once no more. 
No; we may suffer deeply, yet retain 
Pm-rer to be moved and soothect, for all our pain, 
By 1.rhat of olCl pleased us, and 1~ill a gain. 
No; 1tis the gradual furnace of the 't•rorld 
In whose hot air our spirits are upcurled 
Until they crumble, or else grm,r like steel, 
i 1 hich kills in us the bloom, the youth, the spring; 
\fuich leaves the fierce necessity to feel, 
But takes away the power: this can avail, 
By drying up our joy in every thing, 
To make our former pleast~es all seem stale. 
This, or some tyrannous single thought, some fit 
Of passion, "tnrhich subctues our soul to it, 
Till for its sake alone "tore live and_ move,-
This too can change us ~'rholly, and mal~e seem 
All which we did before, shadm1 and dream.2 
In the light of such interpretation of the character of 
Isolt of Brittany, it is easy for the author of this ·study to 
be convinced of the thought that Arnold's treatment of her 
personality did influence that of Robinson in some degree. No 
other versions, except that of Arnold and of Robinson, attempt 
to characterize Isolt of Brittany to such an extent; or go to 
such lengths to depict her as a 11J'Onc1erfully s~reet ana_ 
likeable person. 
But while it wotlid seem apparent that Robinson did 
receive some suggestion, or an inspiration, in one way or 
1 Arnolc1, op. cit., p. 15~·. 
2 Ibid., p .156. 
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another, from the different intel~reters of the fine old le-
gend about Tristram and Isolt, his version is a very fine 
one,and superior to the others. One critic says: 
To compare Robinson's poem to the medieval 
versions -v.rould be pointless; it lacks their moments of 
p01orer and_ something of their charm, but although it is 
equally garrulous it is 1-<Ti thout their confusion and 
chilcLishness. There are four other versions in the 
past hundred_ years 1·1hich call for at least brief com-
parison, hm,rever; the versions of Tennyson, ArnolcL, 
Si·rinburne and. Hardy. Tennyson 1 s treatment of the story 
in "The Last Tournament" is brief and. notoriously 
ineffective. It is merely one of the several incidents 
used to illustrate the decay of the court under the 
influence of licentiousness; the story is given in 
skeletal form, the characters are bady dra1m, and the 
moral is pointed by melodrama. Arnold , one of the great 
poets of the nineteenth century in some four or five 
short poems and in a few adc~tional passages, is 
normally one of the worst poets in English; his style 
is a deadly tissue of cliches and other amateur 
poeticisms. And his style is at its worst in "Tristram 
and. Iseul t 11 and renders the poem a complete failure. 
Hardy 1 s short play,The Famous Tr~g~dy of the Queen of 
Cormvall, is effective drama tic ally and retains the 
primitive simplicity that one associates "t-.rith the 
original story, but it is bare and schematized; it con-
tains tivo very beautiful songs, one sung by Isolt and 
·one by Tristram, 1~ich are the finest things inspired 
by the legend in English b~t which forms a minute 
portion of the 1vhole 1·1ork. 
But even though Winters, in the foregoing passage, seems 
to be somelJhat harsh in his criticism of Robinson 1 s Tristre...m 
he yet has su~med up the whole matter rather succinctly. 
1 t'lin ters, op. cit., pp. 91.~-95. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE OLD LEGENDS OF GOTTFRIED AND BEDIER 
There does not app ear to be any direct proof that the 
early legends about Tristram and Isolt, such as that of 
l 
Thomas, which Malory is supposed to have read, Beroue, Eilhart l 
von Oberge, and Gottfried of Strassbt~g, had been read by 
Robinson. At no time does the poet indicate that he r1as 
p ersonally familiar vii th these legenc1s and stories; moreover, 
all of the material he used from other sources than his ov-m 
i magina tio9,he could easily have draHn from the versions 
already discussed in this study. 
Yet \~Tinters seems to give the impression that the old 
legends had been drawn upon by the poet when he rather harshly 
criticizes him for leaving out so much of the primitive ele-
ment from his poem. Of cours e, he may have simply been trying 
to compare the 'tvork 'tvith that of oth er Tristram 'tvriters, quite 
regardles s of whether or not Robinson had read them.Yet, if 
t hat be true, in the op inion of t h e author of this study, he 
had no right to p ull him up so sharply because features shown 
1U: the early legends 't·Tere mis sing in his. For example: 
Robinson suppres sed the p otion and the p rimitive 
theme •.• all he had left 1.vas a popular love story ..• These 
p rimitive things give it force and i dentity •.• Robinson 
does not succeed in replacing these t h ings vd th anything1 a dequa te ... it is less amenable to modernized trea t ment. 
1 \1inters, op.cit., pp . ~6; 88 ;94 . 
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But this 1-rri ter seems to have entirely overlooked the fact 
that such primitive things as brooks rtmning through bec1rooms, 
ordeals by iron, bleeding people, and such primitive things 
1-mulct not be tolerated in moo.ern literature. Today, it is the , 
1v-orkings of the minc1, rather than such external and physical 
factors in a story, that holcts the interest of the average 
reader. 
In his efforts to sho1v the psychological side of his 
characters,Robinson indicates part of his purpose in 11riting 
the story. Moreover,by so doing, he has succeeded in elevating 
their thought to a new plane; he has made them think and act 
like ordinary human beings.Then,too, in his poem there is a 
depth and quality of .emotion only to be found in the early 
legends about Tri s tram. 
Therefore, it v.roulo_ seem logical now to compare, insotT.ar 
as may be possible, Robinson's Tristram with those of the 
medieval times, beginning with the version of Gottfried von 
Strassburg. 
The Gottfried von Strassburg legend is the first really 
readable, and enjoyable, version that appeared. It is a com-
pound of the versions of Thomas, Beroue and Eilhart von 
Oberge, was 1~itten about 1210 A.D.,and represents the first 
attempt made in the history of literature of Europe to produce 
a tale that had psychological implications, which makes it 
aldn to the Robinson version of Tristram. 
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In the Gottfried legend of Tristram are to be found 
many similarities as 1vell as c1ifferences betvreen his story and 
that of Robinson, quite as me.ny as have been fotmd bet'\<reen the 
Ma~ory story and that of the poet. The most glaring difference, 
of course is the omi s sion of the love potion,so that this, in 
itself, may indicate that Robinson did not read Gotttr1e4•s 
version, where the love potion is not looked upon as: 
since, 
a mere mechanical device to induce love, but 
accorcting to some, a symbol of the power of lUnne, decreed 
by fate, overriding the conventions of the lvorld., and 
bringing to her victims not only the perfect ~rmony of 
love,but also constant tribulation and sorrow. 
'twas no wine, o no! 
Albeit wine it seemed to be, 
1 THas naught but mordant misery, 
1 Tw-as heartache, grief and si2hing, 
Of that they'd both be dying. 
the o.rink being not the cause of lUnne, but its symbol. 
Gottfried suggests that after the philtre is drunk the 
pair -viill fall in love, then ,afterwarc1s, the pangs of love come 
gradually, rather than 1all of a sudden. 11 He shol·rs hmv Minne 
ensnares the t1vo against their 1fill until finally the~,r can do 
nothing about it. 
In the Gottfried accountof Tristram and Isolt, the action 
is so vivid and convincing that the reader can almost see M~e 
! hovering about,never letting the lovers go. In the light of 
his interpretation,therefore,it seems almost contradictory to $Y 
1 Gottfried von Strassburg,Tristan and Isolde,tr. E.H. 
·2 I~., P• 112. 
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that perhaps Robinson was of the opinion that, in the lialory 
and the Wagner versions, it was made too obvious that the love 
potion v;ras a symbol of love, or he may have got the impression 
that they i·rished to convey the idea that it induces love. The 
reader is made to feel,in the case of Gottfried,however, that 
the latter was successful in his treatment of the philtre 
because it is quite forgotten 't·Thile Minne seems to become very 
much al~ve to him. Gottfried, for some reason, too, seems to 
make it easy to feel that the love potion actually is the 
cause of Tristram and Isolt 1 s love for each other, as a symbol 
of love, reaching the surface and becoming too strong to be 
concealed any longer. This is precisely the feeling that Robin-
son wishes to convey: that,on the fatal night of Isolt 1 s mar-
riage to Mark, she and Tristram found they could no longer hide 
their love from each other; but Robinson, it would seem likely, 
omitted mentioning the love potion lest the depth and intensity 
of their love be minimized,or even overlooked. 
The next major difference lies in the ending of the 
story. As do the most of the versions of the old legend, the 
story of Gottfried closes irTi th the 11 Whi te and black sail 11 in-
cident and the ctecei t of I sol t of Brittany cotlpled vTi th the 
tragic death of the lovers; but Robinson, while closing his 
story w1th an account of Isolt of Brittany, yet omits the 
deceitful aspects of it i'lhile he has Tristram <lie in Cornt-rall. 
I In the latter respects, Robinson's story is different from the 
other versions, both old ana_ modern. 
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There is a slight similarity also to be found in some 
l"espects betueen the Robinson and the Gottfriect versions, just 
enough to make one wonder if the former had read the Gottfried 
legend, that is, in the sense of loyalty and honor vri th 1;-.rhich 
Gottfried has endued his Tristram. The struggle that takes 
place against the povrer of Minne, that is, bet11een love and 
duty, is quite evident and comprises one of his loveliest 
passages~ 
Tristan, when nov-r by Minne caught 
reflected well and straightway thought 
of faith and honor's recompense 
and "'orishec1 he could escape from thence: 
11 But no, 11 he thought against his 1<Vill, 
"Collect thyself,Tristan,stand still, 
and pay no heed to this--no,never. 11 
Thus spake the heart in him forever; 
the tempests of his 'I.·Iill he braved, 
against his cravings Tristan craved: 
he steered this way,the other 1vay. 
The man who'd thus been led astray 
attempted now himself to free 
with eagerness ana. frequently, 
unto this effort being true. 
The loyal man was forced to shew 
WLhappiness in twofold wise: 
whene'er he looked into her eyes, 
1vhen Minn:a s 'Tr eetly lulled to rest 
both Tristan's mind and Tristan's breast, 
by fair Isolde singed and seared, 
to Honor then his thoughts were steered, 
and Honor brought his reason back. 
But soon there carne a nevi attack 
by Minne,lady of his manor: 
she held him fast beneath her banner. 
Yet troubled Tristan vms no le s s 
by Honor's tie and faithfulness. 
Then Minne troubled him again 
And caused him sorrm.v worse than pain: 
she caused him more distress 
than Honor and Faithfulness. 
On her his heart looked bright and gay 
ana. then it turned the other 1.vay. 
But always when he saw her not, 
then grief 1vas his unhappy lot. 
He nuzzled long and pondered, too, 
as men who pine in prison do, 
how he from her might flee, 
oft thinking pensively: 
11 0 turn thee to another, 
tr•ansfer thy passion, brother, 
love someone else, love anY1'rhere L 11 
But every time the nets were there. 
Both heart ana brain without cessation 
he racked, to cause a transformation, 
but all that mind and heart could hold 
1vere thoughts of love and fair Isola.l 
I•foreover, another important similarity existing betlreen 
the versions of Robinson and Gottfried lies in their treatment 
of the interlude at Joyous Gard as being not a stolen tryst. 
In the Gottfrieo. version, th~ meeting is unexpected; that is, 
~,rhen Mark banishes both Tristrarn and I sol t, the meeting is 
I 
arranged by others. This is true even though, as will be 
remembered, the lovers actually 1.vere exiled because they had 
been found disloyal, or at least suspected by Mark of dis-
loyalty--for no proof is given of their guilt. Anc1, too, they 
have a wonderful year under ~mat amounted to legal conditions, 
since it \vas Hark -vmo told them to go a1,ray together. But, on 
the other hand, the reader is made to understand that they 
had been unfaithful, hence the interlude became one of license 
during which they might unbridle their passions. In the Robinsor 
version, on the other hand, it is only fate that steps in to 
make possible the happiness of the lovers, and since the tryst 
1 Gottfried, op.cit., 9 • 
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is in no sense a stolen one, it 't'ITas an idyllic interlude. 
Another similarity between the two versions rests in 
their a_escriptions of the time spent at Joyous Gard, that is: 
both Gottfried and Robinson have portrayed the time spent 
there as being most pleasant, not to say like a little bit of 
\ Paradise on earth, since the lovers have nothing to worry about. 
1 
Each of these t1.vo 1~iters of the Tristram story lets himself 
go and does some of his most inspired work when ~~iting about 
the time spent by the lovers at Joyous Gard. 
In his characterization of Marl~, Gottfried makes him 
kinder-hearted than does Robinson; yet he is neither quick 
to perceive certain situations nor does he seem to have much 
insight, or of understanding of people and life. Tristram and 
Isolt are sho~m as being both passionate and impetuous,but 
other than that, they are far inferior to the Robinson lovers. 
5ottfried makes Isolt of Brittany out to be traditionally de-
ceitful, and she does not play much of a part in the story. 
It is true that this vrri ter continually inserts little 
psychological abstentions, as it vrere, concerning the help that 
God seems to give to the lovers. 
Such, in brief, are the differences and similariti~s to 
be found between the Gottfried and the Robinson stories, the 
a uthor of this study being strongly of the opinion that there 
are no really striking similarities to be found which mi ght in-
dicate that Robinson had read the Gottfried version of the stor~ 
-Therefore, there vJOulCl seem to be little point in duelling 
longer on the subject. 
In the versions of Bedier, and his contemporaries, felver 
likenesses still are found,so that it may be assumed that 
I Robinson,in preparing his story of Tristram and Isolt, had 
I· 
not been familiar with them. 
As for earlier legends about Tristram, there is to be 
found practically no evidence to support the belief that 
Robinson may have read them; clesp:tt 8 t r_•.e :tact thE•·;; certain 
similarit ies are present. This, ho-vrever, if>JOuld seem to the 
author of this study to be perfectly natur al, in vie'tv of 
the fact that such similarities also may be found in the 
con~Jarison of later versions ,some of them dis cussed in this 
study, :tr nth Robins on 1 s Tr:ll:tram anc1 I sol t. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE REVELATION OF ROBINSON'S POETIC PERSONALrPY 
In doing researches on the Tristram traditional legends 
and stories . so as to determine if possible vJhich versions of 
Tristram has been used by Robinson as sources for his poem, 
many of the deep-seated and inherent qualities of the poet's 
personality and chanacter have been revealed. This has made it 
possible to reach some conclusions wi th regard to the nature 
of his philosophy. It also enabled the author of this study 
to discover the class ification he belonged under in the field 
of mo dern poetry. 
Robinson 1 s critics, review·ers, even some of his lvarm 
ao~irers,persistently clas sify the poet as a pessimist, as a 
realist, or as a modern classicist. There may be several 
apparently sounct reasons for the general un1rrillingness of his 
critics, even his friends, to classify Robinson as a romanti-
cist, one might concede, uhen it is shovm that he is nevel" put 
into the category of the romanticist~ (l) there has been too 
much t endency to evaluate the poet 1 s 1·10rk from a pUl"ely 
literary angle;(2) there has been a failure to recognize the 
fact that in the poem, consciously or ~mconsciously, there 
is set dmm Robinson's o1m. philosophy of life;(3) his critics 
perhaps do not understand the real meaning of the term 
11 romanticism, 11 and ( 4) not being e.ble to decide 'tvhether or not 
Robinson is a romanticist, they avoid the issue. 
It seems strange indeed to the author of this study that 
the readers of Robinson's Tristram did not immediately 
e classify its writer as a romanticist. T'ne poem itself, to gether 
1;,d th the similarities ancl differences it presents in relation 
to oth er versions of the same story, all indicate his interest 
in love and life from v·Thich springs the essence of romantici s m; 
a lso in his corresponc.lence 1eri th friends, i'ihen the poer:1 i,ras 
being i·rritten, strong romantic tena.encies coulct be felt. 
It i s Robinson himself who presents the real clue to the 
nuzzle of his 1n lace in the stm. 1 He says that his best p oetry 
- - -
is 11 someivhere in the Arthurian legends, because ••. The romantic 
frame"twrk enabled me to use my idioms freely.nl What is to be 
assumed from this than the knovlledge in this man of his 
possession of some spir·i t or feeling that w-as akin to the 
sensations felt by the characters in Tristram and Isolt,some-
thing that he Has bent up on capturing . Otherv.Jise ,. the "romantic 
framm·rork 11 Hould not have appealed to him so strongly. The 
a uthor is remindeo_ of the truism t hat p eople usually t1 .. y their 
harc:test, ana_ do their best Hork, on things that they enjoy 
doing. It v.roulo. seem, therefore, that just so long as t h e 
principles of romanticism that under lie so much of what is said 
ana_ done in his Tristram a re not recognized , the p oem 'Hill not 
be p roperly appreciated an c:t the man v.Jho 1.vrote it v-rill not be 
fully understood . 
It is intere s ting to see that Cestre, one of those critics 
1 Na ncy Eva ns, 1rE .A. Robi nson, 11 Bookman,75:676, November, 1932. 
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wmo insists most loudly that Robinson is a modern classicist, 
is willing to a dmit, hOI•rever, that: 
There remains to mention an element of poetical 
achievement seldom to be found in natural association 
with the classical bent of mind , but vnlich forms a 
gentdne and important part of Robinson's e~uipment, 
namely, the imagination. It accounts for some 
of the poet's most powerful -creations. 
It l·muld almost s eem that until the difference be t vreen 
cla ssicism and romanticism has been clearly pointed out, it 
would be difficult, if mot impossible, to determine th~ poet 1 s 
true literary status. Hence an attempt vtlll be made here to 
shov.r the a.ifference in meaning of the tv-!O v-mrds ,classicism 
and romanticism. 
To begin i•Ti th, classicism and romanticism, as such, are 
but abstract terms,or concepts, used chiefly to illustrate 
the fundamental manner in ~rr1ich man expresses himself. Each is 
necessary to man 1 s natural expression,but the question arises: 
1.>1hich takes precedence? Thus the ivhole problem revolves 
around a proper placing of emphasis. 
Classicism may be further clefined by saying that it 
stresses reason whereas romanticism stres ses feeling; and, 
v.ri th reason as its basis of argument, classicism may be said 
. 
to o_enote a conformity to accepted standards ,a geometric-
static form, a finished product,-all making a universal appeal 
1 Charles Cestre ,An Introo.uction to Ea:tvin Arlington 
Robinson (Nevv York: The Macmillan Company, 1930), p. 30. 
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Feelings and emotions are balanced, in theory, 1-.ri th reason. But 
actually, feelings often are completely civor~ed from or great-
tJ' ly subordina te c1 to reason so that cluali.sm is the result. Anc1 
vrhen dualism steps in ,although it does not ,,fholly c.estroy the 
urge to create it yet does poison to some extent the creativ-~ 
springs of being. It is, as some one has said,"one of the 
diseases of the modern 1vorld. 11 
Romanticism, on th~ other hand, represents a brealdng 
a-1,ray from rules and tracli tions; not only the acceptance of 
changes, but the 'tvelcoming of them. J;Ian 1 s ur•ge to create is 
given full rein so that joy results: it is felt not only in 
the completec1 article but in its making. Individuality and 
originality are rampant; imagination is the guiding principle; 
feeling dominates. One might say that the romanticist differs 
from the classicist in that he tries to bring reason and feel-
ing into harmony, to create a oneness. There is no such 
compromise possible as reason on the one hand and feeling on 
the other. Man is believed to be basically good,despite the 
evil present in the vJOrlc1 today .Han but needs to have faith in I 
himself and his inherent gooc1ness and to strive to attain a 
perfection of this goodness. The chief difference betv-reen the 
classicist ana_ the romanticist is that the former loOks upon 
love as merely a nece~sity of life, the latter deifies it. 
Realism also should be c.efined, since Robinson often has 
been called a realist. 
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Although realism may be said to stem from romanticism 
it actually is the language of despair. To the realist, man 
is a victim of circumstances and has not the po,;.rer to choose 
bet1'\)"een gooo_ and evil; nor will he ever see the 11 Light 11 that 
Robinson constantly 1-rri tes of, in his poems. 'While both 
romanticism and realism use the partictuar, there is almost 
nothing else in common bet1.veen them. To the author of this 
stuc1y it seems almost grotesque to think of Robinson as being 
a realist in any sense. 
From this vantage ground of kno"!ivledge concerning the 
real meanings of the terms used in describing, or classifying, 
Robinson the poet, it ivill be possible to discuss the subject 
fLU"ther "'i'Ti th a real sense of understanding; as well as with 
a greater ability to envisage the personality of,the subject 
of this study. It also becomes possible to decide his status. 
In calling attention again to his reasons for ivri ting Tristram, 
in the light of this neirJ' lmo"!ivledge, therefore, some points 
vrill bear repetition for the sake of clarity. 
The author of this study is strongly of the opinion that, 
from the beginning, Robinson had a dual p urpose in writing 
Tristram. IH th his keenly analytical mind, his deep insight, 
his undoubted ability to take purely legendary fi gures from 
fairy-tale romances and set them down again on paper in such 
a manner as to make them come alive, and act like living human 
beings, Robinson must have felt strongly the appeal of this 
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fascinating love story that has lent zest and charm to romanc 
through so many centuries. Moreover, he had opportunity to 
read the story in more than one type of rencli tion, indeed he 
possibly hao. been able to familiari .ze himself "t·ri th several 
different interpretations of the same subject; therefore, one 
coula. reactily imagine that his e.mbi tion had been a.roused, as 
·v.rell as his imagination -vrhetted, by the thought of seeing what 
he could do ~dth the characters and situations called for in 
the story. Here was another chanee to probe into the thoughts 
and feelings of others; to find out why some people act as 
they do; to try to discover the character of the urge that 
causes them to become so deeply involved in love affairs that 
they cannot extricate themselves from the situations they have 
created; and how they, and others, react to the situations 
thus brought about. But, in addition to this reason for 
v-ranting to w·ri te Tristram, Robinson may have wanted to sho-vr, 
1 
and actually he said as much,in one of his letters,that love 
such as Tristram and Isolt felt for each other is not an 
unheard-of experience; 11 it happens every day. 11 People of toctay 
oftentimes love each other with a like degree of intensity of 
passion, and are as faithful to one another, as were Tristram 
and Isolt. 
Upon a closer analysis of Robinson's Tristram,the quite 
interesting discovery is made that every action,and event, and 
situation, has been logically motivated. For instance,Tristr~ 
1 Supra, p. 
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and Isolt have refrained from confessing their love until the 
night that Isolt arrives in Cornwall because of their inherent 
sense of honor and their loyalty to Mark. For the same reason, 
and also in fear lest Isolt of Ireland be harmed by any act 
of his, Tristram thereafter deliberately avoids seeing her, 
much as he loves her. And the Joyous Gard interlude that 
brings the lovers so much happiness, is ,as it 1r1ere, an act of 
fate, and certainly does not happen because of their con-
nivance. 
In other versions of the Tristram story, but especially 
in the old legends, little unity is present, and reasons are 
rarely found for the various happenings. Hence, in his 
Tristram story, it 1vould seem as if hero w·orship v-rere to give 
place to pure romance with all sense of unrealness,such asis 
t .o:.·be found in the other versions, banished. He 1-ranted to make 
his story up -to-date so that his readers wou~d be enabled to 
see that he v~s 11riting about everyday life, and about situa-
tions that 1.-rere entirely possible in human experience. Thus, 
he probably omitted the love potion so as to rid the poem of 
any sense of old"l·rorld unrealness, as i'rell as to show that 
although th.~y 1vere so c1eeply in love Tristram and I sol t kept 
their heads and w·ere prudent in their actions--which, unc1er 
the influence of a philter,according to the old romanticists, 
coulc( .not be possible; and vrhile he apparently accepts the 
fatality of their love, tmlike other ~r.ci ters, he does not por-
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tray it as being blind. 
Q,ui t e apart from such reasons as the fore going ,hm..;evel"', 
it would seem that Robins on had the best reason of all, on 
the p art of any wr iter, for 'tvanting to write a book, neJnely: 
he felt the inner, spontaneous, and not-to-be-resisted,urge 
to set do'tm his thoughts and ideas in p ermanent form. This 
p oint is made clear in letters he wrote to friends while he 
1vas in P eterborough, Ne'tv Hampshire, in 1925, where he had 
gone to jot clmm some ideas for a new· book. He states that it 
v-rould be impo s sible for him to avoid 1o1riting .his Tristram. The 
author of this study is also driven, at this point, to 
interpolate that it is no wonder his Tristram is an insp ired 
creation that grips the heart ano_ mind of all -vrho read the 
book , since it \iJas uri tten a s t h e o~irect r·esul t of such an 
urge. 
In ·Hri ting to Betts, he says in part: 
I came dovm here -vd t h every intention of uri ting 
some . short things for a neH book , but our old friend, 
Tri s tram, whom I have b een f i ghting off for some five 
years, got me f inally b y the thro at a nd refused to 
let me go .1 
And a gain, in 1rJri ting to Isaacs, h e says: 
Just i.vhat I shall do v-ri th him or Hhat he 1dll 
do vri th me, is more than I can say yet, but it is 
evident tha t:;:,l1e uon 1 t let me go until one of us 
is finish ea.. ~-
l Ha g edorn, op .cit., p .34o. 
2 Esther \villard Bates, Eclt..rin Ar lington Robinson ancl His 
Hanuscripts Ovaterville , Haine: Colby College Library Pres s, 
1944) , P. 1 e . 
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There was so much depth and intensity of passionate 
feeling put into his Tristram by Robinson that, at the end, 
i·Jhen the ivork ivas completed, he 1vas completely exhausted. In-
deed many of his friends considered that after finishing that 
book he never -vras quite the same again, either mentally or 
physically. Yet, according to his typist, dt~ing the time 
that he vmrked on the book he a-pparently seemed quite happy. 
She says: 
Robinson seemed to be in w1usua11y high spirits 
vrhen he -rvas vlri ting Tristram anc1 he moved about vJi th 
an air of quiet elation, as an author is apt to vrl1en 
his -rmrk is going i.'i"ell. I seem to recall that he vmre 
the same general air of pleasurable excitement '"rhen he 
1·ras "t·rri ting Lancelot .1 
Here then vmuld seem to be another reason for a s suming 
that Robinson was a romanticist. Su~ely only only a person 
with reasonably strong romantic inclinations could have been 
so completely enraptured, so fascinated, by the Tristram 
legend,-even though it is concea.ed to be one of the v.rorld 1 s 
greatest love stories. 
Moreover, Robinson seems to have had the idea that such 
a type of story 1..ras needed, since ,after he had completed the 
poem,in 1926, he 1vrote: 
I have finishea. Tristram ana. am no1v ready to 
sleeu like a woodchuck for about a month before I 
emerge to see people again. Boston is an admirable 
place for that. There vJasn 1 t much left of Tristram and 
1 Ibid 
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'========F=====================================================~====== 
I ·s·olc1e in my story uhen Auctret stabbed Tristram in the 
back. The newspapers are still full of similar yarns, 
but they are no longer the fashion in literature. ~~is 
thing of mine may be clubbed out of existence, or it may 
be accolao.ed as a sort of mint julep after too many 
years of d.irty "t,rater which is the fashion. Anyhm-r it 
will have to go as it may.l 
To judge by the reception that his book finally got, it 
must have been quite true that there ioTere many people -vrho had 
gro1om tired of the 11 dirty water" that vms the fashion--sordid, 
naturalistic and realistic novels reeking with mud and mire; 
for Robinson 1 s Tristram actually vras accoladed, sho'tving that 
there still were left many readers in the world who longed 
for books that were human and true to life;and, at the same 
time, 1-rere ·Hritten in a wholesome .; vein, refreshing, deep and 
moving, to restore their jaded faith in the verities of love 
ana_ life. 
Nevertheless, perhaps because Robinson allow·ed himself 
to analyze too sharply the sordidness and drabness of so-
called love that was constantly being demonstrated all about 
him in the modern ivorld, he seems not to have found it 
possible to completely e}~ress the pictures in his mind at 
the time he 1vas setting dm-m the vrords of his poem; or else 
he , at times, became too much absorbed in his psychological 
studies to keep his plot firmly in mind. At any rate,whatever 
the cause, the final result is that he has produced poetry 
1 Selected Letters ,Letter to Hrs. L .Y .LeDotlX,p .11+7. 
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that is either grayish or a sharp black and vrhi te. 
Again, the poet 1 s Tristrau~ would seem to indicate that, 
1.vi th a pattern, or frame'tvork, to build 11pon, his best v.rork is 
done in its parts, as though jlhe parts, the particulars, i.<Ieie WB.t 
interested him most. The color he found in the medieval 
1 egends, if indeec1 he had read them in relation 
must have delighted him after the drabness of his poetry and 
the sordidness of life about him. Certainly the descrip tions 
of Isolt of the 11 blue-black hair and violet eyes, 11 or of 
Isolt of Brittany 1-vith her "golden hair ana_ grey eyes," or 
of the gorgeous sunsets and the flashing beauty of the sea, 
were not lacking in color. One can almost sense the delight 
the poet felt -vrhen he hac1 found the right shad_e or color to 
help him in portraying a desired feeling in his poem. His use 
I 
of fier•y red, ana_ 11 't,rild red", and "blue-black hair ancl violet 
eyes, 11 as a means of connoting passion and intense emotion 
helps to make his character live for the reader, just as one 
can feel the sunniness ,purity an d innocence of Isolt of the 
vfui te Hands in her pastel colorings. II 
Still another proof of Robinson 1 s romenticism that seems I 
apparent to the author of this study, rests in his treatment 
of Queen Horgan as a l1odern romantic, Circec:m tYPe of en-
chantress; even · the element of grotes queness present in his 
characterization of her adds to the s ens e of romanticism. 
I Gawaine, too, is pictured as being the perrect example or 
II I 
I
I 
II 
. " 
of a gay ,hano.some, romantic young knight of chivalry. While 
both of these characters are found in the other versions, no-
where have they been so ably characterized, and in so few 
vmrcls, due to Robinson's amazing skill,insight and uno.erstand-
ing of vhat goes on in other people's minds. But at this 
p oint in the study, interests centers not so much on the 
t1vo characters themselves as upon the man, the poet, 1·rho caused! 
them to become vital, natural beings in the minds of the 
readers. They are depicted as romantic figures, and if Robin-
son had been a classicist, or a realist, they~ery probably, 
1·mul d. not have been, since Robinson vvould have been unable to 
portray their romantic qualities so -v.rell, or so understanclingly. 
In picturing his Hax·k as a common, 
of seeing the 11 Light, 11 Robinson was able 
ordinary man,incapable l 
to show the possibi-
!1 li ties a man 1vi th practically no insight into human nature 
ano_ life, mi ght have. He eno_ovreo. him 1'Ti th latent capacity to 
at least glimpse the Li ght. In short, the poet's firm belief 
in man's inherent goodness in itself amounts to what might be 
called a romantic principle: man must be true to himself, and 
must constantly strive to attain his ideals. His Tristram and 
Isolt,too, although less obviously, are creatures of his vdll 
in this respect, and have faith in themselves and a belief in 
the inherent goodness of mankindT-Isolt of Brittany being 
another example. 
,I 
I 
'I 
II 
I' 
I 
I 
In his characterization of Isolt of Brittany, F.obinson 
I 
-II a gain illustrates his extreme sensitivity to all types of 
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people. For the workings of her mind not only have been 
very minutely indicated but cleverly portrayecL. She is shovm 
as one ,,rho is a o.reamer, not quite of the earth, v.rho seems 
not to be able to get along vri thout her dream-fabric to 
sustain her -vraking thoughts .She suffers vicariously v'Ti th I sol t 
of Ireland and with Tristram in their love life;and ,although 
resenting in a measure the fact that Tristram cannot forget 
the other I sol t, she yet accepts it as something over -v~rhich 
the inc1i viduc:"l has little control, something that might happen 
to anyone; and she rationalizes in terms of being grateful 
for uhat 'tve may be given by life, no matter hoH small a part. 
Again, in his causing Ga"V.raine to laud I sol t of Brittany :l. n 
so 1-.ronderfully o.e s cripti ve a vray, RolJinson leaves the author 
of this study ~rri th the impression that he could not possibly 
be more romantic,uhether in style,content, or quality. 
Robinson 1 s depiction of Isolt of Ireland is far s~~erior, 
both in characterization and in portrayal of intensity and 
cLe·o th of passion, to that of 11ri ters of other versions of the 
- -
Tristram leg end. For the characterizations of Sv1inburne, for 
instance, and those of other 't·rri ters, tenet to make the passion 
she feels a purely physical and unrestrained one, whereas 
Robinson lifts it to a higher plane,and seems to succeed in 
commingling the physical and spiritual sid.es of her emotions. 
His clepi ction of the pass ion felt by the lovers is such 
, that the characters live for their readers. Even in the be-
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ginning, on the night of Isolt's marriage to King Mark , 
Robinson so vivio~y portrays the depth of their passion that 
even the reader senses in himself something of the p01:.;erful 
drive, and the close benet, between these t-vro lovers. In fact, 
their intensity of passionate love causes the two to become 
quite oblivious of everything else in the 1·rorld. except their 
--when Isolt 
Dre1v his face do1,m to hers 1'ri th all her strength, 
Or so it seemed, and kissed hi s eyes and cheeks 
And mo uth until there was no reason left 
In life but love--love that irlas not to be, 
Save as a 1iJrenching ancl a separation 
Past reason or reprieve. . .. 1 
Ancl again, 
She trembled. in his a rms, anc1 ~eri th a cry 
Of stricken love gave all there Has of her 
That she co11ld give him in one long kiss 
In_ .... V>ihich th~ Horld 1·1as 2 el ted ancl Has nothing 
Fo~ them bu u love-- ... 
Yet, even though the reader is caused to feel the cteep 
intensity of the passion of Tristr·a.m ana_ Isol t in this moment 
of their corn.rningled joy anc1 sorrow he also senses the fact 
that the lovers Pemain fairly reasonable and clear-s i ghted. 
In the other versions of the leg end, especially in the old 
legend, hovrever, they are apparently impetuous and cLisloyal; 
but the very fact that Robinson p ortrays at length their 
. passionate outbursts, carrying these to great lengths, in sharp 
1 Robinson, Ibi<'t ., p . ~-7. 
2 Ibi d . , p . 56. 
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contrast to Malory 1 s treatment of these scenes in the story, 
indicates Robinson's definitely romantic tendencies. 
It 'tvo uld seem evident from all that can be anal:rzecl in 
the material gleaned from this and other studies about the 
old legend that Robinson must have got his concept of the 
passionate love of Tristram ancl Isol t from vlagner, and from 
Sv-rinburne ~ ana_ the fact that he vJas interested enough in 
Svrinburne 1 s romantic style of 1v"l''i tings is but another p l"'oof, 
perhaps, that he tended to lean to"t·mrd romanticism. Had he 
been a classicist, or a realist, he never could have created 
such lines as the folloi-·ring: 
Isolt of Irelanct 
Came ne~rer still to him and still said nothing, 
Till terror born of passion becrune passion 
Reborn of terror while his lips and hers 
Put sneech out like a fle.me DUt out by fire. 
The music poured un~eard, Br~n~~aine had vanished, 
Ano_ there vJere these t wo in the 'lrmx•ld alone, 
Under the cloudy light of a cold moon 
That gl immered no11 as colct on Brittany 
As in Corm-m.ll.l 
Anc1 1vhen Tri s trar11 , in his torture of mind, 11ould have 
blameo_ himself, 
Isolt, almost as vd th a frightened leap 
Muffled his mouth vri th hers in a long kiss, 
Blending in their catastroph e t wo fires 
That maa_e one fire. 'Hhen she coulc"\. look at him 
Again, her tears, um·Iilling still to flo1o1, 
Made of her eyes two shining lakes of pain 
Nith moonlight living in them;2 
Alreacty, v-rhilst reac1ing the poem, one feels their sense 
1 Robinson,ou.cit., p.37. 
2 Ibic1., p.41. 
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I' complete union of heart, and soul ,and boo_y, -so dear to the i magi , 
nation of the romanticist. Note the oneness that is felt in 
the follo1·Jing pas sage: 
Till, to be sure she vras not a phantom 
He clutched ana held her fast against his heart 
And through the cloak she Hore felt the l-Tamm lite 
I'Tithin her trembling to the life in him 
And to the sorro~;v- and the passion there' 
T11.at alv-m.ys ,,,ou.lcl be there.l 
Surely Robinson vJO uld not have bothered to read the lush, 
s ensuous,and heavily- des criptive poetry of Svdnburne, or to 
have revelled in the story ana_ music in \'lagner 1 s play, if, at 
heart, he ~rrere not a romanticist. Note, too, his use of the 
sea and the stars to symbolize love, it may be whilst under 
the influence of \1Tagner and Swinburne, that also . is a romantic 
characteristic. 
The most outstanding and revealing factoi:l found in this 
study of the revelation of Robinson 1 s poetic personality, 
perhaps, is his intense interest in the love motif. ~~erein 
lies the most noticeable oiffer·ence bet,,reen his p oem and the 
story 1-rri tten by l·falory; and the fact that he never ceases to 
emphasize the importance of the love motif ·Hould seem to be 
significant. In the comparison of his Tristram with the 
different versions mentioned in this study, there is plainly 
seen his capabilities as a romanticist. In his ability to 
p ortray a true romantic love, he seems to have been outdistan-
ced by none--a love that does not symbolize possession, one 
1 Ibio_. ,p.4-6. 
in compa rison Hi th i.vhich the vmrld anc1 w·hat it offers is 
nothing , a love that makes Tristram and Isolt convinced all 
all their feelings, and forms of reasoning applied to these, 
must be right, a love tha t the~at last,tend to believe is 
stronger than Go d , 
i'J'hen all was cLone the g.od of love "t'ras fate, 
Hhere all ~ras love •. . . l 
Such an interpretation of love as this, in the hands of 
Robinson, indicates a strong romantic tendency; for most 
romanticists love is the all-ruling pmv-er, anc1 Robinson sucreEds 
in making h is l'eailers d>Tell on the t h ought that a desire for I 
p ersonal gain, a lust after Horlo~y forms of v-realth,such as ' 
gol o_ , p osition anc1 p ovrer, all are s ubservient to the strength 
of true love. Note the fo l lowing: 
•Love is the only thing that in its being 
Is what it seems to be. Glory and gold, 
Anrl all the rest are w·eak and hollo't·r staves 
For even the poor to lean on. it1e .kno't1 that--
~le that have been so poor i.·rhile grinning hinds 
AnCl. shining ~:·renches 't'lii th a112cro-vms to laugh at, Have envied us, know that.• 
1 There vrill be 1 ove 'V'Jhen there are no more stars. r 3 
Love, in Robinson's Tristram, seems to be all that cow1ts l 
It sho1iJS itself in all of its pristine fre shness,ano_ fullness, 
and beauty, in the 1 great moments of life 1 which are depicted 
by him. Such 1 great moments', however, are not recognized by 
the realist, the materialist, and seldom by the classicist. 
Th e o_ifference, in short, between the vievlpoint tov-rard life 
l Ibid ., p.l~O. 
2I"bfd.,p.1.9. 
3 Ibi d . p.151. 
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of the pe ssimist, the realist and the modern classicist, and 
the romanticist, is in the belief of the romanticist that 
a rich, full life is not to be gained through its span as 
but rath er is measured by its 1great moments.• Thus Robinson 
i mplies,in his Tristram, that is only through the acceptance 
of certain values, by having faith in man and in life, and by 
willingness to recognize and make his o"tm the 1 great moments 1 
of life, that man can knov.r the depth, richness ana: fullness 
of life. For example, he causes Tristram and Isolt to lose 
sight of the passing of time in some situations, and to enjoY, 
time in others. To them, vhose love was so pure and strong, 
time, after all, counted for little: 
1 But vrhen t1-vo loves like ours 
t'lear c1o1--m the vmll of time divi ding them 
Two oceans come together and flow over 
Time and his evil work. It was too lomg, 
That \vall, but there 1·vas nothing left of i£, 
And there is only love vrhere the "tiall was. 
Again, Robinson causes his Tristram and Isolt to .realize 
fully that no matter ho1-,.r little of their lives have been spent 
together, they have lived fully. This thought is beautifully 
' summed up by him: 
'Time is not life. For many and many more, 
Living is mostly for a time not dying--
But not for me. For me, a few more years 
Of shovrs and slaughters, or the tinsel seat 
Of a small throne, 1-rould not be life. i'J".aatever 
It is that fills life high and f ull, till fate 
Itself may do no more, it is not time. 
Years are not life.• 2 
1 I~., p.5l.J-. 
2 Ibic1., p .144. 
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and, qs if echoing Tristram, Isolt says: 
•.• 'Years are not life; 
Years are the shells, and empty shells 
VThen the;y hold only days, ana_ days, and d.ays. 11 
But it is Hhen she is a_ying that, in her desire to comfort her 
lover, Isolt re-affirms the power and strength, and the com-
pleteness of the time they sp ent together: 
'itJas it enough, Tristram? 
'\vas it enough to fly so far mr,ray 
From time that for a season forgot us? 
You said so, once. Has it too much to say?' 2 
And Tristram broken-heart eo.ly an suers her: 
1 It 1vas enough. r3 
The nature of these passages, it ir.JOul o_ seem to the 
author of this study, completely clarif'-:·es the trend_ of the 
p oet's literary aspiration,that is: as a romanticist. vThether 
or not he himself is a"tmre of it, in his Tristram he constantly 
seeks to imply that there is still hope in this uorld for true 
romantic love. In this, the author concurs not only because 
she believes it, but also since she has been influenced by the 
passionate hope of Robinson for a better world . Quite apart 
from any other type of reasoning, it Hould not seem plausible 
for anyone embr~cing a futile philosophy, vvi th no real faith 
in himself or his fellows, or even in the ~rmrlc1, to kno1rr first 
hand the quality of love that Robinson envisons for Tristram 
ana. Isolt. 
For the story of Tristram and Isolt is a romantic story 
1 Ibid., p. 36. 
2 Ibia .• 
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of pure and passionate love. Under the skillful hand of the 
poet the t1vo undergo a complete psychological analysis not 
only of themselves but of their love. It is carried to the 
point that makes it possible to see them as quite real human 
beings, 1.-rho frequently become involved in intensely human, 
emotional situations. They are people Robinson has made 't.;orthy 
of interest and even of affection. 
It seems significant and passing strange that, in his 
interpretation of the Tristram story which slo-vJly o.egenerated 
in quality as ages passed, Robinson, a poet living in a "'rorld 
that was becoming more materialistic and realistic every 
day, yet found himself able to avoid the pitfalls that engulf-
ed other 1~iters about him, to forget the cynicism and the 
scorn \vhich seemed. to be the natural trend of those about him, 
and to transcend life to utmost lengths in ci_epicting his 
' great moments.• Herein, it would seem to the author of this 
study, lies his greatness: that he "tnras motivated chiefly by 
his desire to elevate the thought and the aspirations of peo-
ple of modern times when he made the changes he di d in the 
old legend. For it enablea the reader to see that, in the 
great human-inter·est tale of Tristram anc1 I sol t and their love 
it has been found possible to bring together in harmony the 
physical and the spiritual. 
The~efore it would s eem as if Robinson's ' place in the 
sun' can be indi cated,as revealed in his poetic personality, 
and. vJi t h all ciue Cl.eference, the author of this stua_y hands him 
1·1hat he has so nobly 11on--the accolac1e of the romanticist. 
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ABSTR4..CT 
The purpose of this study has been to examine the 
Tristram tracli tion in order to deter mine iiJhat sources Edt-Tin 
Arlington Robinson used in r.rri ting his poem Tristram and ,,rhy 
he felt the need of r,rriting it. Such a study has seemed t o be 
justifiable in view of the fact that there seems to be some 
controversy as to -v.rhy he, a so-called pessimist, or realist, 
or modern clas s icist, should have undertaken a work of such 
a romantic nature. 
The most commonly-accepted s ource of material to be used 
in v-1ri ting his Tristram is believed to be that of Sir Thomas 
Malory 1 s Horte D1Arthur,since it has been ascertained for sure 
that Robinson read t h is vmrk; in fact, it is the olcJ.est ver-
sion of the legend that v-re are sure he has read.Yet, although 
many similarities betveen the t Ho stories are found, ·~he t1 .. ro 
stories resemble ea ch other very little. The element .· of the 
Arth urian legend is brought in, a.ncl. too, Robinson makes use 
of several of t he characters,such as Andred,Morgan,Le Fay, 
Ga'tvaine, Lancelot, Guinevere and King HoHell, and of the 
interlude at Joyous Gard, that appear in Malory 1 s version, b ut, 
except for the nrunes, the characters are of his Oiin creation. 
In ea ch version King 111ark is sent to prison, and , in his ab-
sence, Tristram and Isolt are tak en by Lancelot to Joyous Gard • 
.Although it is certain that Robinson clid c1ra'tv for inspiration 
from the Malory text, the differen ces in the tw·o versions- are 
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so outstanding as to be significant. 
In the first place, Robinson begins and ends his tale 
Hi th Isolt of the i:Thi te Hands ,leaving out much of Tristram r s 
background, uhich,perhaps, i s suggestive of the main differ-
ence bet'li-reen the t Ho stories: Robinson 1 s interest constantly 
is centred on the love motif; Halory is concerned more 'livi th 
the educat ion of the knights, and their adventures, not on 
their love affairs. Robinson 1 s most striking omis sion is that 
of the love potion, in his deep-seated desire to have his 
different characters seem like human beings so that, motivated 
by him, they serve as object lessons to people of the 1vorld 
today. Therefore, the poet causes them to demonstrate their 
belief in human natt~e, their sense of loyalty and of duty, 
and their latent capacity for goodness, as in the case of 
King I~1ark, Tristram and the t1...ro Isolts. 1·1oreover, there are 
no s tolen trysts in the Robinson version, as there are in 
Malo:r:-y 1 s story. 
,.. No plot is complete v-Ji thout the tracli tional villain, who 
is supplied by Robinson in the persons of Andred and Queeh 
Norgan, the latter being portrayec1 as a moa.ern romantic en-
chantress, the latter as a poor sort of men constW-ed by 
jealousy. The typical gay ana_ dashing young knight of the 
Round Table is present in both tales, anc1 take s some part in 
causing Isolt of Brittany to be more fully characterized as 
a s ueet and lovely person, (l_oomea_ to lose her a clorecl_ husband. 
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For the most part Robinson has humanized all of his 
characters. Anc1red, for instance, uould not be such a villain 
were it not that he is motivated. In the chief protagonis~, 
a definite grO\rTth and clevelopment is Seen, especially in the 
case of Mark, a man 1.vho first comes into the picture as a quitE 
ordinary sort of person,having no insight, and no capability 
for seeing the Light, it vwuld appear, not until his \,rhole 
nature had been jostled in such a 1vay as to enable him to see 
beyond his own nature,and even glimpse the Light.Tristram and 
Isolt are not simply two impetuous,heady,lovers, but even 
though passionately in love, yet are prudent and clear-sighted 
to a considerable c1e gree, so that they can accept the fatality 
of their love; a love they knm'r is not blind,nor is that very 
fatality blind, for a ne-vr vJisc1om guic1es them. Definitely, the 
p oet must have revelled in the chGnec t o e}~lore all of these 
mindSJ and it id interesting to see that he causes Isolt of 
Brittany to have an unusually understanding nature. There are 
very few sirnilari ties bet1rfeen these characters anc_ the fi gures 
in the Malory text. 
In the Tristan anc1 Isolda, of vfagner, of Hhich there seems 
to be proof that Robinson kne1ov, I sol t of Brittany is left out 
altogether. It seems highly probable that the passionate love 
motif in the music and_ the story \vas l.vhat attracted the poet 
so much to the opera, and, too, the use of the sea and the 
stars as symbols. Some of his revievrers, ho1•rever, feel that 
_____ \
while he tmdoubtectly received some of his inspiration from 
Richard ~1agner, especially 1vi th regarc1 to the use of s:ymbols, 
he hac1 been greatly influenced by Svrinburne. For, in the poem 
of the later may be found as many similarities as in the words 
of the i"agnerian opera. This also may be sai a_ concerning the 
Tristram and Iseult of NeJ.the1.v Arnold, although some of the 
p oet's critics b elieve that Robinson had been greatly in-
fluenced by Arnold in his characterization of Isolt of the 
rJJ.1. i t e Hands • 
Robinson makes no mention, anYi·rh ere, of ever having react 
the legends that had been 1vri tten prior to Halory 1 s Morte 
D' Arthur, about Tristram. As for the Gottfried von Strassburg 
version, 1·Thile some believe he must have had access to that 
particular story yet, since it is such a very readable one 
and because its author was interested in the psychological 
reactions of his characters, the author of this study is in-
clinec1 to think he had not seen it: other-v-Jise, he might have 
seen the si gnificance of the love potion. Actual ly ,hoi·rever, 
in many respect s , the tv-TO stories are much alike. 
This study of the Tristram tradition has proved most 
revealing insofar as Robinson's p oetic person~ty is concerned. 
Every time he made a chang e in his story from the texts he had 
react , something more vras learned about Robinson. From the 
s tuC.y the reac1er lmo1.-rs no-vr that he had keen anal ytica l ability; 
that he had insight; tha t he had i magina tion, a.aring , anc1 a 
12:2 
quite h i ghly-developed interest in the uplifting of his 
fello1~en; but chiefly, by reason of his understanding p ortrar 
al of the passionate love of Tristram and Isolt of Ireland, 
he lmo-vm that Robinson is at h eart a romanticist 1-·ri th a real 
philosophy of life that entitles him, the author of this 
study considers, to the accolade of romanticism. 
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